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SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION

SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION

Purpose
This report presents the results and conclusions of studies undertaken for the purpose of developing
a Stormwater Management Plan for the City of Garibaldi. Although the report addresses both
stonnwater quantity and quality, it focuses primarily upon water quantity issues.

Background
Currently, most afthe City's streets are unimproved (there are no curbs). Except for a small area in
the south part afthe City, stonnwater is discharged to open channel drainageways which extend in
a north-south direction through the City. Most afthe runoff from the streets flows to adjacent yards
and percolates into the ground through the soil mantle, or runs downhill to the aforementioned
drainageways. Over time, as additional growth has occurred in the City, the amount of runoff has
increased. This has created capacity problems in the conveyance system through the City. It has also
resulted in ponding at some locations in residential areas. A drainage plan is needed to address these
drainage problems. The City was awarded a Community Development Block Grant in late 1994 to
complete such a plan.

Conclusions
This report concludes the following:
1.

The City of Garibaldi currently has a very basic system for the collection and disposal of
surface water runoff. For most of the City, stormwater is either collected in drainage swales
which are subject to channel erosion, or it flows directly from streets to adjacent lawns.

2.

Numerous studies have documented the fact that stonnwater runoff from residential
communities contains considerable quantities of pollutants. Studies have also demonstrated
that many ofthese pollutants are removed in those cases where stonnwater is conveyed through
vegetated channels.

3.

The City of Garibaldi is currently experiencing moderate growth through residential
development. Runofffrom this development is being discharged to existing drainageways and
1

conveyance systems. A drainage plan is needed to ensure that stannwater runoff from this
development will not create drainage problems or degrade the quality of surface water.
4.

There is a significant amount of forested area upstream of drainageways through the City.
Runoff from this forested area passes through these drainageways. There is potential for a
significant increase in the rate of runoff and the sediment load if these areas are not managed
properly.

5.

There are three options for management of stonnwater from those areas that are experiencing
redevelopment or new development; I) continue the past practice of discharge to adjacent
property, 2) discharge stonnwater to open channel drainageways, or 3) convey the stormwater
by pipe to the Bay.

6.

This study concludes that the second alternative - discharge to open channel drainageways - is
the preferred alternative.

7.

For addressing erosion problems, the City should rely upon strict development standards.
Where practical, standards should also be imposed which utilize biofiltration swales or
sediment ponds (referred to as Best Management Practices) to protect or improve water
quality.

8.

Beyond those potential problems associated with erosion from hillside development and the
limited capacity of downstream stonnwater conveyance facilities, there are several existing
culvert pipes which are either over capacity or structurally deficient. These require
replacement. A list of these current deficiencies is included in Section 3.

Recommendations
Based upon the conclusions, as summarized above, this report recommends the following:

1.

Adoptionofthis Stonnwater Management Plan, including the related Standards and Ordinances
located in the Appendices.

2.

Pursue funding for those improvements recommended in the Capital Improvement Plan.

3.

Implement the maintenance program as presented in Appendix E.
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4.

Limit the amount of maintenance that will be required in the future, enforce strict development
standards to prevent erosion and protect vegetation in natural drainageways.

5.

The City should work actively with State and County Agencies and private property owners of
the areas north and upland ofthe City to ensure that forest management practices do not create
downstream flooding and sediment problems.
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SECflON2
BASIN CHARACfERISTICS

Planning Area
The City of Garibaldi is located on the coast in Central Tillamook County, Oregon. The planning
area comprises the City's Urban Growth Boundary.

Land Use
Current land use for the City is predominantly residential. The southern part of the City has a limited
amoWlt of commercial and industrial development.

Topography and Surface Water Hydrology
Garibaldi occupies the shore and hillside at the north side of Tillamook Bay as shown in Figure I
of Appendix A. The City lies approximately 20 to 240 feet above sea level. Nine drainageways
drain the hills above the City as well as the City proper. Several of these support significant annual
streamflows. All of the study area lies within the drainage basin discharging directly to Tillamook
Bay.

Geology and Soils
The Garibaldi area lies within the Hembre-Astoria soil association which are silt learns. These soils
are of moderate permeability and erosion hazard where the slopes are gentle. Where the slopes are
severe. they have very low penneability and high erosion hazard.

Groundwater
The most noteworthy features of the groundwater in the study area is that it surfaces in a number of
small seepages throughout the study area. Most of these have been channeled or piped to the
drainageways in their vicinity.
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Weather
Winters in Garibaldi are somewhat wanner than in nearby coastal communities due to the south
facing exposure of the City and the protection afforded by the hills to the north. The average annual
precipitation in Garibaldi is approximately 90 inches. Due to the fact that there is significant
elevation gain in the study area, there is a variation in weather. The lower elevations receive less
rainfall than do the upper elevations. Most of the precipitation occurs between the months of
November and March. Stonn events for 24 hour stonns, based upon NOAA Atlas 2 are as follows:

2 year - 4.0 inches
5 year - 5.5 inches
10 year - 6.0 inches
100 year - 7.0 inches

Streets and Drainage System
Streets in the City are generally paved, with many lacking curbs and sidewalks (as is typical in small
coastal communities). Most of the streets are narrow (20 feet or less paved) with drainage either
sheet flowing to adjacent lawns, or to ditches. The lower parts of the City have curbs and sidewalks
with drainage systems consisting of catch basins and piped stannwater conveyance.
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SECTION 3
SYSTEM ASSESSMENT

Existing Runoff Estimates

Surface runoff through the study area generally follows nine separate drainageways. In addition,
there is a small tributary to Whitney Brook that was evaluated independently. Each ofthe following
have been evaluated separately.
Lagler Creek
Nelson Lane Drainage
Whitney Brook
Johnson Creek
Unnamed creek on west side of town

Hobson Creek
Hill Creek
School Creek
Cannery Creek

Although they are separate drainage basins. Johnson Creek and School Creek combine at their lower
ends prior to discharging under Highway 101 and discharging to the Bay.
Runoff estimates for each of the drainageways are surrunarized as follows:

EXISTING PEAK FLOWS (cr.)
2 year

10 year

25 year

100 Year

Lagler

83.8

173.9

207.4

277.4

Hobson

43.6

89.0

105.5

140.0

Nelson Lane Drainage

3.8

6.3

7.1

9.9

Hill

8.9

17.2

20.1

26.3

Tributary to Whitney

9.4

16.2

18.6

23.6

Whitney

46.2

89.5

105.2

137.9

School

53.9

89.8

102.4

128.3

Johnson

20.4

34.5

39.5

49.6

Drainageway
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EXISTING PEAK FLOWS (cfs)
Cannery

10.3

20.2

23.8

31.3

Unnamed Creek on
West Side of Town

11.3

22.5

26.5

34.9

EXISTING 24-HOUR VOLUME (Acre Feet)
2 year

10 year

2S year

100 Year

Lagler

53.0

94.0

108.6

139.0

Hobson

26.3

46.1

53.1

67.7

Nelson Lane Drainage

1.7

2.6

3.0

3.6

Hill

4.9

8.4

9.6

12.2

Tributary to Whitney

4.9

7.8

8.9

11.0

Whitney

26.6

45.5

52.2

66.0

School

26.7

42.1

47.4

58.3

Johoson

9.8

15.7

17.7

21.8

Cannery

5.0

8.6

9.9

12.5

Unnamed Creek on
West Side of Town

6.1

10.5

12.1

15.4

Drainageway

Existing Stormwater Quantity Problems
The existing drainage system was evaluated to ascertain problems relative to both quality and
quantity ofstormwater. "Problems" are assumed to exist in those locations where stonnwatercreates

flooding situations, where existing conveyance capacity is deficient, or drainage is otherwise not
removed from the land surface in sufficient time to satisfy the expectations of the public. Figures
3 through 3F in Appendix A, show the locations of existing deficiencies.
As apparent from the following discussions, there are currently few significant drainage quantity
problems. This relates somewhat to the fact that the residents of Garibaldi view their community
7

as a small rural community and are accustomed to lower infrastructure standards than are residents
of a larger urban community. Drainage ditches, and occasional ponding of water, are generally
accepted by the community. It is important to note that. as the community grows, the expectations
may change. In addition, as more homes are constructed within the existing developed areas (infill)
and more streets are improved, an increased volume and rate of runoff from hard surfaces will be
generated and the permeable areas currently absorbing the vast majority ofthe rainfall will decrease.
This will tend to increase the ponding in those areas without catch basins and conveyance systems.

Existing Stormwater Quality Problems
For most of the study area, stormwater that is discharged to surface water is conveyed by heavily
vegetated drainage ditches that provide a considerable amount of biofiltration. The biofiltration
tends to remove many of the pollutants in the stormwater (see Appendix B). This, combined with
the fact that most of the area is residential, limits the amount of stormwater quality problems. The
primary stonnwater quality problem associated with these open channel drainageways is sediment
loadings from erosion. Although the sediments are generally not toxic, it does cause serious water
quality problems in the receiving waters.
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PLAN DEVELOPMENT

Policy Issues

There are a number of policy issues that are related to the preparation of this drainage plan. In the
course ofcompleting this plan, preliminary policy issues were developed, with input from the City's
Public Works Superintendent. These were summarized in a written report and submitted to City
COWlcil for review. Council members at this workshop agreed upon a number of policies.
Following is a summary afthe policies that were agreed upon by the Council.
1.

Curbs and gutters with piped drainage to drainage swales will be required for streets
serving new developments.

2.

Narrow (20-feet wide) streets will be permitted for low volume residential development.
These will have mountable curbs to permit parking on unpaved areas adjacent to the curb.

3.

The City will not pursue the establishment ofrnonthly fees at this time. however they may
in the future, particularly if surrounding communities establish such fees.

4.

To ensure that new developments are constructed to acceptable standards. the City desires
to impose a fee upon new development for purposes of plan review and inspection. One
option is to have the fee based upon actual charges of time devoted to the project, with
costs deducted from a deposit collected at the time of plan submission.

5.

At this time. the City does not have the resources to impose impact fees (system
development charges) for streets or drainage. The City supports the concept of growth
paying for it's related impacts, and will evaluate options for imposing impact fees
following the establislunent of such fees by other small communities in the area.

Planning Considerations Relative to Street and Drainage Standards
A basic premise of this study is that the drainage system and street system should be evaluated
together. This is particularly true for the existing developed part of City where the streets are
unimproved. As the typical small community develops and its streets are widened and sidewalks
added, the amount of stormwater running off the streets will increase 175% to 225%. In most of
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Garibaldi, stonnwater from streets currently sheet flows onto adjacent lawns where it soaks through
the soil or flows downhill.
Such issues as street width. and whether or not the streets have sidewalks, will have a significant
impact on the quantity of storrnwater runoff. These issues also impact the types of pretreatment
facilities that could be used for the stormwater runoff. Because of the significance of street design
issues, development of street standards was one of the first tasks completed in the planning process.
Three major street design issues were addressed: I) sidewalks. 2) curbed versus uncurbed streets,
and 3) street widths. As discussed in the previous section. the City decided to adopt a policy of not
providing sidewalks in new residential development. a standard of narrow residential streets where
traffic volume is low, and a standard of piped drainage from streets to well defined drainageways.
Street standards were developed and are included as a separate document (Engineering Standards
for Public Works Construction).

Regulatory Issues
Appendix C contains a summary of those federal and state regulations that are applicable to
Garibaldi's stonnwater management plan. Although there are a large number of regulations that are
of interest, National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) regulations have the most
impact. Recently. there has been considerable publicity regarding the federal requirements of
NPDES pennits for stonnwater facilities. The Federal Water Pollution Control Act. as amended
in 1972. prohibits the point-source discharge of pollutants to waters of the United States unless the
discharge is authorized by a NPDES permit. NPDES permits specify the control, monitoring, and
reporting requirements. Point-source pollution refers to a concentrated discharge of pollutants.
Generally, it does not include runoff from agricultural land.
Until recently, the NPDES program has focused on regulating point-source discharges of industrial
process and municipal wastewater treatment plant effluent; and stormwater runoff from specific
industries. In recent years, the regulatory focus has shifted to include non-point pollution from
diffuse sources. In 1987, the Clean Water Act was amended to require NPDES permitting of runoff
from certain industries. In 1990, the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) issued more
specific requirements for industrial stonnwater discharge, and also municipal stonn sewer systems
serving a population of 100,000 or more. Although they have a timetable for pennits from very
small communities, most water quality professionals doubt ifNPDES permits for stormwater will
ever be required in communities as small as Garibaldi.
For the City, the primary area of concern regarding the NPDES process is the industrial area. A
recent study completed for the Port of Garibaldi addressed drainage issues in the Port's developed
industrial area. There are a few areas to the east of the Port's property that were formerly industrial
10

sites. As these areas develop, stonnwater issues and NPDES requirements will have to be addressed.
The nature of these will depend upon the type of development.

Planning Considerations Relative to Stormwater Quantity
There are two design issues which are important to the process of drainage planning relative to
quantity: 1) sizing ofsystem capacity and 2) protection of existing drainageways from bank erosion
and flooding of adjacent property.
System capacity issues are fairly straightforward. Drainage facilities such as inlets and conveyance
systems are normally designed with a capacity to accommodate runoff from a particular storm event.
It is understood that flooding will occur for storm events with a higher rainfall intensity. The
objective is to design so that the flooding will not result in appreciable property damage. The design
planning criteria utilized in this plan follows accepted local practice which is summarized as follows:
•

Inlets and conveyance systems designed to accommodate the lO-year storm event without
surcharge.

•

Surcharge and ponding is permitted for storm events up to the 100-year stonn. however such
surcharge and ponding will not cause property damage.

Issues related to the protection of existing drainageways are much more complicated. The process
of converting the landscape from its natural forested state to farming and then urban uses results in
an increasing amount of imperviousness. For any given rainfall intensity, the rate of water that has
to be carried by streams and other drainage systems increases as the amount of imperviousness
increases. This results in significant bank and streambed erosion. To prevent this erosion.
percolation type systems for disposal of stormwater are encouraged. In areas like Garibaldi, where
percolation type disposal is not feasible due to low soil permeability, the only practical method of
protecting the natural drainageways is to dampen the peaks in runoff through the use of detention
basins, or implement a diligent channel protection and maintenance program. Although small
detention basins may be practical, on a limited basis in some of the undeveloped areas of the basin,
there are no locations within the City proper where they can be adequately sited.

Future Runoff Estimates
Runoff estimates for the City. at full development, were calculated assuming all existing streets are
improved with curbs and sidewalks. and the entire planning area developed per the Comprehensive
Plan. Estimates are summarized as follows:
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FULL BUILD-OUT PEAK FLOWS (cfs)
2 year

10 year

25 year

100 Vear

Lag1er

91.4

183.1

216.8

287.2

Hobson

58.9

106.6

123.6

158.9

Nelson Lane Drainage

5.5

8.2

9.1

10.9

Hill

15.9

25.2

28.4

34.9

Tributary to Whitney

13.2

20.6

23.1

28.3

Whitney

50.4

94.4

110.2

143.1

School

57.2

94.1

107.1

133.6

Johnson

23.5

38.0

43.1

53.4

Cannery

14.7

25.2

29.0

36.6

Unnamed Creek on
West Side of Town

21.9

34.7

39.1

48.0

Drainageway

DEVELOPED VOLUMES (Acre Feel)
2 year

10 year

2S year

100 Year

Lagler

56.1

97.7

112.5

143.1

Hobson

32.0

52.8

60.2

75.2

Nelson Lane Drainage

2.3

3.3

3.7

4.4

Hill

7.5

11.4

12.8

15.5

Tributary to Whitney

6.3

9.5

10.6

12.8

Whitney

28.2

47.4

54.2

68.1

School

27.4

42.9

48.3

59.3

Johnson

10.9

16.9

19.0

23.2

Cannery

6.4

10J

11.6

14.4

Unnamed Creek on
West Side of Town

9.8

14.9

16.7

20.3

Drainageway
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Planning Considerations Relative to Stormwater Quality

There are two fundamental water quality issues that need to be addressed; 1) those related to
pollutants, and 2) those related to erosion. Issues related to the pollution effects of stonnwater, and
related regulatory goals, have historically been quite complex. In recent years, there has been an
increasingly clearer understanding of these issues.
It has been well documented that increased flows and pollutant loadings, as a result of urbanization,
degrade the quality ofsurface waters. Urbanization leads to high concentrations ofsuspended solids
which has an adverse impact upon wetlands, streams, and estuaries. Suspended solids (silt) are
particularly detrimental to anadromous fish. Increased levels of nutrients lead to increased levels
ofalgae and reduced levels ofdissolved oxygen. Oil and grease, particularly from runoffin parking
lots, roads, and gasoline service stations; and trace metals present toxic effects on both humans and
aquatic life. Increased water temperature is particularly harmful to cold water fish that typically
inhabit Northwest streams. Appendix E summarizes related studies which address water quality
impacts from runoff.
To address the water quality problems associated with stormwater, communities are establishing
regulations which require the use of Best Management Practices (BMPs) to improve water quality.
BMP's are defmed as physical, structural, and/or managerial practices that, when used singly, or in
combination, prevent or reduce pollution of water. BMP's are classified as either source control
BMPs or runoff treatment BMPs.
Source control BMPs are preventive in nature. They include using mulches and covers on disturbed
soils, providing roofs over chemical storage areas, sediment and erosion control ordinances, etc.
Source control BMPs are generally more cost-effective than are runoff treatment BMPs.
Runoff treatment BMPs include such facilities as settling basins, oiVwater separators, infiltration,
and vegetative filters. Although the proper use of treatment BMPs can help mitigate the impacts of
development, water quality degradation will occur as an area develops and more hard surfaces are
added to the landscape. To protect beneficial uses may require additional measures.
The Street and Drainage Standards require all new development in Garibaldi to conform to the
criteria in this plan. These criteria will be followed as far as practical in the planning and design
recommendations presented herein. The Standards focus upon the two primary mechanisms for
controlling nonpoint pollution in Garibaldi; I) erosion control, and 2) use of biofiltration.
Erosion control procedures are required in the draft Stormwater Management Ordinance included
in Appendix F. Detailed erosion control procedures are addressed in Part 2 of the Engineering
Standards for Public Works Construction.
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Following is a brief summary of the recommended design requirements for biofiltration:
• Biofiltration used for pretreatment prior to disposal to either ground or surface waters.
• Biofiltration sized as follows:
•
•
•
•

Swale slope of I to 4 percent.
Maximum swale velocity of 0.9 fps.
Minimum residence time in swale of 9 minutes.
Minimum length of swale - 100 feet.
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SECTIONS
SURFACE WATER MANAGEMENT ALTERNATIVES

Alternative Drainage Concepts
Throughout the study area, the logical choice for discharge ofstormwater is to the drainageways that

are currently draining the area. There are two basic alternative methods by which the stormwater
can be conveyed through these drainageways. Stormwater can be conveyed by: I) closed conduit,
or 2) open channel. These alternatives are discussed and evaluated in the following paragraphs.

Open Channel Conveyance
Most of the drainageways through the City are currently open. There are a few sections where
stonnwater is routed through pipes or culverts. This alternative would essentially he a "do
nothing" alternative in light of the fact that the existing conditions would not appreciably change.

The advantages of this alternative are: 1) it would enhance water quality by providing
biofiltration. 2) it would be less costly than the closed channel alternative.
The disadvantages of this alternative are: I) it would require more maintenance than the closed
channel alternative. and 2) it would involve a loss of land area that could be put to higher uses.

Closed Conduit Conveyance
Some sections of the drainageways through the City are currently routed through pipes. Under
this alternative, the pipes would be extended the full length of the drainageway.
The advantages oftrus alternative are: 1) it would require less maintenance than the open channel

alternative, and 2) it would open up land area for use or possibly for additional development. The
fact that additional land area will be made available could be construed as a disadvantage rather
than an advantage depending upon the value one places upon open space within the community.
The disadvantage to this alternative is that it would be considerably more costly than the open
channel alternative. This alternative would also be disadvantageous relative to water quality due
to the loss ofbiofiltration for some of the runoff.
Given the relative advantages and disadvantages of the two alternative drainage concepts available
for the City. this study concludes that open charmel conveyance is the preferred alternative.
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Drainageway Evaluations and General Description of Proposed Improvements
Based upon a field investigation, and capacity analysis of conveyance structures, each of the
drainageways in the study area were evaluated for current and future conditions. The evaluations,
along with general recommendations for improvements, are summarized as follows:

Lagler Creek
Lagler Creek is located on the east side of town. On the USGS it is identified as Hobson Creek,
however, the City ofGaribaldi maps identify it as Lagler. This area drains approximately 441 acres.
Current zoning will allow for commercial development. Existing developed area is approximately
2 acres. The creek runs through the center of a small valley. A field visit on March 9, 1995, revealed
springs flowing overland adjacent to the creek near the existing 30" culvert. This culvert is
undersized at present. However, there is adequate overflow available over the drive.
No
improvements are recommended at this time. Future development will need to address culvert, high
groundwater, springs, wetlands (creek), and stormwater quality. The existing 72" culvert located at
Miami River Road is adequate for full development.

Hobson Creek
Located on the east side of town at Arizona Way, Hobson Creek currently flows through residential
areas and through private property. It drains approximately 21 0 acres. The headwall under the State
Highway 101 has been damaged. The existing culverts are undersized and should be upsized. There
are existing culverts located along Arizona Way which flow along the east side of the street until
they disappear into a hole in the ground to a system of underdrains (according to the City's Public
Works Superintendent). Immediate improvements should be to upgrade culverts and the Highway
101 crossing, install tightline storm drain to the Bay (currently goes through private property), and
install storm drains to connect to the aforementioned underdrains. Future improvements should be
constructed with development to the north and/or street improvement projects. An additional
consideration is the flow of the creek through private property. The City should acquire easements

or rights-of-way and provide maintenance to prevent plugging of storm drains. Riprap should be
constructed at outfall of culvert to the west of Arizona Way which currently drops a couple of feet
to the stream below.

Nelson Lane Drainage
Nelson Lane lies within a small drainage basin which discharges to a culvert crossing Highway 101
just west of Hobson Creek. This area drains approximately nine acres. The culvert pipe has capacity
but there is potential for high headwater. It has been this headwater that causes deposition of
settlement. This basin does not appear to be as susceptible to sedimentation. Downstream of
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Highway 101 there are culverts crossing the railroad and also more located on private property. lbis
pipe route is not easily located and therefore difficult to maintain. However, it is acceptable in the
short tenn. Future development should require water quality and improvements to this stonn system.

Hill Creek
Hill Creek is piped under the marina to the Bay through a culvert which is currently at capacity.
Additional development will create the need for the size of the culvert to be increased. A new storm
drain installed as part of a recent development discharges upstream of the marina. The outlet of the
pipe has created an erosion problem immediately downstream. To correct this, rip rap is required.
Additional problems are associated with the marina in tenns of water quality. Boat repairs, painting
and the storage of materials in the marina yard outside the building allow pollutants to enter Hill
Creek and the Bay. Source control BMp·s are recommended to control the passage of these work
related pollutants, as well as changing current storage and repair practices.

Whitney Brook
This is the major open drainage through the town and is located east of3rd Street. For the most part
it has been kept open. It is rather deep in many locations. There is a tributary that flows into it from
the north. This tributary has been mostly piped through the town. Improvements to this tributary
stonn sewer should be made at the time of future development or street improvements. It would be
advantageous to reroute the upper section. It currently goes through the mobile home park and
across private property. There is potential for plugging which could impact downstream residences.
Whitney Brook is piped from First Street to a drainage structure adjacent to the State Highway 101.
The pipe appears to be located under buildings. This could be a serious problem, therefore rerouting
of these pipes should be given a priority. Entry to this pipe system has a debris rack and is
vulnerable to plugging from sedimentation. A new grated inlet is proposed for installation, along
with a forebay designed as a sedimentation basin. The existing culvert under Driftwood will be
ponding with stonns less than the 2-year event. This will cause sedimentation and possible plugging.
lbis culvert should be replaced or a new one added.

School Creek
School Creek is a major drainage through the town. Much of it has been culverted or piped. These
pipes are over capacity. There is a section of pipe crossing Driftwood that is located in private
property and goes close to the existing structures. During storm events, this pipe is susceptible to
plugging. Due to the height of fill on Driftwood, there is potential for a considerable volume of
water to back up. The City's Public Works Superintendent reports that the pipe along Fifth Street
is corroded. This pipe should be replaced. On Fir Street, where the creek enters the town, it goes
under a house raised up on stilts, and then goes through a variety of pipes and culverts. At one
17

location, the stream discharges and within four feet makes a 90 degree bend and another 90 degree
bend within 20 feet. The banks are eroded at these bends. Immediate improvements to this basin
should include the replacement of the storm sewer on Fifth Street, a new storm drain installed along
Fir Street and a new storm drain installed at pipe crossing of Driftwood. Most of the basin has been
developed. New development should install new storm drain and water quality facilities. Existing
areas should install new storm drains as the streets are improved.

Johnson Creek
Johnson Creek is located at approximately Ninth Street. This area should be a lower priority with
the exception of the 18-24" pipe located along the railroad. This pipe is under capacity. One
alternative is to install a drainage pipe under the railroad and discharge directly to the Bay. This,
however, would require that the pipe be routed through the lumberyard which would be costly.
Adjacent to the railroad near the inlet of the 18" pipe, there is a residence that is located in the low
spot and is vulnerable to flooding from backwater effects. The 18" pipe transitions to 24" size.
Other areas ofthis basin should install storm drainage as the area develops and street improvements
are undertaken. Riprap protection should be installed at the outfalls from the existing culverts along

Johnson Creek.

Cannery Creek
This area is relatively undeveloped. The pipe under Highway 101 has sufficient capacity but is
corroded and needs to be replaced. ODOT is the owner ofthe right-of-way through town. The banks
of the Creek are steep. Storm drainage should be directed to the Creek. Sedimentation facilities and
access to the culvert should be constructed.

Unnamed Creek on West Side o/Town
The existing culverts under Highway 101 are undersized. Because of this, water backs up at the
upstream side ofthe culverts during high rainfall events, and large amounts ofsediments accumulate
in the channel. Keeping the channels free of sediments requires a considerable amount of time and
effort from the City's public works crew. While not urgent, the pipes should be upsized, and
maintenance programs implemented. This basin is relatively undeveloped. Future development will
need to address the impacts of additional runoff.
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Cost Estimates
Cost estimates for the proposed improvements were prepared with the following asswnptions:
1. All costs assume construction in the summer of 1995 and include 30% ofthe construction costs
for engineering and contingencies.
2. Construction cost estimates are for the drainage system components ofdrainage improvements
along existing drainage ways. Component costs only are included in the cost of drainage
system improvements serving existing and future streets.
Detailed cost estimates are presented in Appendix G.
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SECTION 6
RECOMMENDED SURFACE WATER MANAGEMENT PLAN

Plan Description
The proposed drainage plan is shown as Figures 4A through 4F in Appendix A. The improvements
generally consist ofculvert replacement, or installation ofdrainage pipe to convey stormwater which
is currently conveyed by open channel.

Capital Improvement Plan
Following are a list of proposed improvements by general reach of drainageway in order of priority.
Priority number rating 1 should be implemented as soon as possible. The items rated 3 should be
done in conjunction with the development of street improvements. With each is a cost estimate.
Appendix G presents a detailed cost estimate for each of these improvements.

Cost ($)
I. School Creek - 4th and Acacia to 5th to RR
2. School Creek - Driftwood & 4th R.O. W.

10

PrioritY

289,120
4th &

225,875

Acacia
3. Whitney Brook - Ist Street to Highway 101

251,095

4. School Creek - Fir to 4th Street R.O. W.

136,370

2

5. Hobson Creek - Arizona Way Stonn Sewer

267,443

2

6. Johnson Creek - 8th to Railroad R.O. W.

201,565

2

7. Johnson Creek - 11th Street to Highway 101

132,275

2

8. School Creek - 5th and Birch to Acacia

26,585

3

9. School Creek - 6th & Cypress to 5th and Acacia

79,755

3
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Cost ($)

Priority

10. School Creek - 3rd & Birch to 4th & Acacia

53,170

3

11. School Creek - Driftwood to 4th Street

140,985

3

12. School Creek - Holly & Ginger Storm Sewer

100,100

3

13. Whitney Brook - Tributary to Whitney

199,875

3

14. Johnson Creek - 7th to Railroad

233,545

3

15. Johnson Creek - lOth Street to 9th and Hwy. 101

122,200

3

16. School Creek - 2nd Street to Highway 101

40,105

3

Financing

A detailed list of funding options is included in Appendix D. The funding program deemed most
feasible is the Comrmmity Development Block Grant Program.
To pay for the cost of system maintenance, it is recommended that the City explore options for
establishing a drainage utility.

Street and Drainage Standards

Street and drainage standards have been developed to confonn to the recommendations in this plan.
These are included in a separately bound document.

Street and Drainage Ordinances

Street and drainage ordinances have been developed to confonn to the recommended engineering
standards. These are included in Appendix F.

System Maintenance

The drainage facilities recommended in this plan will require maintenance. Appendix E swnmarizes
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a program of maintenance for the recommended improvements. The increase in maintenance over
existing levels will depend totally upon the rate at which development occurs, or existing streets are
upgraded. Construction of the recommended improvements will depend upon funding and the rate
by which the City develops and improves existing streets. For this reason, maintenance costs are
presented in a very general fonn. For those priority improvements recommended in the Capital
Improvement Plan. the additional cost of maintenance should be insignificant.
In light ofthe fact that the City's maintenance capabilities are so limited. for an adequate long-tenn
maintenance program to be feasible. it may be necessary to establish a utility. As Garibaldi grows.
maintenance needs will increase. Establishing a drainage utility would enable the City to address
those needs.
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ALTERNATIVE MANAGEMENT PRACTICES

Overview
The purpose of this technical appendix is to present the results of our review of alternatives for
controlling the discharge of stormwater contaminants. This consisted of reviewing information on
stormwater characteristics and the fundamental mechanisms available for removing stormwater
pollutants, and review of other best management practices.

Design Criteria
The science of stormwater treatment is changing rapidly. This evolution is reflected in the many
variations in the fundamental design criteria and procedures required by different jurisdictions. For
example, King County, Washington, specifies that a 2-year frequency, 24-hr duration design storm
be used to size stonnwater treatment facilities (King County, 1990). This is also the design storm
used in the City of Portland's water quality handbook (Brown and Caldwell, 1991). In contrast, the
Unified Sewerage Agency of Washington County, Oregon, specifies a design stonn that is equal to
0.36 inches of precipitation falling in four hours with an average return period of 96 hours (Unified
Sewerage Agency, 1991).
Other design criteria are also undergoing modifications as the science of stonnwater treatment
progresses. For example, the City ofPortland and other jurisdictions require a minimum biofiltration
swale length of200 feet. Researchers (Homer, 1992) report that a biofiltration project that he has
recently completed with Seattle Metro uses hydraulic residence time as one of the principle design
criteria, thereby doing away with the unwarranted attention to swale length.
The pollutants of greatest concern contained in urban stonnwater. runoff include: total suspended
solids, total petroleum hydrocarbons (TPH), total nitrogen, nitrate, lead, copper, and zinc. Following
are the three management practices that are most applicable for use in the City of Garibaldi.

Alternative I Biofiltration Swale
Alternative 2 Grassed Percolation Area
Alternative 3 Source Control
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Table BI - Estimated Percent Pollutant Removal for Treatment Alternatives

TSS

TPH

TN

NO,

Pb

eu

Zn

Biofiltration Swale

50·70

30-50

30-50

20-40

50-70

30-50

30-50

Grassed Percolation Area

85-95

50-70

50-80

20-50

70-90

20-40

20-40

Allernalive

Pollutant Key: TSS

•

Total Suspended Solids
TPH Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons
TN
Total Nitrogen
NO) Nitrate
Pb
Lead
Cu
Copper
Zn
Zinc

Alternative 1 - Biofiltration Swale

Biofiltration swales are shallow ditches lined with vegetation to provide treatment of surface water.
They are one of the most conunon methods for surface water quality control. They are widely used.

Applicability and Limitations
This alternative will be applicable primarily in new developments with low building density, where
there is sufficient space to construct the swale. Some examples include residential areas, and some
light industriallconunercial developments where swales could be incorporated into the streetscape.
It may also be possible to construct swales in existing green spaces, such as public parks and
rights-of-way. However, because ofland area needs, this alternative is unlikely to find applications
in high building density areas, and thus there will be limited opportunity for use in the many areas of
existing development.
The swaJe must be below grade to allow for gravity drainage from the catch basin or sedimentation
basin. This requires careful evaluation of the location and depth of buried utilities which typically
parallel roadways. This limitation greatly complicates construction of new swales in areas of existing
development.
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Effectiveness
Swales are an effective means of removing stonnwater pollutants.
percentages for various stormwater constituents are listed in Table B 1.

The estimated removal

By locating the swale outlet pipe leading to the drywetl above the base of the swale, some storage
capacity is provided in the swale. This capacity can provide for containment of small spills and
function as a grassed percolation area (Alternative 2). However, this containment would not be
possible during storm events when the swale is flowing full.

Cost and Maintenance Considerations
The total estimated cost for constructing a biofiltration swale 200 feet long, 11 feet wide, by 1.5 feet
deep would be approximately $10,000. This cost estimate includes the cost of an upstream
sedimentation manhole and also a contingency of30 percent, and an estimated cost of engineering
and administration of 20 percent. The costs would be approximately 20 to 30 percent less if the
swale were reduced to say 100 feet in length as a result of new design criteria that would allow
shorter swales to be constructed.
In order to ensure adequate performance, biofiltration swales must receive routine maintenance. This

maintenance consists of cleaning the sedimentation manhole, mowing the grass, and removing
vegetation and debris from the swale. Based on a manhole cleaning frequency of once per year, and
a frequency of removing vegetation and debris from the swale twice per year, the maintenance cost
would be approximately $ 500. This cost estimate includes the cost of waste disposal.

Discussion
This alternative is effective in removing many stormwater pollutants and it would also provide
containment of spilled materials during dry periods when stormwater is not flowing through the
swale.
The disposal of unwanted materials in swales can reduce their usefulness. In some areas the disposal

of trash and debris in swales has been a problem. A public education program to inform citizens
about the importance of swales in providing stormwater treatment may reduce this problem.

•

Alternative 2

~

Grassed Percolation Area

Grassed percolation areas are used where the soil is relatively permeable for discharge of stormwater.
They are shallow, grass-lined basins which cover highly permeable soils. Stormwater is directed to
these areas and then allowed to percolate into the underlying soil.
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Applicability and Limitations
Grassed percolation areas would have applicability in similar areas as biofiltration swales if the soils
were sufficiently penneable. They could be designed as part of the landscape in new developments
or constructed in existing green spaces and rights-of-way. Because of land requirements, they would
not be appropriate in densely developed areas. Based on the CUrTent design approach (containment
of the first half-inch of rainfall) they would be smaller and require less land than a biofiltration swale
designed to serve the same area.

Effectiveness
Grassed percolation areas are reported to have good pollutant removal characteristics. Their
estimated percent removals for various stonnwater constituents are listed in Table B 1. Pollutant
removal occurs through filtration. sorption, and biodegradation in the vegetation and upper soil
horizon. The poUutant removal characteristics of these facilities are influenced by the organic content
and cation exchange capacity of the underlying soil.

Cost and Maintenance Considerations
Grassed percolation areas would have to be maintained in a manner similar to biofiltration swales.
The upstream sedimentation manhole would have to be cleaned approximately once per year and
vegetation and debris would have to be removed twice per year. Based on this type of a maintenance
schedule, the annual maintenance costs would be approximately $500.

Discussion
Grassed percolation areas have relatively low capital and maintenance costs and good pollutant
removal characteristics. However, because of their space requirements, they would not be
appropriate in densely developed areas unless they could be constructed in existing green spaces or
rights-of-way. They have the same containment potential for spills and provide stonnwater disposal
in addition to that provided in the drywell. Grassed percolation areas have the advantage over

biofiltration swales of requiring less land area. The stormwater that enters these areas would have
longer contact time with vegetation and soil which should enhance pollutant removal. However, they
also have some ofthe same potential problems associated with them, as do biofiltration swales. The
public must be educated about their purpose so that unwanted materials are not deposited in them.
Due to the fact that their use requires penneable soils, they have limited applicability in the area

around the City of Garibaldi.
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Alternative 3 - Source Control

All of the stonnwater control alternatives considered to this point have been structural control
alternatives. Source control, typically a nonstructural or policy alternative, is an important concept
that also warrants consideration.
Efforts are currently in progress at the national, state, and local level to implement source control as
a means of controlling stonnwater pollution. Most industries and large municipalities are
participating in the new US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) stormwater pennitting program
which requires source control.
Source control measures specific to commercial and industrial areas include the following practices:
containment of chemicals and hazardous materials; oU and grease separation from stormwater runoff;
debris and sediment control; stonnwater diversion around manufacturing and storage areas; covered
areas for materials storage manufacturing and fueling operations; spill prevention and response
procedures; and, development of a preventative maintenance program for stonnwater control
facilities.
Source control measures applicable to residential and public open space include the following: street
cleaning; public education about the proper use offertilizers and pesticides and disposal of household
wastes; maintenance and inclusion of green spaces in developments; standards and ordinances that
requires stonnwater detention and treatment, etc.
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APPENDIXC
SURFACE WATER QUALITY FEDERAL AND STATE REGULAnONS

APPENDIXC
SURFACE WATER QUALITY FEDERAL AND STATE REGULATIONS

There are many issues to consider in planning for surface water quality management. Not the least
ofthese are existing and pending state and federal regulations which relate to surface water quality

management, water quality, wetlands protection, and flood control. This chapter is devoted to a
discussion of these state and federal regulatory requirements and their relevance to planning in the
City of Garibaldi. Although many ofthese regulations are only remotely applicable to drainage issues

in Garibaldi, they are discussed for informational purposes.

Summary of Regulations
The following programs which establish the basis for state and local action.
1.

Clean Water Act - Section 401, Water Quality Certification; Section 402, National Pollution

Discharge Elimination System Program (NPDES); Section 404, Dredge and Fill
Requirements, and National Estuary Program
2.

Coastal Zone Management Act with 1990 Amendments.

J.

Executive Order 11990

4.

Flood Disaster Protection Act

5.

National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)

6.

River and Harbor Act, Section 10

Clean Water Act
The objective of the Clean Water Act is, as is apparent in its title, is to clean up all pollution in the
country's navigable waters. The provisions of the Act which are applicable to surface water quality
management are Sections 401,402, and 404. They are discussed below.

Section 401

This section, Water Quality Certification, addresses activities requiring a federal pennit that may
result in discharge to state waters. The goal of the section is to make sure that these types of
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activities meet the requirements of the Clean Water Act and any other relevant state water quality
laws and regulations. DEQ is charged with administering the certification process, as well as
following the permit process as it goes to other state reviewing agencies. DOE has the final say
regarding certification of the subject pennit. In the case of "instream" construction activities which
are regarded as necessary and have time limitations, a Temporary Modification of Water Quality
Standards must be obtained. This Temporary Modification may be required before DOE will issue
a Water Quality Certification.
Section 402

Section 402 concerns NPDES regulations requiring federal permits for all municipal stonnwater
discharges from large and medium-sized municipal separate storm sewers, and discharge from
industrial activities. Large municipal separate stonn sewers are defined as those systerps which serve
a population of250,OOO or more. Medium municipal separate storm sewers are those which serve
a population between 100,000 and 250,000.

In September ofl99l, the State ofOregon developed NPDES general permits to control stonnwater
discharges associated with industrial land uses. Several of these general pennits address those
industrial land uses within the City of Garibaldi. In both cases they are for the industries located in
the Port area (Garibaldi Hardwoods, and City of Garibaldi Wastewater Treatment Plant). The
recently prepared drainage study for the Port of Garibaldi addressed the NPDES requirements for
these industries in detail. A copy of the general permits that are applicable to the study area are
attached to this appendix.
Sectjon 404
Section 404, Dredge and Fill Requirements, oversees the discharge of dredged or fill material into
the nation's waters, including wetlands, through the use of pennits. The U.S. Anny Corps of
Engineers issues or denies these permits. Under Section 404, activities in wetlands may be: 1)
exempt from regulation; 2) covered under a general permit, or 3) required to adhere to an individual
permit. Usually, for a single activity, individual permits are issued. Cases of exemptions include
normal ranching and. farming, forestry, roads used for farming or forestry operations or regular
maintenance, emergency reconstruction, soil conservation practices, existing farming, farm'ponds,
and irrigation ditches. Other activities not specifically covered under Section 404 permits include
drainage, clearing, and inundation of wetlands. (However, such activities may possibly be subject to
other state or local regulations). General permits are typically issued for projects such as minor
bridges and road crossings, navigation markers, bank stabilization, utility line structures, and other
particular federally approved and funded projects. For a single proposed activity, individual pennits
are issued.
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National Flood Insurance Disaster Protection Act
The National Flood Insurance Disaster Protection Act (NFIP) was enacted to administer flood
disaster relief, thus relieving these costs from the tax bases of state and local agencies. The NFIP
makes available affordable flood insurance to those communities which adopt certain prescribed
floodplain management ordinances. Those areas not participating in the NFIP do not qualify for
certain flood disaster relief. There are requirements that for funding to be granted for govemmentrelated structures proposed to be built in the lOO-year floodplain, the community must participate in
the NFIP, and the structure must be covered under a flood insurance policy.
The Federal Insurance Administration (FlA) (part of the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA)), administers the NFIP in two phases. The first phase, called the emergency program, is
started when the FIA notifies a community, through the Flood Hazard Boundary Map, that it has been
identified as a flood prone area. (This map is shows a preliminary outline of flood hazard areas).
Upon notification, the community submits an application to the FIA requesting participation in the
program. When the app~cation is accepted by the FlA, limited amounts of flood insurance are made
available. Approved flood plain management ordinances (based upon the Flood Hazard Boundary
Map) are required to be adopted by the community, and they are encouraged to establish more
precise floodplain elevations. Upon adoption of the required ordinances, the community enters the
second phase, called the regular program. Standard practice is then to prepare a detailed technical
flood insurance study, involving hydrologic and hydraulic analyses. This study is the basis for the
regular program, and is usually referenced in the ordinance. From the study, the Flood Insurance
Rate map (FIRM), the F100dway Map, and the Flood Insurance Study are prepared. Using the results
of the study, areas are outlined and rated as to flood risk, and an insurance rate is detennined for each
area. Boundaries of the lOO-year and SOD-year floodplains are also shown.

National Environmental Policy Act
The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) was passed in order to ensure that development
projects sponsored by federal agencies, as well as those private projects requiring agency approvals,
consider the environmental impacts of the proposed project. NEPA established a process whereby
environmental impacts, along with economic and technical considerations, must be fully disclosed
before government agencies can issue approvals for various permits.
An agency first may prepare an environmental assessment (EA), in order to determine if a proposed

project would have significant adverse environmental impacts. The EA is evaluated in order to
determine ifan environmental impact statement (EIS) must be prepared. If the EIS is found not to
be required, a finding of no significant impact document is prepared, explaining why. If the EIS is
required, all major adverse environmental impacts must be evaluated, including proposed alternatives,
and methods to mitigate them. Certain permits issued by a federal agency may be generally
considered to require an EIS. With evidence showing that significant adverse impacts are likely,
however, anyone may recommend that an EIS be prepared.
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NEPA1s counterpart on the state level is the State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) (discussed
earlier). Under SEP~ all construction (except very small projects) is must adhere to SEPA
requirements. SEPA is discussed in more detail in the section on state regulations.

Coastal Zone Management Act
Historically, the Coastal Zone Management Act (CZMA) was a voluntary program, in which states
may receive assistance in formulating a plan which regulates the proper use of its 'coastal areas. After
the federal government approved the state plans, federal financial assistance was provided in order
to execute them.
Under the Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization Amendments (CZARA) of 1990, States became subject
to a number of specific requirements for stormwater management. In Oregon., CZARA is being
implemented by the Land Conservation and Development Depanment (LCDD). The primary focus
at this point has been an attempt to have local agencies follow the requirements of the EPA
publication., Guidance Specifying Management Measures for Sources of Nonpoint Pollution in
Coastal Waters (EPA/840-B-92-002).

River and Harbor Act, Section 10
The River and Harbor Act is intended to maintain the navigability of the country's waterways.
Section 10 of this Act in particular outlaws the obstruction or alteration of navigable waters of the
nation, without express authorization. Proposed actions in, over, or affecting navigable waters,
activities regarding structures or work done below the mean high water mark of navigable tidal
waters and the ordinary high water mark of navigable fresh waters, and work done in wetlands, are
required to comply the Section 10 provisions. Anyone conducting such activities must complete a
permit which evaluates fish and wildlife management, environmental impacts, and navigational and
flood control. This permit is administered by the Corps of Engineers. These permits are often
reviewed along with Section 404 permits.
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Permit Number:1200-Y
Expiration Date: 9-30·96
Page 1 of 8
Pages

GENERAL PERMIT
NATIONAL POLLUTANT DISCHARGE ELIMINATION SYSTEM

STORM WATER DISCHARGE PERMIT
Department of Environmental Quality
811 Southwest Sixth Avenue, Portland, OR

Telephone:

(503) 229-5696

Issued pursuant to ORS 468.740 and The Federal Clean Water Act

ISSUED TO:
All Owners or Operators of Storm
water Point Source Discharges
Which are Covered by This Permit
SOURCES COVERED BY THIS PERMIT:

SEP 2, IS91
Date
PER.~ITTED

ACTIVITIES

Until this permit expires or is modified or revoked, the permittee is authorized
to construct water pollution control facilities and to discharge storm water to
p~blic waters in accordance with a storm water pollution control plan which has
been prepared by the permittee and any other limitations specified in this
permit. All discharges shall be in accordance with the attached schedules as
follo ....s:
Page

Schedule A Controls and Limitations for Discharge
2-5
Schedule B Minimum Monitoring and Reporting Requirements.. 6
Schedule C Compliance Conditions and Schedules
7
Schedule D Special Condi 'Cians. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8
General Conditions .. _
Attached
Each ocher direct and indirect waste discharge to public waters is prohibited
unless covered by another NPD£S permit.
This permit does not relieve the pe~ittee from responsibility for compliance
.... ith any other applicable federal, state, or local law, rule, standard.
ordinance, order, judgment. or decree.
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SCHEDULE A

Controls and Limitations for Storm
1.

~ater

Discharges

The Permittee shall prepare and implement a Storm Vater Pollution Control
Plan (SYPCP). For facilities which employ 10 or mo~e people, the S~CP
shall be prepared by or reviewed and stamped by a registered engineer or
architect. The storm water pollution control plan shall include at least
the following items:
a.

Site Descri2tion.
following:

Each plan shall, at a minimum, provide the

(1)

A description of the nacure of the industrial act~v~t~es conducted
at the site, including a description of "significant ma~e=ials"
(see Definitions, page 15) that are treated, stored or ~isposed of
in a manner to allow exposure to storm water; and the methods of
treatment, storage or disposal;

(2)

A general location map showing the location of the site in
relation to major transportation routes, surface waters and other
relevant features;

(3)

A site map indicating: drainage patterns, each drainage and
discharge structure; an outline of the drainage area of each storm
water outfall; paved areas and buildings within the dra~nage area
of each discharge point; areas used for outdoor manufac=uring,
storage or disposal of significant materials; each exis~ing
structural control measure for reducing pollutants in s=orm water
runoff; materials loading and access areas; hazardous waste
storage or disposal facilities; location of wells (including waste
injection wells, seepage pits, dry wells, and etc.), sp=ings,
wetlands and other surface water bodies;

(4)

Estimates of the amount of impervious surface area (including
paved areas and building roofs) relative to the total a=ea drained
by each storm water outfall;

(5)

For each area of the site which generates storm water associated
with industrial activity and where a reasonable potential exists
for contributing significant amounts of pollutants to s~orm water
runoff, identify the potential pollutants which could be present
in storm water discharge;

(6)

The names of the receiving water(s), or if the discharge is to a
municipal separate storm sewer, the name of the municipal operator
of the storm sewer and the ultimate receiving waters.

(7)

Identify the discharge outfalls and the point or points where
storm water monitoring will occur as required by this permit.
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b.

Controls. Eac~ operator covered by this permit shall develop a
description of controls appropriate for the site and a time line for
implementing such controls. The following minimum components shall be
addressed along with a schedule for implementation:
(1)

Storm water Management
The plan shall contain a narrative
description of the materials and storm water management practices
employed or scheduled for employment, to minimize contact of
significant materials with storm water runoff; structural and nonstructural control measures to .reduce pollutants in storm water
runoff; treatment (if any) and ultimate disposal of solid or fluid
wastes other than by surface discharge. In developing the plan the
permittee shall consider but not be limited to the following
management practices:
w

A.

Containment - All hazardous chemicals shall be stored wi chin
berms or ocher secondary containment devices to prevent leaks
and spills from entering storm water runoff;

B.

Oil & Grease Separation - Oil/water separators, booms,
skimmers or other methods should be employed to minimize oil
contaminated storm water discharge;

C.

Debris & Sediment Control - Screens, booms, sediment ponds or
other methods should be employed to reduce debris and
sediment in storm water discharge;

D.

Storm water Diversion - Wherever possible, storm water should
be diverted away from materials manufacturing, storage and
other areas of potential storm water contamination;

E.

Covered Storage or Manufacturing Areas - Wherever
practicable, fueling operations, materials manufacturing and
storage areas should be covered to prevent contact wich
storm water.

(2)

Spill Prevention and Response Procedures - Areas where potential
spills of significant materials can impact storm water runoff and
their associated drainage points shall be clearly identified.
Methods to prevent spills along with cleanup and notification
procedures shall be identified in the plan and made available to
the appropriate personnel. The required cleanup equipment must be
on site or readily available.

(3)

Preventive Maintenance - A preventive maintenance program should
be implemented to insure the effective operation of materials
management facilities'- strucrural and non-structural control
facilities, and any treatment facilities used to comply with the
requirements of this permit. The preventive maintenance program
should include the following:
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A.

Areas where potential spills of significant materials could
impact storm ~ater runoff, control structures, and any
treatment facilities should be inspected monthly during the
rainfall season.

B.

A regular program of cleaning and repairing storm water
control structures, treacment facilities. and materials
handling and storage facilities should'be conducted
thro~ghout the rainfall season;

(4)

Emplovee Education - An employee awareness program should inform
personnel of the components and goals of the SWPCP, and address
spill response procedures, good housekeeping and materials
management practices.

(5)

Record Keeoing and Internal Reporting Procedures - Incidents of
spills or leaks of significant materials which could impact storm
water runoff, along with corrective actions, surface water
discharge (if any), and other relevant information should be
included in the plant records. Inspection and maintenance
activities such as cleaning and repairing storm water control and
trea~ent facili~ies should also be documented and recorded.

(6)

Annual Plan Review . A full plan review should be made by the
permittee annually, prior to the onset of the rainfall season. The
plan review should include a complete site inspection of all areas
where potential spills of significant materials can impact storm
water runoff. The SWPCP should be updated as necessary.

2.

The Storm Water Pollution Control Plan shall include procedures for meeting
any Oregon Administrative Rules for storm water control specific to the
applicable river basin. These procedures should include a schedule of steps
and key milestone dates for implementing monitoring activities, materials
management practices, and SVPCP plan components not already in place at the
time the permit is issued. No condition of this permit shall release the
permittee from any responsibility or requirements under other environmental
scatutes or regulations.

3.

Storm'water carrying pollutants regulated by this permit shall not be
allowed to discharge Co seepage ponds, seepage pits, dry wells, injeccion
wells, or any other on-site disposal facilities if discharge to surface
wacers is possible. If discharge to surface waeers is not possible and onsiee disposal methods are used, che scorm water discharge limitations and
monitoring requiremencs of this permic shall still apply, in addicion to the
limitations and rescrictions found in OAR 340·44·050, Vaste Disposal for
Surface Drainage and OAR 340, Division 40, Groundwater Qualiey Protection.
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4.

Specific Storm Vater Discharge Limitations
( These limitations apply to each point source discharge.)
Parameters

Limitations

Oil & Grease
Floating solids
Debris*

Shall not exceed 10 mg/L
No visible discharge permitted
No dis~harge permitted
Between 6 and 9
No discharge of toxic chemicals in "toxic
concentrations"** permitted

pH

Toxicity
*

Debris is defined as anything that will be retained by a 5 mesh
screen.

**

Toxic concentrati~ns is defined in the definitions, page VII of
attached General Conditions.

S.

Allowable Mixing Zone ~ No~ithstanding the effluent limitations in this
permit, no wastes shall be discharged and no activities shall be conduc:ed
which will violate applicable water quality standards as adopced in OAR 340
Division 41, except within a mixing zone in the receiving stream of a size
which would provide a 10:1 dilution of the storm water discharged.

6.

Storm ~ater Onlv
This permit regulates the discharge of storm water only.
It does not authorize the discharge of process wastewaters, vehicle wash
waters, cooling waters, or any other wastewaters associated with the
facility .. Ocher discharges nust be addressed in a separate NPDES permit.
4
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Minimum Monitoring and Reporting Reouirements
(unless otherJise approved in wri~ing by the Departmen~)

1.

Parameters - The permittee shall make visual observations and analyze grab
samples of all storm water point source discharges for the following
parameeers:
A.

Primary Parameters:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Floating Solids (visual observation)
Bark & Debris (visual observation)
Oil & Grease Sheen (visual observation)*

pH
BODS (mgfL)
vi. COD (mgfL)
vu. TOe (mgjL)
v.

viii.Toeal Suspended Solids (mgjL)
ix. Meeals (mg/L)**

B.

*

Whenever a visible oil sheen is detected in a storm water
discharge during a required mont.h1y visual observaeion, it shall
be sampled for Oil & Grease.

**

Whenever eeA or othe= meeallic anti-stain chemicals are used or
have been used a~ the site, the particular metals used shall be
monieored.

Other Parameters:
i.
ii.

Any pollutant or parameter limited or requLrLng monitoring in ehe
facility's NPDES or vpeF permit, except for biomonitoring and
flow.
Any parameeer for which the receiving stream is waeer qualicy
limited, if the facility discharges storm water to a water quality
limited stream with established Total Maximum Daily Loads (!MOL).

2.

Freouencv of Monitoring - Sampling for compliance with this section shall be
conduceed cwo times per year, wieh samples being collected at least 60 days
apart. One of the samples shall be collected during the month in the fall
when runoff first occurs. Visual observations of surface drainage areas
shall be made monthly, during those months vhen at least one storm event
produces runoff_

3.

Records Retention and/or Reporting - Permittees are required to tabulate che
data and submit it to the appropriate DEQ Regional Office by July 1 of each
year. All records shall be retained by the permittee for a period of at
least 5 years.

4.

Reoresentative Sampling - All sampling shall be representative of the
discharge.

•
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SCHEDULE C

Compliance Conditions and Schedules
Department)

(unless otherwise approved in writing by the

1.

Within 180 days of receiving this permit, the permittee shall complete a
Storm Water Pollution Control Plan (SWPCP) as required by Schedule A,
Condition 1. The SWPCP shall be.kept at the facility site and made
available to the Department upon request.

2.

The permittee shall be in compliance with the SWPCP and the effluent
limitations in this permit within 360 days of receiving this permit.

3.

The permittee is expected to meet the compliance dates which have been
established in this schedule. Either prior to or no later than 14 days
following any lapsed compliance date, the permittee shall submit to the
Department a notice of compliance or noncompliance with the established
schedule. The Department may revise a schedule of compliance if good and
valid cause over which the permietee has little or no control has been
determined.

4.

For new facilities, the SWPCP shall be prepared and implemented prior to
start up of the facility.
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SClIIIDULll D

Special Conditions
1.

Vaste Load Allocation - If storm water monitoring indicates that a pollutant
parameter, for which a stream is water quality limited, is discharging to a
water quality limited stream in significant quantities, the permit may be
reopened and a waste load allocation for the pollutant added.

2.

Additional Limitations or Monitoring Required· If storm water monitoring
indicates chat certain pollutants are being discharged in quantities which
may be a chreat to the water quality of the receiving stream, the permit may
be reopened and additional effluent limits and/or monitoring requirements
added.

3.

Releases in Excess of Reportable Quantities. this permit does not relieve
the p~rmittee of the reporting requirements of 40 CFR 117 and 40 CFR 302.
The discharge of hazardous substances in the storm water discharge(s) from a
facility shall be minimized in accordance with.the applicable storm water
pollution control plan for the faciIiey required by this permit,. and in no
case, dur~ng any 24-hour period, shall the discharge(s) contain a hazardous
substance equal to or in excess of repor~ing quantities.

4.

Disposition of SYPCP • The Storm Vater Pollution Control Plan, required by
SCHEDULE A, Condition 1., shall be kept at the site and made available to
the Deparcmenc upon request.

5.

Reporting to Municipalitv - Any permitted facility discharging to a
municipal storm sewer shall provide the municipality will a copy of the
monitoring report required by Schedule B. A copy of the SYFCP shall also be
provided the municipality upon request.

I"\~C8\~C8982
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GENERAL PERMIT
NATIONAL POLLUTANT OISCHARGE ELIMINATION SYSTEM
STORM WATER DISCHARGE PERMIT
Department of Environmental Quality

811 Southwest Sixth Avenue, Poreland, OR
Telephone: (503) 229-5696
Issued pursuant to ORS 468.740 and The Federal Clean Yater Act

ISSUED TO:
All Owners or Operators of Storm
Yater Point Source Discharges
Yhich are Covered by This Permit

SOURCES COVERED BY THIS

P~~IT:

Treacment works treating domestic sewage or any other sewage sludge or wastewater
treatment device or system, used in the storage, treacmenc, recycling, and
reclamation of municipal or domestic sewage, including lands dedicated to the
cis?osal of sewage sludge that ·are located within the confines of the facilicy.

~.
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Date

PERMITTED ACTIVITIES
Until this permit expires or is modified or revoked, the permittee is authorized
to construct water pollution control facilities and to discharge storm water to
public waters in accordance with a storm water pollution control plan which has
been prepared by the permittee and any other limitations specified in this
permit. All discharges shall be in accordance with the attached schedules:
Page
Schedule A
Controls and Limitations for Discharge...... 2-5
Schedule B
Minimum Monitoring and Reporting Requirements. 6
Schedule C
Compliance Conditions and Schedules
7
Schedule D
Special Conditions
"".,
,
8
General Conditions
"
,."" .. ,
, . Attached
Each other direct and indirect waste discharge to public waters is prohibited
unless covered by another NPDES permit.
This permit does not relieve the permittee from responsibility for compliance
with any other applicable federal, state, or local law, rule, standard,
ordinance, order, judgment, or decree.
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SCHEDULE A

Controls and Limit.at.ions for St.orm
1.

~ater

Discharges

The Permittee shall implement a Storm Yater Pollution Control Plan (SYFCP),
which has been prepared by or reviewed and stamped by a registered engineer.
The storm water.po1Iut.ion control plan shall include at. least the following
items:
a.

Site Description.
following:

Each plan shall, at a minimum, provide the

(1)

A description of the nature of the activities conducted at the
site which might contribute ~o storm water contamination,
including a description of "significant materials" (see
Definitions) that are treated, stored or disposed of in a manner
to allow exposure to storm waeer; and the meehods of ereatment,
storage or disposal;

(2)

A general location map showing the location of the siee in
relation co major transport.ation routes, surface waters and other
relevane features;

(3)

A site map indicating: drainage patterns; each drainage and
discharge structure; an outline of the drainage area of each storm
water outfall; paved areas and buildings within the drainage area
of each discharge point; areas used for outdoor manufacturing,
storage or disposal of significane materials; each existing
seructural control measure for reducing pollutants in storm. water
runoff; materials loading and access areas; hazardous waste
storage or disposal facilities; location of wells (including waste
injection wells, seepage pits, dry wells, and etc.), springs,
wetlands and other surface waeer bodies;

(4)

Estimates of t.he amount. of impervious surface area (including
paved areas and building roofs) relative to the total area drained
by each seorm. water outfall;

(5)

For each area of the site which generates st.orm water associated
with site activieies and where a reasonable potential exists for
contributing significant amounts of pollutants to storm. water
runoff, identify the potential pollutants which could be present
in storm water discharge;

(6)

The names of the receiving water(s), or if the discharge is to a
municipal separate storm sewer, the name of the municipal operator
of the storm sewer and the ultimate receiving waters.

(7)

Identify the discharge outfalls and the point or poines where
storm water monitoring will occur as required by this permit.
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h.

Controls. Each operator covered by chis permit shall develop a
description of controls appropriate for the site and a time line for
implementing such controls. The following minimum components shall be
addressed along with a schedule for implementation:
(1)

Storm water Management - The plan shall contain a narrative
description of the materials and storm water management practices
employed or scheduled for employment, to minimize contact of
significant materials vith storm vater runoff; structural and nonstructural control measures to reduce pollutants in storm water
runoff; treatment (if any) and ultimate disposal of solid or fluid
wastes ocher than by surface discharge. In developing che plan the
permittee shall consider but not be limited to the following
management practices:
A.

Containment - All hazardous chemicals shall be stored within
berms or other secondary containment devices to prevent leaks
and spills from entering storm water runoff;

B.

Oil & Grease Separation - Oil/vater separators, booms,
skimmers or ocher methods should be employed to minimize oil
contaminated storm vater discharge;

C.

Debris & Sediment Control - Screens, booms, sediment ponds or
ocher methods should be employed to reduce debris and
sediment in storm water rischarge;

D.

Storm water Diversion - ~erever possible, storm water should
be diverted away from materials manufacturing, storage and
other areas of potential storm water contamination;

E.

Covered Storage or Manufacturing Areas - Wherever
fueling operations, ma~erials manufac~uring and
storage areas should be covered to prevent contac~ ~ith
storm water.

prac~icable,

(2)

Spill Prevention and Response Procedures • Areas where potential
spills of significant ma~erials can impact storm water runoff and
their associa~ed drainage points shall be clearly identified.
Methods to prevent spills along wich cleanup and no~ification
procedures shall be idencified in the plan and made available to
che appropriate personnel. The required cleanup equipment must be
on site or readily available.

(3)

Preventive Maintenance - A preventive main~enance program should
be implemented to insure the effective operation of materials
management facilities, struc~ural and non-structural control
facilities, and any treatment facilicies used to comply with the
requirements of this permit. The preventive maintenance program
should include the folloving:
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A.

Areas where potential spills of significant materials could
impact storm water runoff, control structures, and any
treatment facilities should be inspected monthly during the
rainfall season.

B.

A regular program of cleaning and repairing storm water
control structures, treatment facilities, and materials
handling and storage facil.ities should be conducted
throughout the rainfall season;

(4)

Emplovee Education - An employee awareness program should inform
personnel of the components and goals of the SYFCP, and address
spill response procedures, good housekeeping and materials
management practices.

(5)

Record Keeping and Internal Reporting Procedures - Incidents of
spills or leaks of significant materials which could impact storm
water runoff, along with corrective actions, surface water
discharge (if any). and other relevant information should be
included in the plant records. Inspection and maintenance
activities such as cleaning and repairing storm water control and
treatment facilities should also be documented and recorded.

(6)

Annual Plan Review - A full plan review should be made by the
permittee annually, prio~ to the onset of the rainfall season. The
plan review should ~nclude a complete site inspection of all areas
where potential spills of significant materials can impact storm
water runoff. The S~CP should be updated as necessary.

2.

The Storm Yater Pollution Control Plan shall include procedures for meeting
any Oregon Administrative Rules for storm water control specific to the
applicable river basin. These procedures should include a schedule of steps
and key milestone dates for implementing monitoring activities, materials
management practices, and SYFCP plan components not already in place at the
time the permit is issued. No condition of ~his permit shall release the
permittee from any responsibility or requirements under ocher environmental
statutes or regulations.

3.

Storm water carrying pollutants regulated by this permit shall no~ be
allowed to discharge to seepage ponds, seepage pits, dry wells, injection
wells, or any other on-site disposal facilities if discharge to surface
vaters is possible. If discharge to surface waters is not possible and onsite disposal methods are used, the storm vater discharge limitations and
monitoring requirements of this permit shall still apply, in addition to the
limitations and restric~ions found in OAR 340-44-050, Uaste Disposal for
Surface Drainage and OAR 340, Division 40, Groundwater Qualitv Protection.

Permit Number:
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4.

Specific Storm Yater Discharge Limitations
(These litrltations apply at each point source discharge.)
Parameters

Limitations

Oil & Grease'

Shall not exceed 10 mg/L
Shall be becween 6 and 9
Shall not exceed 400/l00mL
No discharge of toxic chemicals in "toxic
concentrations"* permitted

pH

Fecal Coliform Bacteria
Toxicity

*

Toxic concentrations is defined in the definitions, page VII of
attached General Conditions.

5.

Allowable Mixing Zone ~ Notwithstanding the effluent limitations in this
permit, no wastes shall be discharged and no activities shall be conducted
which will violate applicable water quality standards as adopted in OAR 340
Division 41, except within a mixing zone in the receiving stream of a size
which would provide a 10:1 dilution of the storm water discharged.

6.

Storm Yater Onlv ~ This permit regulates the discharge of sto~ water only.
It does not authorize the discharge of process wastewaters, vehicle wash
waters, cooling waters, or any other wastewaters associated with the
facility. Other discharges must be addressed in a separate NPDES permit.

7.

Treated Storm Yater· Storm water from the site which is collected and
discharged into the wastewater treatment system, is not regulated by this~
permit:.

Permit Number:
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SCHEDULE B

Minimum
(unless

1.

Monit~=ing

o~her.ise

and Repor~ing Reguirernen~s
approved in writing by the Departmen~)

Parame~e=s - The permittee shall make visual observations and analyze grab
samples of all storm water point source discharges for the following
paramete::s:

A.

Parameters:
Color and Foam (visual observation)
Oil & Grease Sheen (visual observation)*

Pri~a~

i.
ii.
iii.
i v.
v.
vi.

?H
Oil & Grease (mgjL)

Conductivity ( MHO/em)
300S (mg/L)

vi. COD (mg/L)
V1.1.. ~OC (mg/L)
viii.Xeeals **
ix. Toeal Suspended Solids (mg/L)
x.
?ecal Coliform (# per 100 mL)
xi. ~nterococci (# per 100 mL)
xii. G~lorine Residual (mg/L)

*

**
B.

Oth3~

i.
ii.

.nenever a visible oil sheen is detected in a storm water
cischarge during a required monthly visual observati,n, it shall
be sampled for Oil & Grease."
A::senic, Cadmium, Chromium. Copper, Lead, Mercury. Nickel, and
Zinc.
?arameters:
pollutant or parameter limited or requ1.r1.ng monitoring in the
:acili~'s NPDES or wPCF permit, except for biomonitoring and
:low.
.~~y parameter for which the receiving stream is water,quality
limited, if the faciliey discharges storm water to a water quality
limited stream with established Toeal Maximum Daily Loads (TMDL).
~~y

2.

Freguenc~ of Monitoring - Sampling for compliance wich chis section shall be
conducted ~JO times per year, with samples being collected at least 60 days
apart. One of ~~e samples shall be collected during the month in the fall
when runoff first occurs. Visual observations of surface drainage areas
shall be made mon~hly, during ~hose months when at least one storm event
occurs vnich produces runoff.

3. -

Records Retention and/or Reporting - Permittees are required to tabulate the
data and submit it to the appropriate OEQ Regional Office by July 1 of each
year. All records shall be retained by the permit~ee for a period of at
least 5 years.

4.

Represen~a::ve

discharge.

Sampling . All sampling shall be representative of the
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SCHEDUL& C

Comoliance Conditions and Schedules
Department)

(unless otherwise approved in writing by the

1.

Within 180 days of receiv~ng this permit, the permittee shall complete a
Storm Water Pollution Control Plan (SWPC?) as required by Schedule A,
Condition 1. The SWPCP shall be kept at the facility site and made
available to the Department upon request.

2.

The permittee shall be in compliance with the SWPCP and the effluent
limitations in chis permit within 360 days of receiving this permit.

3.

The permittee is expected to meet the compliance dates which have been
established in this schedule. Either prior to or no later than 14 days
following any lapsed compliance date, the permittee shall submit to the
Department a notice of cocpliance or noncompliance with the es~ablished
schedule. The Department may revise a schedule of compl;ance if good and
valid cause over which the permittee has little or no control has been
determined.

4.

For facilities started after the issuance of this permit, the
prepared and implemented prior to startup of the facility.

SW~CP

shall be

Permit Number:
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SCHEDIJLE D

Special Conditions
1.

Load Allocation· If storm water monitoring indicates that a pollutant
for which a stream is water qualicy limited, 1s discharging to a
water quality limited stream in significant quantitie~, the permit may be
reopened and a waste load allocation. for· the pollutant added.
~aste

par~eter,

2.

Additional Limitations or Monitoring Required - If storm water monitoring
indicates that certain pollutants are being discharged in quantities which
may be a threat to the water quality of the receiving stream, the permit may
be reopened and additional effluent limits and/or monitoring requirements
added.

3.·

Releases in Excess of Reportable Quantities. This p~rmit does not relieve
the permittee of the reporting requirements of 40 CFR 117 and 40 eFR 302.
The discharge of hazardous substances in the storm water discharge(s) from a
faciliey shall be minimized in accordance with the applicable storm water
pollution control plan for the faciliey required by this permit, and in no
case, during any 24~hour period, shall the discharge(s) contain a hazardous
substance equal to or in excess of reporting quantities.

4.

Disposition of SWPCP • The Storm Yater Pollution Control Plan, required by
SCHEDULE A, Condition 1., shall be kept at the site and made available to
the Depar~ent upon request.
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GENERAL PER!'!IT
NATIONAL POLLUTANT DISCHARGE ELIMINATION SYSTEM
STORM YATER. DISCHARGE PERMIT
Department of Environmental Quality
811 Southwest Sixth Avenue. Portland. OR

Telephone:
Issued

pu~suant

(503) 229-5696

to ORS 468.740 and The Federal Clean

~ater

Act

ISSUED TO:
All Owners or Operators of Storm
Water Point Source Discharges
Which are Covered by This Permit

SOURGES GOVERED BY THIS PERMIT:
Light industrial activities associated wich Standard Industrial Classifications
34; 35; 36; 37; 38; and 39; includtng fabricated metals products; equipment
Manufacturing; and ship and boat building and repair activities; not otherwise
covered by an N?D£S permit.

~

dZ__ oa, )~

SEP 2 \ 1991

r!y~, Adminismt'6r

Date

PERMITTED ACTIVIIIES
Until this permit expires or is Modified or revoked. the permittee is authorized
to construct water pollution control facilities and to discharge storm water to
public waters in accordance with a storm water pollution control plan which has
been prepared by the permittee and any other limitations specified in this
permit. All discharges shall be in accordance with the attached schedules:
Page
Schedule A
Controls and LiMitations for Discharge
2·5
Schedule B
Minimum Monitoring and Reporting Requirements.. 6
Schedule C
Compliance Conditions and Schedules ...•........ 7
Schedule D
Special Conditions .........•................... 8
General Conditions ..........................•....•...... Attached
Each other direct and indirect waste discharge to public waters is prohibited
unless covered by another NPDES permit.
This permit does not relieve the permittee from responsibility for compliance
with any ocher applicable federal, state. or local law, rule, standard,
ordinance, order, judgment, or decree.
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SCHED~

. Controls and Limitations for Storm
1.

~ater

A

Discharges

The Permittee shall prepare and implement a Storm Vater Pollution Control
Plan (sgpcp). For facilities which employ 10 or more people, the Sw~CP
shall be prepared or re~ewed and stamped by a registered engineer or
arc~itect. The SY?CP shall include at least the following items:
a.

Site Description.
following:

Each plan shall, at a minimum, provide the

(1)

A description of the nature of the industrial activities conducted
at the site, including a description of "significant materials"
(see Definitions, page 15) that are treated, stored or disposed of
in a manner to allow exposure to storm water; and ~he methods of
treatment, storage or disposal;

(2)

A general location map showing che location of the site in
relation to major transportation routes, surface waters and other
relevant feae'..Ires; .

(3)

A site map indicating: drainage patterns, each drainage and
discharge struc~re; an outline of ~~e drainage area of each storm
water outfall; paved areas and buildings within the drainage area
of each discharge point; areas used for outdoor manufaccuring,
storage ~r disposal of significant materials; each existing
structural control measure ~or reducing pollutants in storm water
runoff; materials loading and access areas; hazardous waste
storage or disposal facilities; location of wells (including waste
injection wells, seepage pits, dry wells, and etc.), springs,
wetlands and other surface water bodies;

(4)

Estimates of the amount of impe~~ious surface area (including
paved areas and building roofs) relative to the total area drained
by each storm water outfall;

(5)

For each area of the site which generates storm water associated
with site activities and where a reasonable potential exists for
contributing significant amounts of pollutants to storm water
runoff, identify the potential pollutants which could be present
in storm water discharge;

(6)

The names of the receiving water(s). or if the discharge is to a
municipal separate storm sewer, the name of the municipal operator
of the storm sewer and the ultimate receiving waters.

(7)

Identify the discharge outialls and the point or points where
storm water monitoring will occur as required by chis permit.
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b.

Controls. Each operator covered by this permit shall de~elop a
description of controls appropriate for the site and a time line for
implementing such controls. The-following minimum components shall be
addressed along with a schedule for implementation:
(1)

(2)

Storm water Management - The plan shall contain a narrative
description of the materials and storm water management practices
employed or scheduled for employment, to minimize contact of
significant materials with storm water runoff; structural and nonstructural control measures to reduce pollutants in storm water
runoff; treatment (if any) and ultimate disposal of solid or fluid
wastes other than by surface discharge. In developing the plan the
permittee shall consider but not be limited to the following
management practices:
A.

Containment - All hazardous chemicals shall be stored within
berms or other secondary containment devices to prevent leaks
and spills from entering storm water runoff;

B.

Oil & Grease Separation - Oil/water separators, ~ooms,
skimmers or other methods should be employed to minimize oil
contaminated storm water discharge;

C.

Debris & Sediment Control - Screens, booms, sediment ponds or
other methods should be employed to reduce debris and
sediment in storm water discharge;

D.

Yaste Chemical Disposal - ~aste chemicals such as antifreeze.
degreasers, used oils, and etc. shall be recycled or disposed
of in an approved manner and in a way which prevents them
from entering storm water discharges.

E.

Storm water Diversion - Wherever possible, storm water should
be diverted away from materials manufacturing, storage and
other areas of potential storm water contamination;

F.

Covered Storage or Manufacturing Areas - Yherever
practicable, fueling opera~ions, ma~erials manufacturing and
storage areas should be covered to prevent contact with
storm water.

Spill Prevention and Response Procedures - Areas where potential
spills of significant materials can impact storm water runoff and
their associated drainage points shall be clearly identified.
Methods to prevent spills along with cleanup and notification
procedures shall be identified in the plan and made available to
the appropriate personnel. The required cleanup equipment must be
on site or readily available.

Permit Number:
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(3)

Preventive Maintenance ~ A preventive maintenance program should
be implemented to insure the effective operation of materials
management facilities, structural and non-structural control
facilities, and any treacment facilities used to comply with the
requirements of this permit. The preventive maintenance program
should include the following:
A.

Areas where potential spills of significant materials could
impact storm water runoff, control structures, and any
treatment facilities should be inspected monthly during the
rainfall season.
.

B.

A regular program of cleaning and repairing storm water
control structures, treatment facilities, and materials
handling and storage facilities should be conducted
throughout the rainfall season;

(4)

Emplovee Education - An employee awareness program should inform
personnel of the components and goals of the SWPCP, and address
spill response procedures, good housekeep~ng and materials
management practices.

(5)

Record Keeping and Internal Re~orting Procedures ~ Incidents of
spills or leaks of significant materials .hich could impact storm
water runoff, along with corrective actions, surface water
discharge (if any), and other relevant information should be
included in ehe plane records. Inspection and maintenance
activities such as cleaning and repairing storm. water control and
treatment facilities should also be documented and recorded ..

(6)

Annual Plan Review - A full plan review should be made by the
permittee annually, prior to the onset of the rainfall season. The
plan review should include a complete site inspection of all areas
where potential spills of significant materials can impact storm
water runoff. The S~PCP should be updated as necessary.

2.

The Storm Water Pollution Control Plan shall include procedures for meeting
any Oregon Administrative Rules for storm water control specific to the
applicable river basin. These procedures should include a schedule of steps
and key milestone dates for implementing monitoring activities, materials
management practices, and SYPCP plan components not already in place at the
time the permit is issued. No condition of this permit shall release the
permittee from any responsibility or requirements under other environmental
statutes or regulations.
.

3.

Storm water carrying pollutants regulated by this permit shall not be
allowed to discharge to seepage ponds, seepage pits, dry wells, injection
wells, or any other on-site disposal facilities if discharge to surface
waters is possible. If discharge to surface waters is not possible and onsite disposal methods are used, the storm water discharge limitations and
monitoring requirements of this permit shall still apply, in addition to che
limitations and restrictions found in OAR 340~44-050, ~aste Disposal for
Surface Drainage and OAR 340, Division 40, Groundwater Qualitv Protection.
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4.

Facilities engaged in
collect sand blasting
approved manner which
either directly or in

5.

Specific StOr1l Vater Discharge I..i.D.itations
(These liDitations apply to each point source discharge.)
Parameters
Oil and Grease
pH

Toxicity
*

sand blasting or scraping ship or boat hulls shall
and scraping residues and dispose of them in an
will preclude them from entering waters of the State
conjunction with storm water runoff.

Limitations
Shall not exceed 10 mg/L
Shall be beeween 6 and 9
No discharge of toxic chemicals in fttoxic
concentrations"*

Toxic concentrations is defined in the definitions, page VII of
attached General Conditions.

6.

Allowable Mixing Zone - Noewithstanding the effluent limitations in this
permit, no ~astes shall be discharged and no activi:ies shall be conducted
which will violate applicable water quality standards as adopted in OAR 340
Division 41, except within a mixing zone in the receiving stream of a size
which would provide a 10:1 dilution of the storm water discharged.

7.

Storm ~ater Onlv - This permit regulates the discharge of storm water only.
It does not authorize the discharge of process wastewaters, cooling waters,
or any other wastewaters associated with the facility. Other discharges
must be addressed in a separate NPDES permit.
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SCHEDULE II

Minimum Monitoring and Reporting Reauirements
(unless otherwise approved in writing by the Deparcment)

1.

Parameters· The permittee shall make visual observations and analyze grab
samples of all storm water point source discharges for the following
parameters:

A.

Primary Parameters:
i.
Color and/or foam (visual observrtion)
ii. Oil & Grease Sheen (visual observation)*
iii. pH
i V ' Oil & Grease (mg/L)
v.
TOC (mg/L)
vi. COD (mg/L)
v:l.1.. Metals **
viii. Total Suspended Solids (mgjL)
*
Whenever a visible oil sheen is detected in a storm water
discharge during a required monthly visual observation, it shall be
sampled for Oil & Grease.

**
B.

Arsenic, Cadmium. Chromium, Copper, Lead, Mercury, Nickel, and
Zinc.

Other Parameters:
i.
Any pollutant limited or requ~r~ng monitoring in the faciliry's
NPDES or Y?CF permit, except for biomonitoring and flow.
ii.

Any parameter for which the receiving stream is water qualiry
limited, if the facility discharges storm water to a water quality
limited stream with established Total Maximum Daily toads (TMDt).

2.

Freguencv of Monitoring . S~ling for compliance with this section shall be
conducted ewo times per year, with samples being collected at least 60 days
apart. One of the samples shall be collected during the month in the fall
when runoff first occurs. Visual observations of surface drainage areas
shall be made monthly. during those months when at least one stOrQ event
produces runoff.

3.

Records Retention and/or Reporting - Permittees are required to tabulate the
data and submit it to the appropriate CEQ Regional Office by July 1 of each
year. All records shall be retained by the permittee for a period of at
least 5 years.

4.

Representative Sampling - All sampling shall be representative of the
discharge.
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SClIIIDULE C

Compliance Condicions and Schedules
Departmenc)

(unless

oche~ise

approved in wricing by che

1.

Within 180 days of receiving chis permit. the permittee shall complete a
Storm Water Pollution Control Plan (SYPCP) as required by Schedule A,
Condition 1. The SYFCP shall be kept at che plant site and made available
to the Department upon request.

2.

The permitcee shall be in compliance with the SYFCP and che effluent
limitations in this permit within 360 days of the receiving this. permit.

3.

The permittee is expected to meet the compliance dates which have been
established in this schedule. Either prior to or no later than 14 days
follOWing any lapsed compliance date, the permittee shall submit to the
Department a notice of compliance or noncompliance with the established
schedule. The Department may revise a schedule of compliance if good and
valid cause over which the permittee has little or no control has been
determined.

4.

For new facilities, the SYPCP shall be prepared and implemented prior to
start up of the facility.

"
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SCHEDULE D

Special Conditions

1.

Yaste Load Allocation - If storm water monitoring ind!cates that a pollutant
parameter, for which a stream is water qUality limited, is discharging to a
water quality limited stream in significant quantities, the permit may be
reopened and a waste load allocation for the pollutant added.

2.

Additional Limitations or Monitoring Required· If storm water monitoring
indicates that certain"pollutants are being discharged in quantities which
may be a threat to the water quality of the receivin~ stream, the permit may
be reopened and additional effluent limits and/or monitoring requirements
added.

3.

Releases in Excess of Reportable Quantities. This permit does not relieve
the permittee of the reporting requiremencs of 40 eFR 117 and 40 CFR 302.
The discharge of hazardous substances in the storm water discharge(s) from a
facility shall be minimized in'accordance with the applicable storm water
pollucion concrol plan for the facilicy required by this permit, and in no
case, during any 24-hour period, shall the discharge(s) contain a hazardous
substance equal to or in excess of reporting quantities.

4.

Disposition of SYFCP - The Scorm ~ater Pollution Control Plan, required by
SCHEDULE A, Condition 1., shall be kept ac the site and made available to
the Deparonent upon request.

5.

Reporting to Hunicipalitv - Any permitted facility discharging to a
municipal storm sewer shall provide the municipality will a copy of the
monitoring report required by Schedule B. A copy of the S~CP shall also be
provided the municipality upon request.
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GENERAL PERMIT
NATIONAL POLLUTANT DISGHARGE ELIMINATION SYSTEM
STORM \lATER DISCHARGE PERMIT
Department of Environmental Quality
811 Southwest Sixth Avenue, Portland, OR
Telephone: (503) 229-5696
Issued pursuant to DRS 468.740 and The Federal Clean Water Aet

ISSUED TO:

All Owners or Operators of Storm
Yater Point Source Discharges
Which are Covered by This Permit

SOURCES COVERED BY IHIS PERMII:
Food processing facilities under SIC Code 20, including meat produces; dairy
products: canned, frozen, and preserved fruits, vegetables, and food specialties;
grain mill procuc:s; bakery produc:s; sugar and confectionery products; fats and
oils; beverages; and misc~llaneous food preparations and kindred products.

~ ~ t} ~&-'='

L~aylor, Admini~~or

SEP Z\ 59!
Date

PERMITTED ACTIVITIES
Until this pe~it expires or is modified or revoked, the permittee is authorized
to construct water pollution control facilities and to discharge storm water to
public waters in accordance with a storm water pollution control plan which has
been prepared by the permittee and any other limitations specified in this
permit. All discharges shall be in accordance with the attached schedules:
Page
Schedule A Controls and Limitations for Discharge
2-5
Schedule B Minimum Monitoring and Reporting Requirements. 6
Schedule C
Compliance Conditions and Schedules
7
Schedule 0
Special Conditions
8
General Conditions
Attached
Each other direct and indirect waste discharge to public waters is prohibited
unless covered by another NPDES permit.
This permit does not relieve the permittee from responsibility for compliance
with any other applicable federal, state, or local law, rule, standard,
ordinance, order, judgment, or decree.
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SCHEDULE A

Controls and Limitations for Storm Yater Discharges
1.

The Permittee shall prepare and implement a Storm Vater Pollution Control
Plan (sgpcp). For those facilities which employ 10 people or more, the
SlJPCP shall be prepared by a registered engineer or archieect. -The storm
water pollution control plan shall include at least the following items:
a.

Site Description.
following:

Each plan shall, at a minimum, provide the

(1)

A description of the nacuie of the induStrial acc~v~t~es conducted
at the site, including a description of ftsignificant materials ft
(see Definitions) that are treated, stored or disposed of in a
manner to allow exposure to storm water; and the methods of
treaement, storage or disposal;

(2)

A general location map shOwing the location of the siee in
relation to major transpor~ation routes, surface waters and other
relevant features;

(3)

A site map indicating: drainage patterns, each drainage and
discharge structure; an outline of the drainage area of each storm
water outfall; paved areas and buildings within the drainage area
of each discharge point; areas used for outdoor manufacturing.
storage or disposal of significant materials; each existing
structural control measure for reducing pollutants in storm wacer
runoff; materials loading and access areas; hazardous waste
storage or disposal facilities; location of wells (inclUding waste
injection wells, seepage pits, dry wells, and etc.), springs,
wetlands and other surface water bodies;

(4)

Estimates of the amount of impervious surface area (including
paved areas and building roofs) relative to the total area drained
by each storm water outfall;

(5)

For each area of the site which generates storm ~ater associated
with site activities and where a reasonable potential exists for
contributing significant amounts of pollutants to storm water
runoff, identify the potential pollutants which could be present
in storm water discharge;

(6)

The names of the receiving water(s), or if the discharge is to a
municipal separate storm sewer, the name of the municipal operator
of the storm sewer and the ultimate receiving waters.

(7)

Identify the discharge outfalls and the point or points ~here
storm water monitoring will occur as required by this permit.
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b.

Controls. Each operator covered by this permit shall develop a
description of controls appropriate for the site and a time line for
implementing such controls. The following minimum compon~nts shall be
addressed along with a schedule for implementation:
(1)

Storm water Management - The plan shall contain a narrative
description of the materials and storm water management practices
employed or scheduled for employment, to minimize contact of
significant materials with storm water runoff; structural and nonstructural control measures to reduce pollutants in storm water
runoff; treatment (if any) and ultimate disposal of solid or fluid
wastes other than by surface discharge. In developing the plan the
permittee shall consider but not be limited to the following
management practices:
A.

Containment - All hazardous chemicals shall be stored within
berms or other secondary containment devices to prevent leaks
and spills from entering storm water runoff;

B.

Oil & Grease Seoaration - Oil/water separators, booms,
skimmers or other methods should be employed to minimize ail
contaminated storm water discharge;

C.

Debris & Sediment Control ~ Screens, booms, sediment ponds or
other methods should be employed to reduce debris and
sediment in storm water discharge;

D.

Storm water Diversion ~ Wherever possible, storm water should
be diverted away from materials manufacturing, storage and
other areas of potential storm water contamination;

E.

Covered Storage or Manufacturing Areas - Yherever
practicable, fueling operations, materials manufacturing and
storage areas should be covered to prevent contact with
storm water.

(2)

Spill Prevention and Response Procedures - Areas where potential
spills of significant materials can impact storm water runoff and
their associated drainage points shall be clearly identified.
Methods to prevent spills along with cleanup and notification
procedures shall be identified in the plan and made available to
the appropriate personnel. The required cleanup equipment must be
on site or readily available.

(3)

Preventive Maintenance - A preventive maintenance program should
be implemented to insure the effective operation of materials
management facilities, structural and non-structural control
facilities, and any treatment facilities used to comply with the
requirements of this permit. The preventive maintenance program
should include the fallowing:
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A.

Areas where potentiaL spills of significant materials could
impact storm water r~off, control structures, and any
treatment facilities should be inspected monthly during- the
rainfall season.

B.

A regular program of cleaning and repairing storm water
control structures, ::reatment. facil! ties. and materials
handling and storage facilities should be conducted
throughout the rainfall season;

(4)

Employee Education - An errployee awareness program should inform
personnel of the componen=s and goals of the S~CP, and address
spill response procedures, good housekeeping and materials
management practices.

(5)

Record Keeping and Inte~l Reporting Procedures - Incidents of
spills or leaks of significant materials which could impact storm
water runoff, "along with corrective actions, surface water
discharge (if any), and o~,er relevant information should be
included in the plant records. Inspection and maintenance
activities such as cleani~g and repairing storm water control and
treacroent facilities shou~d also be documented and recorded.

(6)

Annual Plan Review - A fu:l plan review should be made by the
permittee annually, prior to the onset of the rainfall season. The
plan review should include a complete site inspection of all areas
where potential spills of significant materials can impact storm
water runoff. The S~PCP should be updated as necessary.

2.

The Storm Water Pollution Control Plan shall include procedures for meeting
any Oregon Administrative Rules for storm water control specific to the
applicable river basin. These procedures should include a schedule of steps
and key milestone dates for implementing monitoring activities, materials
management practices, and SWPCP plan components not already in place at the
time the permit is issued. No condition of this permit shall release the
permittee from any responsibility or requirements under other environmental
statutes or regulations.

3.

Storm water carrying pollutants regulated by this permit shall not be
allowed to discharge to seepage ponds, seepage pits, dry wells, injection
wells, or any other on-site disposal facilities if discharge to surface
waters is possible. If discharge to surface waters is not possible and onsite disposal methods are used, the storm water discharge limitations and
monitoring requirements of this pemit shall still apply, in addition to the
limitations and restrictions found in OAR 340-44·050, Waste Disposal for
Surface Drainage and OAR 340, Division 40, Groundwater Quality Protection.
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4.

Specific Storm Yater Discharge Limitations
(These limitations apply at each point source discharge.)
Parameters

Limitations

Oil & Grease

Shall not exceed 10 mg/L
Shall be between 6 and 9
No discharge of toxic chemicals in "toxic
concentrations"* permitted

pH
Toxicity

*

Toxic concentrations is defined in the definitions, page VII of
attached General Conditions.

5.

Allowable Mixing Zone - Notwithstanding the effluent limitations iri this
permit, no wastes shall be discharged and no activities shall be conducted
which will violate applicable water quality standards as adopted in OAR 340
Division 41, except within a mixing zone in the receiving stream of'a size
which would provide a 10:1 dil~tion of the storm water discharged.

6.

Storm ~ater Only . This permit regulates the discharge of storm water only.
It does not authorize the discharge of process wastewaters, vehicle wash
waters, cooling waters, or any other wastewaters associated with the
facility. Other discharges must be addressed in a separate NPDES permit.

Pennit Number:
l200-F
Page 6 of 8 Pages
SClIEDULE B

Minimum Monitoring and Reporting Requirements
(unless otherwise approved in writing by the Deparcment)

1.

Parameters· The permittee shall make visual observations and analyze grab
samples of all storm water point source discharges for the following
parameters:

A.

Primary Parameters:
i.
Color and Foam (visual observation)
ii. Oil & Grease Sheen (visual observation)*
iii. pH
iv. Oil & Grease (mgjL)
v.
Conductivity ( MHO/em)
vi. BODS (mg/L)
vii. COD (mgjL)
viii. TOC (mg/L)
ix
Ammonia nitrogen (mgjL)**
x.
Residual Chlorine (mgjL)***
xi. Total Suspended Solids (mgjL)
Yhenever a visible oil sheen is detected in a storm water
discharge during a required monthly visual observation, it shall
be sampled for Oil & Grease.
**
Ammonia shall be measured if it is used on the site as a
refrigerant, disinfectant, or any other use.
*** Chlorine shall be monitored only if used.

*

B.

Other Parameters:
i.
Any pollutant li~ited or requiring monitoring in the facility's
NPOES or WPCF permit (if operating under an existing pennit).
ii.

Any parameter for which the receiving stream is water quality
limited, if the facility discharges storm water to a water quality
limited stream with established Total Maximum Daily Loads (TMDL).

2.

Frequency of Monicoring . Sampling for compliance with this section shall be
conducted ~o times per year. with samples being collected at least 60 days
apart. One of the samples shall be collected during the month in the fall
when runoff first occurs. Visual observations of surface drainage areas
shall be made monthly during those months when at least one storm event
occurs which produces runoff.

3.

Records Retention and/or Reporting - Permittees are required to tabulate the
data and submit it to the appropriate DEQ Regional Office by July 1 or each
year. All records shall be retained by the permittee for a period of at
least 5 years.

4.

Representative Sampling - All sampling shall be representative of the
discharge.

Permit Number:
l200·F
Page 7 of 8 Pages
SCHEDULE C

Compliance Conditions and"Schedules
Department)

(unless otherwise approved in writing by the

1.

Within 180 days of receiving this permit; the permittee shall complete a
Storm Water Pollu~ion Control Plan (SWPCP) as required by Schedule A,
Condition 1." The SY?CP shall be kept at the facility site and made
available to the Department upon request.

2.

The permittee shall be in compliance with the SYFCP and the effluent
limitations in this permit within 360 days of receiving this permit.

3.

The permittee is expected to meet the compliance dates which have been
established in this schedule. Either prior to or no later than 14 days
following any lapsed compliance date, the permittee shall submit to the
Department a notice of compliance or noncompliance with the established
schedule. The Department may revise a schedule of compliance if good and
valid cause over which the permittee has little or no control has been
determined.

4.

For new facilities, the Sw~CP shall be prepared and implemented prior to
startup of the permitted facility.

Permit Number:
l200-F
Page 8 of 8 Pages
SClIEllOlJ< D

Special Conditions
1.

Yaste Load Allocation - If seorm water monitoring indicates that a pollutant
parameter, for which a stream is water qualiey limited, is discharging to a
water quality limited stream in significant quantities, the permit may be
reopened and a was~e load allocation for the pollutant added.

2.

Additional Limitations or Monitoring Required - If storm water monitoring
indicates that certain pollutants are being discharged in quantities which
may be a threat to the water quality of the receiving stream, the permit may
be reopened and additional effluent limits and/or monitoring requirements
added.

3.

Releases in Excess of Reportable Ouantities. This permit does not relieve
the permittee of the reporting requirements of 40 CFR 117 and 40 CFR 302.
The discharge of hazardous substances in the storm water discharge(s) from a
facility shall be minimized in accordance with the applicable storm water.
pollution control plan for the faciliey required by chis permit, and in no
case, during any 24-hour period, shall the discharge(s) coneain a hazardous
substance equal to or in excess of reporting quantities.

4.

Disposicion of SVPC? . The Storm water Pollution Control Plan, r~quired by
SCHEDULE A, Condi~ion 1., shall be kept at the site and made available to
the Department upon request.

3.

Renorting to Hunicipaliev - Any permitted facility discharging to a
municipal storm sewer shall provide the municipality will a copy of the
monitoring report required by Schedule B. A copy of the SUPCP shall also be
provided the municipality upon request.
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APPENDIXD
STORMWATER FUNDING OPTIONS

This discussion is primarily focused upon funding capital improvements. The funding sources are
described. The advantages and disadvantages of each are addressed.

General Expense, Street, and Utility Funds
These funding sources have historically been used for drainage improvements and maintenance. The
general fund is unrestricted in its use and, therefore, can be applied to a variety of drainage activities.
However, demands for this fund are very competitive because it is used to support basic municipal
services such as police and fire protection. Normally, the general fund is used when users and

beneficiaries cannot be easily identified.
In the past, funding for drainage improvements and maintenance has typically been the responsibility

of the street fund. Drainage improvements are generally built and maintained to protect
transportation systems. Examples of this type of activity are roadside ditching and culvert
maintenance. Generally, street funds are restricted to use within the right-of-way for maintenance,
repair, and limited improvements. They can be applied to problems beyond the right-of-way if streets
or roads are affected. In the final analysis, drainage usually takes a back seat to other street
maintenance activities.

State/Federal Grants and Loans
In the past, local governments have received significant funding support for infrastructure
improvements through state and federal grant-in-aid programs, low-interest loans, and revenue
sharing. These sources were substantially curtailed in the late 1970s.
The four potential sources of grantlloan funds that are now available are discussed below:

I.

State Revolving Loan Fund

Administered by DEQ, this is a self-sustaining loan program currently being capitalized through
federal grants. Below-market-rate loans for up to 100 percent of eligible costs with payback periods
up to 20 years are made for a variety of water poUution control projects. Both facilities and programs
are eligible. Eighty percent of the money is earmarked for planning, design, or construction of water
pollution control facilities, including sewage treatment plants and stormwater control projects. Ten
percent of the loan fund is allocated for nonpoint source poUution projects. The remaining ten percent
is reserved for conservation and management of federally designated estuaries.
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2.

Oregon Community Development Block Grant Program

Most of these grant and loan sources are exclusively for capital improvements, or related technical
assistance studies. These sources cannot be used to support an ongoing storm drainage program, nor
is their availability guaranteed. They should only be used to supplement funding for specific storm
drainage projects.
3.

Special Public Works Fund

The Oregon Economic Development Department offers both grants and loans for a variety of public
works improvements under several different but related programs. Monies for repair, replacement,
reconstruction, rehabilitation, and improvement of existing public works systems are available.
Projects that meet evaluation criteria, such as those relating to detention basins, sediment removal,
or oil skimming, could obtain assistance from this fund.
4.

USDA. Farmers Home Administration

This program, administered by the USDA. offers both grants and loans for a variety of public works
improvements. Most grants require a 15% local match.

Debt Financing
Municipal bonds are a written promise to pay a specified sum of money (principal amount) at
specified dates in the future (maturity dates), together with periodic interest.
Municipal bonds fit into two basic categories: general obligation (GO) bonds and revenue bonds. The
primary difference between these bonds is the source of funds pledged to pay principal and interest
on the bonds. The source of funds pledged is referred to as the security for the bonds. The security
for the bonds detennines the relative risk of the bonds, which, in tum, determines the interest rate on
the bond. The less secure the repayment, the higher the interest rate. GO bonds are secured by a
pledge of taxes that may be levied in an unlimited rate or amount. They are considered as the most
secure type of municipal bond and are generally issued at the lowest interest rates for municipal
bonds. GO bonds must be approved by a vote of the people.
State law limits the amount of GO debt that a local governmental entity can incur, based on a
percentage of the entity's assessed value. The amount of debt that can be issued is known as debt
capacity. The amount of available debt capacity is an important consideration in the use GO bonds.
Revenue bonds are secured by funds from a specified revenue source, such as a storm drainage utility
service charge. Revenue bonds are normally retired by revenue from user fees. State law allows a
community to issue revenue bonds for revenue producing facilities without a vote of the electorate
providing that certain conditions are met.
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Drainage Districts
Drainage districts may be established to pay the cost of drainage and stonnwater control activities.
Each district elects a conunission to administer the construction and maintenance of drainage systems.
Drainage districts are empowered to fund projects through special assessments and through special
assessment bonds.

Special Assessmentsllmprovement Districts (LIDs and ULIDs)
Several different methods for levying special assessments have been used throughout the United
States for stonnwater improvements. Projects funded through special assessments must have a special
identifiable benefit to the properties included in the assessment area. Also, charges for each parcel
must be consistent with the relative benefit to each property.
[n Oregon, municipalities can establish an LID or ULID. This technique involves an assessment
against property owners within some well-defined district. A majority of property owners within the
boundaries of the proposed district must agree to the establislunent of the improvement district.

The use of the LIDs to fund stonnwater projects has been limited because of the difficulty in
quantifying the benefit to individual properties. In water, street. or sewer LIDs, the benefit is normally
detennined through frontage along the improvement. The situation in drainage differs. Upstream or
hillside properties (major runoff contributors) may not be seen as specific recipients of project
benefits. This situation may excuse them from financial participation in the LID.
The concept of using an LID to mitigate drainage problems within narrowly defined areas can be
counterproductive to a comprehensive approach to stormwater management. Another potentially
negative impact of a proliferation ofLlOs is that they can place a burden on limited staff resources.
This approach to small, area-specific capital improvements is administratively complex and time
consuming for local government staffs.

System Development Charges (SDS)
The use of system development charges for financing stormwater improvements is a relatively new
funding method. but is gaining acceptance in conjunction with treating stonnwater as a public utility.
The basic premise of a system development charge is that new developments creating additional
stormwater management costs should be held responsible for a reasonable share of these costs.
System development charges are thus a method for assuring that properties that develop in the future
share in the capital cost of drainage facilities designed and built in anticipation of this development.
This mechanism was developed to support designing systems for ultimate build-out in urbanizing
areas. It reduces the need for system retrofitting that results from lack of capacity. At the same time.
D-J

this funding mechanism does not place the total burden for system development on current property
owners.
A unit fee (typically related to impervious area) is calculated to offset anticipated capital costs within
the watershed, subbasin, or other hydrologically defined area. A key stipulation is that the charge not
be related to mitigating existing problems, but should address those anticipated from the new
development. The Oregon System Development Charges Act, House Bill 3224, became effective on
July I, 1991. This new legislation requires that Capital Improvement Plans be developed, and that
methodology used to compute SDCs be documented and reviewed by the community, before SDCs
can be charged.

Developer ExtensionlLatecomer Fees and Agreements
This financing mechanism allows City to contract with a private developer for the construction of a
new facility that the developer chooses to install as part of site development conditions. The
developer may then be reimbursed for a portion of "up-front costs by other properties that develop
and use the excess capacity of the system. The basis for allocating costs/fees to new development is
a function of system capacity used.
II

An agreement between the City and developer must stipulate the physical boundary of the area served

by the facility and identify parcels that would be required to provide similar stormwater improvements
at the time they develop, and the time period and specifications for the construction of the facility.
This mechanism is most appropriate for undeveloped or marginally developed areas lacking adequate
stormwater facilities. The costs of these improvements are paid by directly affected properties within
the defined area. This method for financing capital improvements has proved in some cases to be
administratively complex.

Plan Review and Inspection Fees
These fees are intended to recoup the expense of reviewing development plans to ensure consistency
with comprehensive or master plans and to ensure that construction standards and regulations are met
in the field. Drainage plan review and inspection activities are related to the design and construction
of onsite systems and facilities including, but not limited to, conveyance, detention, and retention
systems along with erosion/sedimentation control systems. Specific tasks are usually limited to
engineering review and field inspection and certification.
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This appendix outlines the maintenance drainage practices and standards for the City of Garibaldi
Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan.
These recommendations were developed utilizing studies from other jurisdictions, primarily studies
prepared for the City of Portland. A general discussion of drainage maintenance issues is presented
along with the recommended maintenance practices.

Drainage Maintenance Issues
As water quality becomes an increasingly important issue, traditional drainage maintenance practices
are changing. The primary changes to maintenance practices are the increased frequency of cleaning
and the increased maintenance of vegetation in the drainage system. Other important issues include
the use and disposal of hazardous substances and worker safety.

Recommended standards for maintenance frequency are presented herein. These standards were
developed by reviewing related documents, the experiences of other jurisdictions, and from interviews
with design engineers and public works employees. Over time, these standards should be adjusted
based on local experience. Some of the measures may require more or less frequent implementation
depending upon actual local experience.
Drainage system components must be periodically cleaned of accumulated materials in order to
remain effective in removal oflarge particulates. Even more importantly, oil/water separators must
be cleaned several times a year to maintain their effectiveness. For these facilities, large volumes of
stonnwater can flush previously removed silt and oil back into the system if it is not removed between
storms.
Detention ponds and swales rely, in part, on vegetation to remove pollutants. The vegetation (grass)

must be dense to be effective. Regular mowing helps assure this. Since the soil is the major factor
in pollutant removal, it may require periodic tilling, or eventually replacement, to continue its
effectiveness.
Infiltration facilities, such as dry wells, also rely on the soil to remove pollutants. The soil in these
facilities may eventually become clogged with fine materials or the reactive sites may become
saturated. Drywells may require periodic replacement to continue their effectiveness.
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A summary of the recommended maintenance practice and frequency for various drainage system
components follows:
Catch Basins

Catch basins remove debris and large particles from stormwater. Because
many pollutants attach to particles, regular cleaning of catch basins will
improve water quality. Some catch basins receive large amounts of debris on
a regular basis. These should be identified so they can be cleaned more
frequently to maintain their drainage function.

Manholes

Although manholes are similar to catch basins, they may be more effective at
removing pollutants as their larger size results in reduced velocities.

Dry Wells and

As stated above, dry wells should be cleaned regularly. This will increase their
effectiveness at removing pollutants and will extend their lives.

Sumps
Pipes

Pipes are generally self-cleaning. They may occasionally need flushing and
repair.

Swales

Swales must be mowed regularly. Preferably, clippings should be collected and
removed to a compost facility. Swales may need irrigation in some locations.
Periodically, swales may need to be tilled or have the soil and grass replaced.
Maintenance experience relative to swales is still limited. Therefore, the
frequency of replacement is not well known and will likely vary greatly from
location to location.

Detention
Ponds

The control structures for detention ponds will require regular cleaning to
ensure proper functioning. The orifices and emergency bypasses will require
regular replacement. Connections, trash racks, and fences will need regular
repair. Vegetation will need maintenance and debris must be removed
regularly. An education program for neighbors will increase understanding of
their purpose and will reduce vandalism and littering.

Underground
Detention

Control structures for underground detention facilities will require the same
maintenance as control structures for ponds. The pipes or vaults may need
periodic flushing to remove accumulated materials.

Oil/Water

As explained above, these must be cleaned frequently so that turbulent flows

Separators

don't flush oil back into the system. Ideally, they should be cleaned after each
major storm. This is rarely feasible, so a standard of four cleanings a year is
recommended, preferably during the rainy season.

Ditches

Ditches can effectively remove pollutants only if the vegetation is maintained.
Therefore, ditches should be cleaned only if it is necessary to provide drainage,
and only during the dry season. Care should be taken to avoid introducing silt
into the drainage system during and following cleaning. Ditches should be
revegetated following cleaning.
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Culverts

Culverts may need occasional flushing and will need periodic replacement.

Inspection and Wet Weather Preparation
Many of the drainage facilities will require regular inspection to determine their maintenance needs.
Inspection results should be tracked to determine costs and scheduling needs. This inspection will
also identify drainage problems requiring additional facilities. The majority of the arumal maintenance
activities should be perfonned during the dry season. Scheduling of drainage maintenance in the dry
season will permit vegetative cover to become re-established prior to heavy seasonal rainfall.

Severe Storm Preparation
Maintenance crews become familiar with chronic problem areas during stonns. An infonnal
emergency response program should be developed and formally documented. Weather forecasts
should be monitored. When a large storm is in the forecast, crews should inspect problem areas and
clean or prepare them as needed. This preparation should help reduce demands arising from
emergencies generated by severe stonns.

Confined Spaces
Dangerous gases often collect in the confined spaces typically found in drainage systems. There are
strict state and federal requirements for worker safety regarding confined spaces. Generally no
worker should enter a confined space without safety training, a harness, breathing apparatus,
ventilation, and a gas detection meter. Ideally, one worker will also remain above ground to provide
support and assist in the case of an emergency. Check state and federal requirements for specific
requirements.

Toxic/Hazardous Materials
Many of the materials used or collected during general maintenance activities are pollutants and may
be toxic or hazardous. Caution should be exercised in the use and disposal of such materials in
general. Their use should be avoided in the drainage system because of the potential for their
introduction into natural waters. For example, vegetation is generally beneficial in the drainage
system and should be maintained mechanically rather than chemically.
Materials removed from the drainage system should be periodically tested for pollutant concentrations
and disposed of properly.
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In particular, the City should explore options for coordination with Tillamook County to establish a
decant facility to dispose of liquid waste materials. Solid waste materials should be periodically
tested. Experience in other jurisdictions indicate that these materials generally fall within the criteria
for solid waste, but occasionally fall within the criteria for hazardous waste. Where possible, liquids
should be decanted to a sanitary sewer system for treatment.

Maintenance Scheduling
Maintenance costs will increase as additional facilities are constructed. The costs associated with
failure of or inadequate drainage system facilities should decrease over time.
This information should be expanded and used for scheduling and tracking costs. rfused regularly,
it will provide improved data for future cost estimating. scheduling and budgeting, that can be
accomplished manually. It can also be easily generated on a computer spreadsheet. As an alternative,
the maintenance staff may wish to purchase a commercially available software package for
maintenance management. The cost ofthis would be within the proposed administrative costs for the
program.
Problem locations should be noted in a maintenance log for future storm drainage improvement
projects.

Equipment Needs
To be able to keep up with the increased maintenance standards, the City will either need additional
equipment, or will need to enter into inter-agency agreements with other jurisdictions. The
maintenance needs are anticipated to increase in direct proportion to the growth of the City. The
needs in the near future are not anticipated to be significantly different from those that currently exist.
As additional development continues, and the equipment needs grow, the City may find that it is more
cost effective to become part of a county-wide drainage district, with maintenance duties performed
by district forces.

Str.ambank Stabilization
Attached to this appendix are three chapters from the document Guidelines for Bank Stabilization Projects
in the Riverine Environment of King County, prepared by the King County Surface Water Management
Agency. This information addressed design, construction, and maintenance of streambanks and is directly
applicable to bank protection for the drainageways in Garibaldi.
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CHAPTER 7
DESIGN GUIDELINES
While there are many effective means of
bank erosion control available. not all techniques
work equally well in every situation. Many ineffective techniques are used as quick solutions to
long-term problems. To choose the best solution,
a match must be made between the objectives of

the project, existing site conditions. possible techniques, and fish and wildlife habitat concerns.
Only after the cause of the failure has been
clearly defined should a bank stabilization plan be
prepared. Bank stabilization projects fall in two
broad categories: those that correct the problem
and those that compensate for it. Even though the
most effective way to stabilize a bank: is to eliminate the cause of the instability. measures to compensate for a problem are often used in addition to
or instead of correcting the fundamental cause. It
is vital to ensure that the proposed project solves or
helps soive the problem before proceeding with
the project.
As mentioned previously, because of the complexity of most bank failures, integrated" interdisciplinary, effective teamwork is required at all
project stages. Knowledge of many aspects of
riverine environments is essential if bank stabilization projects are to be successful. Again, it is
strongly recommended that a team approach be
used when developing or reviewing possible bank
stabilization projects. The nature of the project
will likely dictate the most suitable qualifications
or experience required of the team. At a minimum,
the team consisting ofan engineer with experience
in river systems. an ecologist knowledgeable in
fisheries and riparian ecology, and a soil scientist
will generate the most successful projects. Some
projects may require the specialized skills of a
geomorphologist, botanist. or landscape architect.
Although the srreambank zones above and
below the ordinary high water mark are treated
separately in these guidelines for organizational
reasons, it is important that the entire bank be
considered as a single entity. Toe protection and
vegetative components must be incorporated into
Design Guidelines

.a single design with an appropriate transition at
their common boundary. It is also important that
the geometry and hydraulic characteristics of the
stream channel in all three perspectives (crosssection, plan view, and profile) he fully examined
and investigated. This understanding of the stream
is essential to achieve a successful integration of
the project with the natural channel.
This chapter describes basic design considerations and criteria for rock, vegetated, and integrated (i.e., vegetation, soil, and rock) methods for
bank stabilization. Also included in this chapter
are suggested habitat components for these methods. and a brief discussion on preparing design
drawings. plans. and specifications.

7.1 STREAMBANK ZONES
As discussed in Chapter 3, streambanks can be
divided into three zones: the toe zone. bank zone.
and overbank areas (Figure 3.1 and Figure 7.1).
Fig.", 7.1

A bank .labilimtion project with 0 rock
toe key.
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This section summarizes the characteristics of
th~se three zones, focusing particularly on the
design implications for each zone.

7.1.1

TOE ZONE

The toe zone, which is the area of bank below
tbe ordinary higb water mark (OHWM), is usually
inundated and subject to toe erosion and undercutting of the bank. Because of tbe harsb conditions
in this, woody vegetation generally does not grow
here; as such, bank stabilization methods that rely
primarily on vegetation are not particularly effective. Methods that are commonly used to stabilize
this zone are rock toe keys, cribwalls, and large
woody debris.

7.1.2

BANK AND OVERBANK ZONES

The bank zone, whicb is between tbe OHWM
and the top ofthe bank, is inundated during periods
of moderate (i.e., up to bankfull) flows and exposed to periodic erosive currents and debris movement. Woody and herbaceous vegetation grow
well here. All three bank stabilization methods
mentioned above (rock, vegetative, and integrated)
may be used in this zone.
The overbank zone is the area landward of the
top of bank which is subjected to occasional inundation during flood flows. Important considerations in this zone, where riparian vegetation transitions into upland areas, are wildlife habitat and
access for projectconstruction and long-tenn maintenance.
Most stream channels have complex cross
sections. Often there are one or more small channels that concentrate flow during low flow periods
and a larger channel in which flows are confined
most of the time. Low flow channels are often
flanked by one or more sand or gravel bars that
may lack permanent vegetation. Active channels
are generally flanked by sedimentary berms or
erosional scarps covered with perennial vegetation. Compound, multi-sloped banks tend to be
more stable than simple, single-sloped banks be-
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cause berms reduce effective bank height and
provide extra toe support for the upper bank.

7.2. DESIGN OPTIONS AND CRITERIA
FOR DIFFERENT METHODS
Bank stabilization methods can be categorized
into three fundamental types: rock, vegetative,
and integrated. Rock methods are those that rely
on riprap and/or large boulders to armor the toe
and sometimes the bank, or redirect erosive flows_
Vegetative methods are those thai use plants or
plant cuttings to stabilize the bank. Integrated
methods are those that incorporate various materials (rock, timher, soil, and plants). In combination
with these materials, integrated methods may also
include fabrics such as jute or coir mesh.
To help designers in selecting solutions appropriate for each situation, the following discussion
provides basic descriptions of each method and
general selection criteria. lnstallation procedures,
including relative quantities of material required
and construction techniques, are discussed in Chapter 8.

7.2.1

GENERAL DESIGN
CONSIDERATIONS

There are many factors to consider when selecting a design option. Among these factors are
the stream characteristics (cross-sectional d.imen~
sions, flow depth. velocity [both magnitude and
direction] and slope of bed or bankline being
protected). Construction techniques and metbods
to minimize adverse impacts to the riparian environment should also be considered.
Location ofthe Structure. Most King County
levees and revetments were constructed along
natural channel banks to convert as much of the
floodplain as possible for other uses. Recently,
recognizing the benefits offloodplain conveyance
and storage, and the drawbacks inherent in encroachment on the channel, this policy has changed.
(See discussion of King County Sensitive Area
Ordinance in Chapter 5). Current practice, whenever possible, is to set back at least the upper bank
Design Guidelines

of any new facility from the main channel. The toe
section can be built at the location of the existing
bank, with a bench constructed at the ordinary
high water line, and the upper bank set back.
Figure 7.2 illustrates a setback levee with a vegetated bench. In time, vegetation planted on the
bench will extend out over the river to provide
shade and cover along the stream margin for tish.
Bank Sloping. Most methods of streambaok
protection will require some bank regrading. Steep
or undercut banks may require regrading the slope
to 2H:l V or flatter. Because of their unconsolidated nature, streambanks with sandy soils may
require slopes of 4H: I V or flaner. The application
of methods that require extensive bank sloping
may be limited by the close proximity ofstructures
(i.e., buildings, roads, utilities), loss of vegetation
of significant size (i.e., large trees), land acquisiF;gure 7.2

tion or easements. In these situations, a rock wall,
live cribwall or vegetated geogrid could be used to
create a steeper slope.
Design Flow_ Becausestructure design is based
on flood velocities and depths, it is necessary to
select one or more design flows to analyze the
hydraulics of the reach and find the values of the
necessary variables. A range of flows, up to and
including the I OO-year event, should be examined
depending on the site characteristics, project complexity and its associated risks. Ofparticular inter·
est is the bankfull or overtopping event for the
structure in question; this event generates the
greatest velocities and tractive forces.
Design Velocities. Local water velocities (i.e.,
velocities at or near the area of erosion), not
average channel velocities, should be used for
design. Local velocities along the outside ofbends,

Setback levee.
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for example. can be as much as 50 percent greater
than the avera~ velocity at that cross-section
(Maynord et aL 1989). Analytical methods for
estimating velocities in curved channels and/or
engineeringjudgrnents are used for predicting the
effects of the oUliide of bends and otber hydraulic
factors on the local velocities. Occasionally, the
designer will be faced with placing protection
along a straight channel reach. In these cases, the
local velocity is often less than the average velocity. Methods for estimating local velocities are
discussed further in Appendix C.
Extent ofPrMection. Many designers mistakenly extend erosion protection too far upstream
and not far enough downstream, particularly for
structures on the outer banks ofbends (Figure 7.3).
The highest velocities generally occur at the downstream end ofthe bend, and on the outer bank ofthe
straight section immediately downstream. Often,
the erosion potential does not decrease appreciably until tbe channel straightens and the thalweg
crosses over to tre opposite bank forthe next bend.
The downstream movement of meander bends
should also be considered If not properly ori-

susceptible locations up- or downstream of the
project area. The upstream end of the facility in
particular must withstand the greatest forces. In
general, structures should be continued to an area
of reduced velocity. If not erosion may remove
bank materials from behind the face of the structure. This gneatly weakens the facility and can
cause possible failure.
Another method of tieing in is to construct a
rock deflector at each end of the facility. This
deflector acts as a hardpoint that deflects flows
away from more vulnerable point along the bank.
This is particularly valuable at the downstream
end of structures such as rock revetments.

7.2.2

ROCK PROTECTION METHODS

Rock protection methods include toe keys,
deflectors, and revetments. These methods are
commonly used where bank materials are weak
and water velocities are high.

Rock Toe Key
Figure 7.3

A schematic of the minimum extent of
pl"04edion required at a channel bend.
IAclcpted from Lagasse et 01. 1991.1

ented, the structure can deflect flows and create
erosion problems on the opposite bank.
Tie lrL It is important that the end points of the
facility be (ied into a stable bank area. Some bank
protection measures such as riprap structures create "hardpoints" that can cause erosion at more
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At sites where toe erosion has been identified
as the mode of bank failure, stabilization structures should be keyed into the channel bed at the
bank toe. While this may be obvious where toe
erosion is the major problem, all alluvial streams
scour during flood events unless the bed is armored with large material. If the stream is undergoing bed erosion, whether by general degradation or headcutting, structures must be protected
against undercutting.
Rivers with highly mobile beds (i.e., large
fluctuations in scour depth) may require deep toe
key placement. Recent feasibility studies on the
Tolt River and South Fork Snoqualmie Rivers, for
example, included a recommendation to place the
toe key a minimum of three feet below the lowest
recorded thalweg elevation (Shannon and Wilson
1993a; 1993b). Both ofthese preliminary recommendations require detailed scour analyses to develop the final toe kcy design.
For large river environments, Lagasse et al.
( 1991) recommends placing the riprap aminimum
Design Guidelines

of five feet below the original streambed elevation. Alternatively. the potential bed scour can be
estimated, and the toe then placed deeper than the
predicted scour depth. Methods for accurately
predicting scour have been developed by
Richardson, Harrison and Davis (1991) and
Richardson, Simons and Julien (1990). Although
the methodology specifically addresses scour in
the vicinity of road crossings, it is useful in any
evaluation of bed scour.
Toe key dimensions depend on stream characteristics,level of protection, and type of structure.
The major consideration in designing a toe key is
the proper sizing of the rock. The rock must be
large enough to remain stable under the flow
depths and velocities to which it will he exposed.
Typically, rocks will need to have a minimum
dimension of two feet or a minimum weight of at
least five hundred pounds. Over-sizing the rock
should generally be avoided because of increased
cost and difficulty of placement.
The toe key can be difficult to construct in
rivers with high banks. In these situations. it is
exuemely difficult to reach down from the top of
the bank with a dragline to key rock in at the toe.
An alternative is to design abench at ordinary high
water that can be used as a construction platform.
The bench can be left as a permanent feature which
then allows the upper bank revetment to be set
back from the main channel of the river.
The width of the toe key is not as critical as its
depth. For riprap revetments, the minimum width
of the key should be 1.5 to 2 times the thickness of
the riprap blanket at the base of the slope. If used
with cribwalls and vegetated geogrids. the toe
need not extend beyond a line formed by extending the slope angle of the structure to the maximum key depth.
Quarried stone is recommended because an~
gular rock tends to interlock, which makes it more
stable. Using rounded stream rock is discouraged
because it is less stable. In stream areas where the
rock has formed an armor layer, its removal by
mining operations may cause local scour problems. Irregular rocks should be placed with the
long axis parallel to the flow. Only hard rocks,
~uch as granite or other volcanic rock that will not
erode rapidly, should be used.
Design Guidelines

Large rock may be added to the toe for habitat
purposes if it does not create currents that cause
erosion problems. Rocks create habitat by providing refuge from high flow velocities (a form of
cover) and creating scour holes. Rocks are usually
placed within the zone of highest flow velocities
and can be incorporated into the toe of a protected
slope. Rocks used in this fashion are intended to
create velocity refuges, rather than scour holes.
Habitat elements are discussed in greater detail in
Section 7.2.5.
As an alternative to using large rock. it is
possible to use smaller stone wrapped in a natural
or synthetic geotextile material. Because abrasive
sediments and debris will wear, snag and tear these
fabrics with time, high flows may remove this
smaller rock. This can potentially undennine the
sttucture and cause it to fail. The geogrid material
should have high tensile suength and resist corrosion and abrasion. The diameter of the rock fill
used in the wrap must be greater than the sizeofthe
grid openings but should not exceed six to eight
inches. If larger stone is used, there should be
sufficient small rock to flll voids between the large
stones so that the fijI cannot shift and allow the
structure to settle over time.

Deflectors

Deflectors are structures that are attached to
one bank and project into the flow (Figures 7.4 and
7.5). Commonly referred to as spurs or spur dikes,
deflectors protect erodible banks by directing the
flow toward the ntiddle of the channel. They are
useful in reducing meander migration and water
velocities near the bank. The scour holes that fOnD
around deflectors can provide rearing pools and
cover for fish.
The design variables most used for deflector
design are: orientation angle. effective length.
crest height, placement site, construction material.
spacing between multiple deflectors. and deflector construction materials. The following is a list
of recommendations and options, not strict rules
for designing deflectors (Conner 1991):
Orientation Angle. Deflectors oriented upstream create larger and deeper scour holes than
7-5

Figure 7.4
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rock deflector keyed into a streambonk.
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perpendicular or downstream oriented deflectors
(K1ingeman et al. 1984). Deflectors oriented upstream may also be the most unstable. The eddies
that form on the upstream face ofthe deflector may
scour a longitudinal hole along the bed, undennining the structure and causing it to roll forward
(Owusu and K1ingeman 1984). The eddy formed

constriction or solidity is represented by the effective length of the deflector (i.e) compared with the
channel width (W).

The deflector must be long enough to deflect
the flow away from the length of bank to be
protected, unless riprap or another secondary bank
protection is used. Several shorter deflectors may

in the pocket between the upstream oriented de-

also be used to protect the same length of

flector and the bank protect the bank from higher
velocities. If the eddy velocity is sufficient to

streambank as one long deflector. Miller and Kerr
(1984) found that a deflector could protect the

transport local bank materials, it will scour the

downstream bank for 2 to 5.5 times its effective

bank and underrninethe structure (Copeland 1983).

length, depending on the expansion angle of the

Deflectors oriented downstream direct the flow

flow. Severe channel constriction may cause a

away from the bank along the deflector (Klingeman
et ai. 1984). Because the flow deflection angle

approximates the orientation angle, the designer
can predict where the flow may impinge -on the
opposite bank (K1ingeman et ai. 1984; Reeves and
Roelofs 1982). These areas may be protected by
riprap, vegetation, or by placing another deflector
to intercept the flow. The downstream orientation
causes less flow deflection, and therefore, little or
no scour of the opposite bank (Owusu and

Schema'c diagram of Q deRector.
(Adapled from Conner 1991.)

Figure 7.5
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Klingeman 1984).

A downstream orientation is recommended at
sites where bed and bank stability may be a problem. Additionally, debris and ice are less likely to
accumulate on downstream oriented deflectors

w

(K1ingemanet al. 1984). For these reasons, down-

stream orientation of these structures is generally
recommended (Federal Highway Administration
1979; British Columbia Ministry of the Environment 1980; Seehom 1985; Wesche 1985).

Perpendicular deflectors may be the most costeffective bank protection because the length of
bank protected is directly correlated with the ef·
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fective deflectorlength (Copeland 1983). Because

perpendiculardeflectors intercept flow at an abrupt
angle, they may also be more inclined to fail.

Special care should be taken in the design stage to
prevent failure of single perpendicular deflectors.
The perpendicular design is often used in combination with multiple deflectors to protect a length
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of bank.
Effective Length. The greater the channel con-

striction caused by the deflector, the greater the
velocity at the tip of the deflector and the greater
the scouring potential of the flow. The channel
Design Guidelines

SECTION B-B'
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sharper expansion angle, and thus decrease the
length of bank protected per length of deflector
(Klingeman et al. 19M). Miller and Kerr (1984)
found in flume studies that the optimum effective
length for bank protection was 0.2 of the flume
width.
Recorrunendations for effective length in the
literature range from LeIW of0.25 to 0.8 (Seehom
1985; Wesche 1985; Crispen 1988). Although
these author.; claim that deflector.; may block as
much as 60 to 80 percent of the flow area, these
deflector.; would likely create adverse effects and
fail. Thus. deflectors that block significant portion
of the flow area are rarely practical.
Deflectors can create effective fish habitat by
producing scour holes. To create scour holes that
benefit fish, deflector.; must be long enough to
intercept asubstantial portion ofthe flow. Garde et
al. (1961) found that in straight reaches, the depth
of scour was 0.2 to 0.5 the effective length of the
deflector. Lagasse et al. (1991) provide criteria for
predicting scour depth at deflectors.
Unless desired, the deflector should not be so
long that it directs the flow into an erodible opposite bank. The opposite bank may be protected or
a deflector may be placed downstream on the
opposite bank to intercept the flow. If the deflector
is submerged at high flows, it may extend across a
greater portion of the channel without causing
erosion of the opposite bank.
Crest Height. If the risk of flood damage to
adjacent roads is of concern, deflectors should be
submerged at high flows so that they do not catch
debris (Federal Highway Administration 1979;
British Columbia Ministry of the Environment
1980). Seehorn (1985) suggests that this condition
will be met if the deflector is no more than 6 to 18
inches above average summer low flow leveL
Deflector.; should be no higher than the top ofbank
and slope downward to the tip to prevent under~
mining (Franco 1967). Deflector.; with a sloping
crest have to be longer than level crested deflectors
to achieve the same amount of bank protection and
bed scour (Klingeman et al. 1984). To maximize
deposition, a series of deflectors can be arranged
so that the crest of each deflector is lower than the
one just upstream (Franco 1967).
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Deflectors that are designed to be overtopped
at high flows should be shaped so that the flow is
not directed into erodible- banks at high flows
(Federal Highway Administration 1979). An upstream oriented deflector or triangular shaped deflector will shunt high flows toward mid-channel
and cause deposition along the bank.
Spacing of Multiple Deflectors. A series of
deflector.; can be used to protect a length of eroding bank. The goal is to redirect the thalweg away
from the eroding bank. The deflector.; should be
spaced so that the flow expanding downstream of
one deflector is intercepted by the next and redi·
rected toward the opposite bank. To determine
deflector spacing on tbe outside bank of bends,
Miller and Kerr (1984) suggest projecting the
tangent of the thalweg from the tip of the upstream
deflector to the bank downstream. The downstream deflector should be designed to intercept
this flow. They suggest that the spacing be reduced
by 20 percent on sharp bends. The thalweg of the
stream straightens at high flows and thus will
impinge on the bank in (he downstream portion of
aconcave bend (Miller and Kerr 1984). Deflector.;
should therefore be placed closer together in the
downstream portion of a concave bend to protect
the bank at high flows (Reeves and Roelofs 1982).
For the most effective bank protection, deflectors should be spaced close enough so that flow
will circulate between the deflectors, creating a
buffer zone of eddies that protect the bank from
higher velocity flow (Copeland 1983). Klingeman
et al. (1984) found that the optimum spacing for
developing this protective eddy system varies between three and four times the effective deflector
length and decreases as deflector length increases
beyond 0.2 of the channel width. Spacing deflectors too close reduces sediment deposition between structures (Crispen 1988).
Arrangements of multiple deflector.; for various purposes have been recommended in the lit·
erature. Spacing deflectors such that their flow
patterns interact creates more scour and diversity
of habitat thon they do individually (Heiner 1989).
Pairing deflectors opposite each other centers the
thalweg and creates a long, deep plunge pool
(Federal Highway Administration 1979). Alternating deflectors can be used to help re-establish
Design Guidelines

or create ameander pattern (Wesche 1985; Crispen
1988).
Deflector Construction Materials. The most
common construction materials used for deflectors are rocks and logs. Rock deflectors can be
constructed of two to three rows of interlocking
rocks extending out into the flow (Federal Highway Administmtion 1979; BritishColumbiaMinistry ofthe Environment 1980). The largest rock
should be placed at the tip of the deflector as this
is the zone where maximum velocity occurs. Rock
size can be less than that recommended forfishrocks
as discussed in Section 7.2.5.
Blunt, wedge-shaped rock deflectors should
be used for bank stabilization. These create less
flow disturbance and therefore are less likely to
cause scouring of either the bed or banks. Single
large boulders, when properly placed, may act as
flow deflectors (Oregon Chapter of the American
Fisheries Society 1988).
Rock deflectors should be embedded in the
bed and banks to prevent undermining. The depth
that the boulders should be embedded depends
upon how much scour is expected around the base
and root of the structure. Orsborn and Bumstead
(1986) recommended rock deflectors be embedded for a distance equal to the height of the
deflector.

Rock Revetments
A carefully placed layer of angular rock, generally known as riprap, is a common and effective
method of bank: protection used on levees and
revetments. While rock offers some resistance
against mass-movement, its primary purpose is to
prevent loss of bank material by fluvial erosion.
Because the system is flexible, riprap can settle
and conform to the final streambed contour if
scour occurs. Over time, vegetation may become
established in riprap above the waterline.
Revetments have typically been constructed
from hand-placed, dumped, or derrick-placed rock.
Many types of structural facings have been used.
These include: riprap; gab ion mattresses; rubber
tire networks; articulated, precast concrete blocks;
and cellular grids. Because of environmental and
Design Guidelines

aesthetic concerns, most of these methods have
not gained acceptance in King County. Because
the most common revetment in King County is
rock, the remainder oftbis discussion will focus on
this material.
Riprap revetments are particularly effective in
the following situations: 1) sharp bends; 2) constrictions, such as bridges, where velocities increase; 3) along the opposite bank. at the confluence
of two rivers; and 4) on rivers where debris damage may occur.
Limitations. Rock revetments have several
limitations. These include environmental impacts
such as the destruction of fish and wildlife habitat,
encroachment into the floodplain, and loss of
aesthetic values. Rock should not be prescribed
without first carefully considering other alternatives. Even where rock is absolutely necessary, an
attempt should be made to incorporate vegetation;
the structure should be suffIciently set back from
the channel to enhance rather than degrade riparian environments and instrcarn habitat.
Other factors that may limit the use of rock
include the availability of suitable-size rocks, the
difficulty and expense of quarrying, transporting,
and placing stone, and the large amount of material needed for deeper streams. While small riprap
may be hand-placed, most is end-dumped orplaced
by derrick crane or other large equipment.
Gradation. For riprap to function properly, it
is essential that it be well-gmded. A reasonable
gradation will allow the various rock sizes to
interlock and minimize voids in the structure. It is
essential that there be no significant gaps (missing
sizes) in the gradation. Gaps in the gradation
increase the chance of structural failure if high
flows remove smaller rock particles, causing larger
particles to sellie. Wittler and Abt (1990) found
that a relatively unifonn gradation can withstand
greater erosive forces. Failure of these rock facilities, when it occurs, can be more rapid than those
facilities having a broader gradation.
Because many standards have been developed, the riprap gradations--along with the median stone size--should be specified in the design
plans. The standard gradations generally used in
King County have been those developed by the
Washington State Department of Transportation
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(DOT). These range in size from quarry spalls,
through light loose riprap, to heavy loose riprap.

The specific sizes ofthis material, and the methods
for computing the size appropriate for a specific
site, are described in Appendix C.
Filter LAyer. Most riprap is placed on a filter
blanket ofsmaller sized, graded material. A proper
filter layer prevents the loss of finer soil particles
of the bank through the interstices of the riprap
layer. Ifthese finer soil particles are los~ slumping
and failure may occur. The area to be covered with
a filter blanket should be reasonably smooth. An
even thickness of filter material should be placed
on the prepared surface. Riprap should be placed
carefully to ensure that the blanket is not ruptured
ardisplaced. Formostoftherivers in King County,
a filter layer of gravels or quarry spalls is recom-

mended. Relationships between sizes of riprap
and gradations ofadjacent layers have been developed to size the individual rocks in the filter layer.
These relationships are discussed in detail in Appendix C.
Geotextile fabrics have sometimes been used
to create this filter. It can be more difficult, however, to key a large rock blanket into fabric than
into a blanket of smaller rock. Fabric filters are
most useful when the banks consist of fine-grained
alluvium. Banks with extremely fine-grained soils
such as silt or clay may require both a geotextile
fabric and a rock filter.
Bank Slope. Because steep slopes lessen the
stability of the total structure, rock should not be
placed on slopes steeper than 2H: 1V. Steeper
slopes may require a retaining wall or other structure. Maynord et a1. (1989) state that stability tests
have shown that slope has small effect on riprap
stability when side slopes are flaner than 2H: 1V.
Because high flows can saturate river banks (creating failure in the underlying material). it is vital
that the revetment face slope does not exceed the
angle of repose of the underlying layer.
Because riprap is usually installed at sites of
severe erosion where the existing side slopes are
often steeper than 2H: 1V, substantial site grading
is often required. When needed. the bank slopes
should be laid back away from the channel where
possible to obtain the appropriate slope angle.
Encroachment into the channel is not recom7·10

mended. Encroachment that can not be avoided
will require an exemption from the floodplain
regulations contained in the King County Sensitive Area Ordinance. Grading of the slopes may
increase right-of-way requirements. It is also extremely difficult in situations where existing buildings. other structures, or large mature. vegetation
are located near the existing top of bank.
Shape ofRock- As noted in the toe key discussion earlier. angular rock is preferred to rounded
rock because the stones fit together to provide a
more solid blanket. Because this strengthens the
revetment so that it acts like one structure rather
than a collection of independent stones, it raises
the threshold velocity for incipient motion and
subsequent failure. Quarry rock is preferred to
natural river rock as it is generally angular; river
rock is usually rounded and unacceptable as riprap.
While the rock should be angular, ideally it should
be as nearly rectangular as possible. The ratio of
the longest to the shonest dimension should be no
more than 3.5:1 (USACOE 1991).
Toe key. As discussed earlier, lack of a sufficient toe key is aconunon cause ofbank andriprap
failures. Because tractive forces are greatest in this
lone. a well-constructed toe is essential. If the toe
is not sufficiently deep and effectively keyed into
the streambed below the anticipated scour line, the
entire structure may be undermined.
Height of Riprap Face. In determining the
height of the riprap face, a factor ofsafety (related
to water surface elevation) should be incorporated
into the design. For installations that are comprised of riprap only (as opposed to vegetative or
integrated methods), Lagasse et a1. (1991) recommends extending the riprap to a minimum of two
feet above the design water surface elevation.
Riprap should extend up the bank far enough to
provide adequate protection against scour by debris. flowing water. or wave action.
In situations where the natural channel has
been constricted. the designer will often find that
the capacity of the channel is insufficient to convey the design stonn. In these cases, either rock
protection should be provided to the top of the
bank or construction a setback levee should be
considered. If sufficient space is available, a setback levee is the preferred alternative.
Design GJidelines

When flood containment is aproject objective.
the design water surface elevation should be adjusted to account for the superelevation resulting

vegetation in levee and revetment faces. Forthis to
be successful, the vegetation must come into contact with the soil underneath or within the riprap
armor. Depending on the season, irrigation may
also be necessary.

from centrifugal forces at bends. Chow (1959)

provides methods for computing superelevation.
Freeboard should be added to this superelevation
estimate. The Corps and FEMA both may require
tluee feet of freeboard above the lOO-year water
surface as a factor ofsafety for levees (see Section
5.8 for further discussion).
Vegetation. Vegetation on the face of the riprap
structure can be an important component of bank
stability. In the past, maintenance of riprop struc-

Other Rock Structures
Many other types ofrock structures have been
used successfully for bank protection. These include turning rocks, tie-backs, and rock-fill
trenches. Because a detailed discussion of these
structures is beyond the scope of this document,

tures often involved periodic removal of all vegetation under the assumption that this would improve access and visibility for inspecting facilities, and that large vegetation, if uprooted, could

Washington Departments of Ecology. Rsberies.

they will be described only in general terms. The
reader is referred to Orsborn and Bumstead (1986)
and Lagasse et al. (1991) for further information.
Turning Rocks. Turning rocks are rows of
boulders placed in a bend starting at the upstream
outside bank and angled toward the inside bank to

and Wildlife, have required the incorporation of

reduce erosion (Figure 7.6). Turning rocks reduce

severely damage the riprap face.

Recently, regulatory agencies, such as the

Turning rocks used to reduce erosion on the outside of a bend.

Figure 7.6
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the spiral currents that erode the outside bank of a
bend. They also help dissipate energy to reduce
stream power locally and provide cover for fish.
Turning rocks are placed in a downstream
diagonal across the stream to deflect the flow.
Each successive rock divides the flow and deflects
the majority in the desired direction. The next rock
downstream is placed to intercept the deflected
flow from the upstream rock and so on. The
longest axis ofeach rock should be positioned at a
slight angle to the flow (Orsborn and Bumstead
1986).
Turning rocks can be used to direct the flow
away from an unstable bank or to direct the thalweg
down a selected part of the channel. Several rows
may be needed depending on the length and radius
of the curve (Orsborn and Bumstead 1986). Because turning rocks may not be adequate to tum
the flow by themselves. especially in deep streams
or rivers, other structures such as deflectors may
be needed to provide adequate protection from
eroSIOn.
Tie-Backs. Tie-backs are individual sections
of npnlp or other structural protection placed
perpendicular into an eroding bank to prevent
flanking by floodwaters (Figure 7.7). Depending
on the design, they are placed against the bank, and
Figure 7.7

either lay flush against it or protrude slightly into
the stream channel. Tie-backs protruding into the
channel create hardpoints that provide some energy dissipation. In this way, protection from
erosion is provided without hardening the entire
streambank. Because much of the existing bank
line is left undisturbed. a favorable environment
for the establishment ofnative vegetation remains.
Tie-back revetments are created by connecting the
hardpoints with a rock revetment or toe key.
These structures are not effective for extremely
high velocity flows. They are most useful in relatively straight reaches where the primary erosion
threat is a meandering thalweg. On the outside of
bends. a revetment or a series of rock deflectors is
usually more appropriate.
Rock-jilled Trenches. A rock-ftlled trench is
placed parallel to the bankline such that the rock
can fill scour holes and/or scalloped banks as
erosion progresses. The trench is dug behind the
bank of the channel and filled in with riprap. The
trench is then covered with a layer of soil and
replanted. This method does not modify the channel and yet provided the riprap rrench will halt
erosion if it occurs. This method provides additional protection when greatersecurity is required.

r... badt trench and revetment to prevent flanking. {Adapted from Richardson et 01.
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Another application of a rock-filled trench is
to construct it within the channel itself, immediately adjacent to the toe of the bank. As bed scour
occurs, tbe rock settles in to the degrading toe.
Protection from undennining is provided as long
as the eventual depth of scour does not exceed the
capacity of the quantity of rock used. In rapidly
eroding river environments (outside of bends,
etc.), a keyed-in toe is preferable to a rock-filled
trench type.

7.2.3

VEGETATIVE METHODS

Vegetative methods include herbaceous ground
covers, rooted stock. live stakes, fascines, brush
mattresses, and brush layers. While the root systems of these components increase the "structural
integrity" ofa bank with time. their initial value is
in protecting the bank surface. These methods
usually can be installed with minimal instream
disturbance.
Evaluation factors for selecting the appropriate plant species and method of application include slope. aspect. soil characteristics. drainage,
elevation and tolerance of the plant species to
inundation. Much of this is discussed in Chapter 6.
Ideally, the selection of vegetation should be restricted to native species that are suited to the site
conditions.
Plants should be chosen based on their adaptability and tolerance to soil moisture levels, especially on very wet or very droughty sites. The plant
associations in Table 6.4 include many species
suited to particular conditions. Planting plans
should be designed using subsets of this list or
other species as appropriate, depending on sitespecific conditions and stock availability.

sian control until woody vegetation becomes established or where cover on bare ground or soil
improvement is desired. Sod-fanning grasses and
legumes, especially if left unmowed. can protect
banks of small streams where flow velocities are
low.
Grass species reconunended forwestem Washington streambanks are listed in Table 7.1. Although individual species are listed in this table, a
mixture of species may be more successful and
desirable than a monoculture. Erosion control
seed mixtures are commercially available, and can
be tailored for site conditions. Seed mixtures should
include annual and perennial species and species
that will enrich the soil (e.g., legumes). The need
for fertilizers should be evaluated and appropriate
kinds and amounts applied. Local Soil Conservation Service personnel are a valuable source of
infonnation about specific piant requirements.
Wasser (1982) provides an excellent summary of
grasses, forbs, shrubs, and trees useful for revegetation projects in western states.
The use of grass and forb turfs to protect
streambanks is constrained by velocities of design
flows. At present, infonnation on design velocities for native grasses is not readily available.
Examples of maximum allowable design velocities for other selected grasses are listed in Table
7.2.
While unmowed turf also can provide habitat
for small mammals and ground dwelling birds,
thick turf or grasses may hinder the establishment
of woody vegetation by competing for water and
nutrients. Thick turf may also encourage populations of small rodents that girdle trees and shrubs
when feeding on bark.

Rooted Stock
Herbaceous Ground Cover
Herbaceous ground covers include grasses and
other non-woody vegetation. Although they lack
some benefits of woody vegetation (e.g. cover for
fish), herbaceous vegetation is useful in some
situations. Ground cover provides temporary ero-

Design Guidelines

Rooted stock is any tree, woody shrub, or
herbaceous plant with established roots. This includes rooted cuttings, balled and burlapped, bareroot. and containerized plants. This material is
used either alone or with other methods to provide
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Grasses and ground coven recommended for use on and adjacent to channel banks in western
Washington. (Adapted from SCS 1986.)

Tabl.7.1

Recommended Seeding Rates for Given Site Conditions·

Species

Shallow or

Drylond

Droughty

Irrigcted or

Palustrine

Sub-irrigote2

orWetlond

arundinocea

18

18

18

creeping red fescue F. rubro

8

8

8

sheep fescue F. evino

5

5

toll fescue Festuco

bentgrass Agrostis spp.
perennial ryegrass Lo/ium perenne
tiny white dover

MeJiJotus alba

15

15

2

2

10

10

10-15

big trefoil lOhJs crossiFolius
white or Dutch dover Trifolium repens
red clover T. protense

sicklekeeled lupine Lupinus albicou/is

10

I. Mnimum seeding rotes itllbs/ooe.

2. Includes

Table 7.2

sile5 receiVIng extrG moiS/lJ(e

from runoH, snowmelt, stream wa.el', eIl:.

Example maximum allowabJe design velocities for channels vegetated with selected grasses.
(From Simons, Li, and Associates 1982.)

Type of G,oss
Bermuda gross Cynocion spp.

Buffalo gross Buchloe spp.
Smooth brome Bromus inermis
Blue gromo grass Boute/cuo gracilis
Alfalfa Medicago sativa

7·/4

PERMISSIBLE VElOCITY (Ips)
Slope
Erosion
Easily
Range {%I
Resistont Soils Eroded Soils

0-5
5-10
over 10

8
7
6

5

0-5
5·10

7

5

6

4

over 10

5

3

0·5

3.5

2.5

6
4
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leafy cover and root strength because it sends roots
into the surrounding soil in weeks rather than
months that cuttings may take. It may be placed
anywhere on the bank where it will not be removed
by erosive flows.
Rooted stock should be used for planting during the growing season when unrooted cunings
may not survive. It is also useful where soils are
droughty, nutrient poor, where rooting of cuttings
is doubtful or when cuttings ofdesired species are
unavailable. Species that do not root readily from
cuttings such as conifers can also be incorporated
into designs in this manner. Rooted plants may be
added where understory vegetation already ex.ists
and larger shad<-providing plants are desired.
Rooted stock provides inunediate vegetative cover
and habitat improvement.
Spacing of rooted stock is dependent on the
eventual size of selected species. Depending on
the root distribution needed. plants may be spread
evenly across the site forunifonn coverorclumped
for a more natural appearance. The plants vary in
size fromsmall (inches) to large (lOor 12 feettall).
Containerized stock has a relatively high cost per
plant. Even with established roots. rooted stock at

''9UJ11 7.8

some sites may require irrigation for one or more
seasons.

Live Stakes and Slips
A quick and effective means of securing a
vegetative cover for control of soil erosion and
shallow sliding is planting unrooted cuttings. Live
stakes are woody plant cuttings that can root, and
are large and long enough to be tamped into the
ground as stakes (Figure 7.8). Live stakes are
generally cut from wood that is two or more years
old. Slips are similar to live stakes, but smaller in
size. Slips. which are cut from first or second year
wood that is still soft and flexible, are not strong
enough to act as anchors.
Cuttings from plant species that root easily
will grow if planted under favorable conditions. It
is well known, for ex.ample, that most willows,
many poplars, and cottonwoods, readily grow
from cuttings set in moist soil (Gray and Leiser
1982). Even in very unfavorable conditions (e.g.,
deep shade), live stakes will often grow vigorously for a few years before they die out. During

live stakes.

"~

"

,,

..

'

\

..
"

live stake prior
to installation
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Note: Shown
after one growing season.
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this time, they will stabilize and modify the soil,
and serve as pioneer plants until other plants can
become established. Live stakes are effective in
camouflaging an open area after one or two grow·
ing seasons. Over time, the cover provided by live
Slaking creates riparian and wildlife habitat.
Live stakes are useful alone or when used with
straw, jute mesh, and coir (a coconut fiber mesh)
for providing surface protection and in controlling
small rills and gullies. They are also effective
when construction time is limited, an inexpensive
method is necessary, the problem is very simple,
or when work in the channel is not allowed or
desirable. Slips are useful for small projects with
similar characteristics and sites with soft, moist
soil. While live stakes and slips require moist soil
to root. excessive water will result in rotting.
The density ofthe installation ranges from two
to four live stakes per square yard. Live stakes
should be spaced approximately every two feet in
a random to triangular pattern. For slips, higher
density (about 12 cuttings per square yard) at one
foot spacing is recommended. Live staking re·
quires a moderate to large volume of live plant

Figure 7.9

material. Live stakes can be interplanted with
rooted stock.

Fascines
Fascines are sausage·like bundles oflong,live
cuttings tied together and secured to the bank with
live and dead stakes (Figure 7.9). They are placed
on the bank face in shallow trenches and lightly
covered with soil. These are also called wattles or
contour wattles.
Fascines are useful for areas of general scour
where the banks can be sloped back. They work
particularly well in straight sections where flow
velocities are low. Fascines offer inexpensive and
immediate protection from erosion, especially from
overland flows moving downslope. They usually
do not require work in (he channel.
Fascines work well to reduce erosion on shal·
low gully sites and help in controlling surface
erosion by reducing the slope inro a series of
smaller slopes. They are an effective stabilization
technique once installed and even more so when
roots become established. Fascines help hold soil

Fascines.
Uve or
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va'"
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deadsta~
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on streambank faces by creating mini-dam structures or terraces. The erosion control capabilities
ofthis system can be enhanced by usingstraw,jute
or coir mesh to cover surface areas between
fascines. These materials provide stable growing
surfaces that help the invasion of surrounding
riparian vegetation.
The fascines should be spaced three to five feet
apart on contour, parallel to the stream (Schiechtl
1980). Installation should begin at the wetted edge
of OHW and continue up slope.

Brosh Mattresses

A brush mattress is a combination of units that
cover the streambank to provide immediate protection. TIle units used in this method are live and
dead stakes, fascines, and a mattress-like branch
cover (Figure 7.10).

Figure 7.10

Used alone, brush mattresses provide some
bank protection and erosion control; they can
resist temporary inundation, but not undercutting
(Gray and Leiser 1982). Structural measures such
as toe keys or revetments may be necessary ifbank
undercutting is occuning. Brush mattresses are
useful where banks can be graded to a 3H: I V or
4H: 1V slope. Construction of these units creates
small disturbance. Because established brush mattresses reduce local velocities. they are useful
where debris and sediment need to be captured.
Brush mattresses provide immediate protection
against flowing water and establish adense natural
riparian zone in one or two seasons. The capabilities of this system increase with age.
Brush mattresses are generally used to cover
six to ten feet of vertical bank face. This method
requires a very large amount of live material.

Brush moliltiSS with a fascine.

Uve or dead stake

Uve branches

-~,

Wire or jute rope ~
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Note: Topsoil
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Brush Layers

7.2.4

Brush layers are alternating layers of soil and
live branches on successive horizontal rows or
contours in the streambank. The buried portion of
the branches root to form a permanent reinforced
installation, while the tips produce vegetative top
growth (Figure 7.11).
Brush layers are useful in bank protection
projects requiring fill. or as a rehabilitation measure for seriously eroded and barren banks (Gray
and Leiser 1982). They produce an immediate
barrier that repairs gully erosion and local scour
holes. They effectively repair holes in earthen
embankments. While the construction of brush
layers generally does not require work in the
channel. earthwork related to the installation of
the layers may cause some disturbance. Brosh
layers, however, rapidly produces habitat cover
and a slable vegetated bank.
[nstallation of brush layers is best during low
flow conditions. This method requires a relatively
large amount of live branches.

Integrated methods incorporate vegetation,
soil, timber and rock. These methods include joint
planting. vegetated geogrids. live cribwall. and
tree revetments.

fogore 7.11

INTEGRATED METHODS

Joint Planting

This method consists of live stakes driven
among rock riprap. It increases the effectiveness
of the armored system by forming a root mat and
reinforced filter system in the base upon which the
riprap has been placed (Figure 7.12). It also helps
collect sediment and debris. Because joint planting creates no channel disturbance, it is useful
where rock work has to be accomplished in the
sununer. Once the rock is in place, live staking can
be done later without further disturbance to the
channel.
This method improves areas where riprap is
already in place and habitat, recreational. or aes-

Bn.osh layers.

- : ' ..

AFTER TOPSOIL
COVERING

.. :, :: ...

.. :
....
. .:.
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thetic values are desired. It enables a streambank
to become more natural looking and function as a
vegetated riparian zone. In time, roots will add to
the strength of the riprap protection.
The thickness of the existing rock layer is a
major consideration in applying this technique. To
achieve successful rooting. live stakes must be
driven through the rock voids and into the underlying soil layer. Joint planting is more labor intensive than ordinary live staking; it also requires a
moderate to large volume oflive material. A plant
loss of 30 to 50 percent is conunon with this
method especially in revetments with very thick
layer of riprap (Schiechtl 1980; Christensen and
Jacobovitch 1991).lrrigation during the first growing season can enhance plant survival.

Vegetated Geogrid

Vegetated geogrids are similar to brush layers
except that natural or synthetic geotextile materi-

Figure 7.12

als are wrapped around each soil lift between the
layers of live branches (Figure 7.13).
Vegetated geogrids are useful where slopes
cannot be cut back or in bank locations requiring
addition protection against strong erosive flows.
The level of protection afforded by geogrids is
greater than solely vegetative methods but may be
less than rock methods. Vegetated geogrids are
useful where fill is needed to repair local or general scour. They may be used to abate bank failure
caused by toe erosion when combined with structural toe protection. If constructed with adequate
soil compaction. geogrids can be constructed with
a steep face and thus are valuable for repairs at
sites where the banks can not be sloped back.
Vegetated geogrids immediately reinforce the
bank. While the benefits are similar to those of
brush layers, vegetated geogrids can be placed at
a steeper angles. Vegetated geogrids capture sediment that rapidly rebuilds and stabilizes the bank.
They produce rapid growth for habitat and becomes very natural in appearance and function.

Joint planting.

,
,
1

Riprap - - ,

Live stake - -___
"

Live stakes

.•...:. t:: ..
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F;gure 7.13

Vegetated geogrid.
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Excellent overhanging material is provided immediately for aquatic habitat. and cover increases
over time.
Unless rooted stock is used. geogrids are best
installed while plants are donnant. At sites such as
upper bank areas, irrigation during the fIrst growing season may enhance growth and survival.
Plants may be installed during the growing season
if the plants are watered during the planting process.

Live Cribwall
A live cribwall is a rectangular framework of

logs or untreated timbers. rock, and woody cuttings (Figure 7.14). Live cribwalls are useful when
space is limited and slopes cannot be cut back.
They may be installed with finished streamside
slopes as steep as IH: lOY. They are effecti ve in

repairing eroding banks in outside meanders or
other areas where the currents are strong and fast
7·20

Geolexti!e
material

Fill material

flowing. It is useful for large areas of scour and to
abate toe erosion when rock is placed in front of
the structure. Because this method requires fill
material, it is useful for restoring lost banks. If the
area to be stabilized requires a larger-sized and
more complex cribwall, the advice of an engineer
knowledgeable in these designs should be consulted.
Cribwalls can provide excellent overhang
cover material for aquatic habitat. The log or
timber framework provides immediate bank protection, while the plants provide long-tenn durability.
Cribwalls need not be built to the top of the
existing bank.. Other methods, such as fascines or
brush layers, work well on upper banks. Cribwalls
should be built during low flow conditions as they
often require work in the channel bed. This method
requires a moderate amount of live material. Regulae inspection is necessary the frrst year to identify
and correct potential washout problems.

Design Guidelines

figure 7.14

live cribwall.

live branches - - ,

Tree Revetment
A pervious tree revetment, made from whole
trees cabled together and held in place with rock
and deadman anchors buried in the bank, is a
relatively inexpensive, semi-permanent form of
protection (Figure 7.15). Tree revetments are used
where pro~ection from bank scour and undercutting is needed. Additional protection can be obtained by januning large branches or small trees
behind the cabled trees. The stability of the bank
above the tree revetment can be increased by using
tree and shrub plantings.
Trees with a trunk diameter of 10 to 12 inches
or larger are required for good barriers on large
streams or rivers. Smaller trees (two to four inch
trunk diameter) may be used on smaller streams.
The most effective species are those with bushy
tops and durable wood. such as Douglas fir or
western red cedar.
Tree revetments have a limited life and must
be replaced periodically. Loss of trees through
Design Guidelines

damage or deterioration will expose the bank to
the current. If the revetment is not repaired. the
bank will continue to undercut and erode.
Aesthetically. this method is acceptable in
natural settings. As it collects sediment and begins
to revegetate, it becomes more natural in appear.:
ance and function. The rate ofsilting which occurs
in the revetment area is dependent on the type and
amount ofsediment being transported by the stream
and the type of trees used.

7.2.5

FISH HABITAT COMPONENTS

Bank stabilization projects and other instream
modifications can alter fish habitat by changing
local depths and velocities. resulting in local scour
or deposition at the stream bed or banks. Fish
habitat may benefit from these changes if tbey
result in spawning gravel recruitment and create
resting areas in feeding zones. Bank stabilization
projects may also improve overwintering condi7·21

F;gu.. 7.15

Tree revetment. (Adapted from Hende""" and Shields 1984.)

~~'I~~,-- Trenched-in cables
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,
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lions by increasing the available interstitial space
and reducing water velocities. They can also provide cover either as water depth, overhangs. or

visually isolated areas. The benefit of these effects
on fish habitat will depend on whether or not the
fish populations are limited by other factors in the
stream basin.

The bank stabilization methods discussed earlier in this chapter can be improved by adding
features designed specifically to benefit fish. This
section describes two such features: large woody
debris (e.g.• trees or rootwads) placed into the

bank; and boulders or boulder clusters (sometimes
called fishrocks) placed in the channel.
To saccessfully match the requirements of
various fish species and life stages to a project
7-22
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design, an expert in these topics should be consulted to assist with incorporating habitat components into bank stabilization projects. The type
and location of habitat components added to a
river should be based on the stream gradient.
channel geometry. basin hydrology. intended
function(s) of the structure, and available materials and site accessibility (Heiner 1989). Stream
gradient, channel geometry, structural dimensions
and spacing, and discharge detennine the forces
e"xerted on the habitat component. The project's
habitat functions combined with the available materials and site access detennine which habitat
componen( that are feasible. These and o(her variabies are discussed further below.

Design Guidelines

Discussion of and design criteria for full span·
ning structures, such as log and rock weirs that are
commonly used for instream habitat modifications, is beyond the scope of these guidelines.
While appropriate and needed in some situations,
these structures are generally not constructed solely
to achieve bank protection.

Large Woody Debris
Large woody debris is any large piece of
woody material (generally defined as 0.5 feet in
diameter and at least 10 feet long) that intrudes or
is imbedded in the stream channel. Woody materials affect local flow velocities, streambed and
streambank stability, and local stream morphology. Very large tree trunks orroots lodged against
readily erodible streambanks, for example, can
significantly increase localized streambank scour.
The accumulation and burial of large amounts of
woody debris in the streambed can dramatically
increase the stability of the reach against the mobilization of streambed serliments during higher
flows. Woody materials lodged at various angles
to the flow can efficiently redirect the current to
enhance streambank stability. The presence of
woody elements benefits fish habitat by greatly
increases the complexity of the currents, the entrainment and distribution of sediments, and local
stream morphology.
When incorporating woody elements into bank
stabilization projects, it is necessary to identify the
desired engineering performance and the desired
habitat benefits. Each project must be specifically
tailored to meet the engineering objectives identified for the reach and the habitat requirements of
the target species.
When selecting a design, it is very important to
consider the factors that influence the relative
permanence of wood in river systems. These include the type of wood, its size and shape, its
exposure to the forces exerted by moving water.
and its resistance to movement because of wedging or embedding with adjacent materials. Woody
materials can be obtained as cut logs. cut stumps
and root wads. or [ree Lrunks with roOlS attached.
Each has particularadvantages and disadvantages.
Design Guidelines

Disadvantages are largely associated with the level
of difficulty encountered when attempting to anchor each element in place.
The longevity of any wood will he greatly
enhanced if it remains fully saturated (i.e., "waterlogged"). The maximum decay rate occurs with
alternate wetting and drying, or consistently damp
condition, rather than full saturation. Wood varies
by species in its durability and decay resistant
properties. Cottonwood and alder, even in the
large sizes needed for installations along major
rivers, are the most rapidly decaying local tree
species. While maple will also decay fairly quickly,
it is more durable than the other deciduous tree
species. It is unlikely that deciduous woods can be
relied on to survive for more than 5 or 10 years at
best; water saturated maple may effectively double
these estimates.
For maximum longevity, it is best to use more
resistant coniferous species whenever possible.
Of the conifers, hemlock is poorly suited because
of its rapid decay rates. While very durable, Sitka
spruce is often very difficult to locate and comparatively expensive because of its desirable lumber qualities and locally increasing scarcity. Douglas fir has excellent durability, especially when
maintained in a saturated condition; it is also the
most abundant of the corrunercially managed softwoods. Western red cedar, however, is the most
desirable of all native local species because of its
natural rot-resistant properties. Douglas fir will
generally survive for at least 25 to 50 years, with
cedar lasting twice this length of time. Such longevity puts these species within the nonnal estimates of the functional design lifetime expected
for conventional riverbank stabilization installations.
Individual logs or aggregates of woody material can increase local and/or reach·specific rates
of erosion by deflecting or re-directing flows.
Single logs, for example, are frequently placed so
that they extend into the river at a downstream
angle. When placed in relatively shallow flows,
the result most often obtained is increased turbulence with higher velocities both flowing around
the log and redirected inlO the bank just immedia[ely downstream of the log.
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Conversely, placing logs at an upstream angle
will deflect flows at right angles to the log away
from the bank and toward the center of the stream
(Figure 7.16). Deeper. higher-velocity flows will
incrementally scour a pool around and under the
end of the log. This effect. when distributed over
a series of logs placed along an outer meander
bend. can effectively shift the deeper. faster flows
away from the toe of the riverbank slope. Relocation of the thalweg of the river, even by a modest
distance. can markedly enhance the longevity and
perfonnance of riverbank stabilization measures.

BouldersIBoulder Clusters (Fishrocks)
Fishrocks are large. irregular boulders used to
create fish habitat by producing a diversity of
velocities and depths. Additional cover and rearing areas are provided by the deep water, air
bubbles. and turbulence around the rocks. In addition, individual boulders or groups of boulders
may aid bank stabilization efforts by deflecting
flows away from unstable banks.

Figure 7.16

Fishrocks can be used to achieve many different objectives, depending on where they are placed
and how they are arranged (Figure 7.17). Although boulder placements are the simplest fish
habitat structures. the hydraulics surrounding them
are complex. Careful planning and the use of
hydraulic criteria to choose and place boulders
will enhance their success.
The first step in predicting the results of rock
placements is to analyze the existing flow patterns
and streamlines in plan and profile view and then
visualize how the rock will change them. This can
then aid in estimating the pattern and extent of
scour and deposition.
Clusters of boulders have several advantages
over single boulders. Boulder clusters provide
greater stability, have a greater diversity of depth
and velocities, and trap woody debris more efficiently than single boulders. Additional cover for
fish is provided in the spaces between the boulders.
Irregularly-shaped. angular boulders of durable rock should be used. Abrupt boulder edges

80nk protection using large woody debris.

FLOW
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Figu,. 7.17
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Boulde, e1uslen. (Adapted from Orsborn et 01. 19B5.1
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Table 7.3

Recommended rock sizes for fishrocks. (Federal Highway Administration 1979.1

Channel Width (ft.I

Water Depth (ft.1

length of Rock 1ft.)

1.0 to 2.5

2.0 to 4.0
3.0 to 8.0
4.0 to 12.0

(summer f10wJ
~

20
20 to 40
40 to 60

1.0t03.0
1.5 to 4.0

create turbulent eddies and enhance the scouring
potential of the rock (Cullen 1989). Angular rock
is also less likely to roll in the current (Moreau
1984). The irregularities will provide additional
hiding cover for fish (Crispen 1988).
The boulders should not be so large that they
cause bank erosion or overtopping. Maximum

scour occurs when the water level is at the top of
the rock (Fisher and Klingeman 1984). The Oregon State Highway Division (1976) recommends
[hat no more than one third of the channel area be
blocked. The Federal Highway Adntinistration
(1979) cautions that no more than one fifth of the
sununer low flow area be blocked unless the
stream gradient is greater than three percent. These
recommendations may be conservative and oversimplified in that the stability of the rock and the
channel depends on many more factors than simply flow blockage.
The rocks should be large enough not to be
washed away during high flows. The size of rock
required depends on stream size, flow characteristics, substrate stability, and rock shape. Crispen
(1988) suggests that fishrocks should be at least as
large as rocks naturally maintained in the stream.
The Federal Highway Adntinistration (1979)
recommends using 2-foot diameter, lOOO-pound
rocks in velocities of up to 10 feet per second and
4-foot diameter rocks in velocities of 10 to 13 feet
per second. In addition, they provide size guideiines bast::d on channel width and depth (Table
7.3). Other suggestions from various sources suggest that boulders should be at least 2.0 to 6.5 feet
long or have a volume of greater than 0.65 cubic
yards (British Columbia Ministry of the Environ7·26

ment1980; Ward and Slaney 1981; Moreau 1984;
House and Boehne 1985; Wesche 1985).
Highway agencies, concerned with protection
of the roadway, advise that if potential flooding or
bank erosion. is of concern, high flows should
overtop boulders to clear trapped debris (Oregon
State Highway Division 1976; Federal Highway
Adntinistration 1979). If the risk of damage to
property and improvements is low, debris should
be left around fishrocks for additional cover.
Boulders with blum faces create large upstream scour holes and then tend to tip into this
hole (Fisher and Klingeman 1984; Culleo 1989).
Rocks should be selected and positioned so that
this does not occur. Increased stability can be
achieved by placing boulders in clusters. Seehorn
(1985) recommends the use of boulder clusters
over isolated boulders. While the scour pattern
around boulder clusters depends on the cluster
pattern, it often resembles a horseshoe.
When placed in riffle and glide areas, boulders
can create pocket-like pools that provide resting
areas for rearing or migrating fish (Rosgen and
Fittante 1986). Avoid placing rocks at sites with
fine or unstable beds that scour readily (British
Columbia Ministry of Environment 1980; Ward
and Slaney 1981). As with blunt-faced boulders,
rocks placed in these sites tend to sink into their
own scour holes unless the substrate is armored
(Fisher and Klingeman 1984; Cullen 1989). Simi·
larly, avoid placing rocks in depositional areas
where the rocks may become buried by sediment
(Ward and Slaney 1981). Occasionally, rocks may
be used in such areas to encourage deposition.
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7.2.6

SUMMARY OF DESIGN
CONSIDERATIONS

To help designers select solutions appropriate
for each situation, Table 7.4 summarizes each
method including relative quantities of material,

major limitations. and costs. Installation procedures are discussed in Chapter 8. This table should
be used in conjunction with the numerous design
factors discussed in the previous chapters.

7.3 DESIGN DRAWINGS, PLANS
AND SPECIFICATIONS
Conceptual designs explore ideas and relationships among functions, activities, and spaces.
They serve as a basis for further development. as
a means of conveying graphic concepts to other
individuals working on a project. and a medium

for feedback during the design development stage.
They are rough sketches lacking detail, serving
mainly to get preliminary ideas on paper. There
are nc right or wrong conventional symbols.
During design development, the rough sketches
and ideas developed in the conceptual design
phase are tested and refined. The designer evaluates possibilities identified in the conceptual phase
and rejects, adds to, or modifies them. This phase
results in drawings that include specific information on spatial organization, material, and sizes of
features. Called "presentation drawings", these
are used to communicate ideas and obtain feedback for later design refinement. Presentation drawings should be fairly realistic and self-explanatory. with limited text for labels. The level of detail
provided is intermediate between conceptual and
final plans. The plan view (straight down from
above) is the most commonly used projection in
the design development stage. Section-elevations
or cross-sections are also useful to show the vertical arrangement of the streambank.
Final designs are prepared for the people who
actually install the project. These should clearly
describe the exact sizes, shapes, quantities, types,
and locations of all project elements. This information is used to prepare bids, as well a.1i in the
actual construction process. The drawings should
De!>ign Guideline!>

contain a site plan, grading plan, layout, irri-

gation, planting, and detail sheets. The graphics must be complete. accurate, and very easy
to read. They should be accompanied hy
detailed written instructions, called construction specifications, which supplement and
clarify the graphic on the drawings. An example of construction specifications is provided in Appendix D.
In admtion to the elements describedabove
(specific quantities, densities, species), final
design plans should include: akey to symbols
for deciduous and coniferous trees and shrubs,
paving, riprap, grass, and forbs; scale (graphic
or numerical value: graphic scales have the
advantage of changing at the same rate as the
rest of the page if enlarged or reduced); and a
North arrow (Figure 7.18). A complete list of
information that should be included in the
final project drawings and constructiondocuments is provided below:
• Overall location plan showing access
to site from local highways (drawn at

any appropriate scale).
• A drawing of the entire bank or repair
area, locating each type of treatment.
• Right-of-way and easement areas.
• An elevation drawing of the repair,
identifying whether the elevation is
truly vertical or parallel to the slope.
Include topographic information (one
foot fntervals) of the existing and
proposed contours.
• Existing river protection facilities and
channel hardpoints such as large rocks
or bedrock areas.
• Roads, gutters, swales, and other
•

•

•
•

physical features.
Existing property improvements (e.g.,
homes and other buildings) and utilities
including septic drainfields.
Temporary construction staging area
for material stockpiling and equipment
storage.
Top and toe of bank and water levels
(ordinary high water and design flows).
Proposed areas of cut and fill.
7·27
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Table 7.4

Summary of design considerations for various bank stabilixotion methods.

Method

Recommended
Ma.on to In.tall'

Position on bank

Quantl~ of liv.
materta required

bf\l~ kryers

when pIonl$
or. dormont

above ordinary
high woter

very lorge'

bn.sh maitre"

when pIonts
or. dormont

above ordinary
high \IIIOter

Y"Y Iargel; 10 to
20 I» Y~lion
persq.y.

fencing
ioinl pIonting

any

&«I~n

when pIonts
ore dOrmont

in overbonk oreas

obove ordinary
high water

Malor limitations
or drawbacks

Recommended use

Colt

cOlUlrudion

,ilfU r~ujring fill;
Kour hole,

moderote'

bonks, conilruction
during low Row

no! u~fv1

high velocity or
:t,.
grodient,
• slopes can

to install

000, "'"
ltobiJi.ze bonk

in oonjundion

varies with

with other methods

Iypo;

thid riprop may
be diHicu~ 10 wk.

where:t:,op i$

during low Row

000'

moderate 10 IorQfr

on $leep

2·5 h,/",.,d.

be cui back

requir or olreody
in pIoce

15·15/h.

5·7 ,,\.,dJ:

hour. IIICI ing
culting ond
Ironi~

live cribwoll

when pIonll
ore dOrmont

from below channel
bed; yegetotion aboYe
ordinary high wolef

modo<o.'
moderate'

ftncimn lwotllesl

when plant,
are dOrmont

above oroioory
high water

live stokes.

when plcnts
ore dOrmont

oboYe ordinary

wtling,

high walef

may require work
in cnonrlel bed;

limited 'P'Xe, slrong

varies

where diu1:tian and
direction 0 water
movement downslope
i, needed

low cos~; $0.91
to $2..44 per fro

current, steep bonks

conslruded usually
during low flow

:r

mod«o.
lor
stakes,'"smo
lor cuffing,

labor inlenm.;
vulneroble to
YOnOoli""

area, wilh minor KOUf,
fertile soib; site, with
limited equipment

CUII~': $0.35-

0.71 ",. ,d.'

<>«0..

hernoceous
ground cover

'Pfing or early
'ummer; Iale
summer 10 early foil

obove ordinary
high water

rock riprap

any season lmay
be limired by
permit provi,ionsl

below a«lioory
high weier"; or
higher on bonk
as requirod

:i'

"'•,.
g>
ii',.
••

small (hydraseedl

Ml8

tobie, 7.1

ond 7.2

~.

generally not uMful
on sleep slopM
19reoter thon 2H: 1V)

where Jorge 01' woody
v.egetolioo is nOl
desirable; wherll fost
cover is needed
where loe ormor ;,

o...d.d~h ,okx;~

01"00';
·lighting
emergencie,

vories; $0.01·

0.15/",.,d.'

vories; $25-30!cu.

,d. pIo<od

~

Table 7.4

Summary of design considerations for various bank stabilization methods, continued.

eg"
~

g:

Method

~.

Recommended

Position on bank

season to instolll

rooted stock
tree revetment

fall to ~ing
ony season

Quantity of live

Major limitations

material required

or drawbacks

above ordinary
high 'NOler

varies

at ordinary

varies

high water
vegetated
geogrid

when pIonts
ore dormont

V~IOlion above
or ioaf}

high water

very large

Recommended use

loa: plants lor

Cost

vane! with size

wmmer installations

when

may require irrigation

cover is esired

and species

for protection from

varies

muslbe~ced
periodical
requires work in

channel bed.
cOIlstruction during
I~Aow

bank scour and
underC\l"ing
limited space, Meep
slopes that con't be

cut back, high vekx:ity

slit11y more thon
go 'ons; Ieost
expensive retaining

wolP

I. Mast vegetative methods have higher SUN;VO/ if constructed while plants are dormant and when the material is freshly cut; many will survive at other
limes, however, if adequate moisture is available or provided and Ihe material is not damaged by construction activities.
2. Dickerson /992.
3. Sch;echtl 1980.
4_ Weaver and Nladei '98'.
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Figure 7.18

Examples 01 symbols lor pia... and specifkations.

Evergreen trees

Plant groups

Deciduous trees
Rocks

o
Evergreen shrubs

o

100

200

300

Scale and north arrow
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• Existing trees and major plant materials
with clear indication of whether each item
is to remain or be removed.
• Configuration ofthedesignsolution around
existing (remaining) trees and other
vegetation.
• The zone around existing trees to be
protected during construction.
• Areas of bank failures and extent of
proposed design.
• Sources of plant materials.
• Plant names and sizes.
• Location oftemporary irrigation systems if
applicable.
• Power and water source and point of
connection if applicable.
• Name and phone number of contact person
representing the project sponsor.
• Any special conditions unique to the site.

Design Guidelines
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CHAPTER 8

CONSTRUCTION PROCEDURES
The success ofstreambank protection and slaM
bilizatian projects hinges on selecting appropriate
methods. functional design. and on-site supervision during construction by experienced person-

nel. Proper installation and quality control is critical to project success. This chapter describes construction procedures and practices for bank stabilization projects to help ensure that project objecti yes are met.

8.1 GENERAL CONSTRUOION
PLANNING
8.1 .1

CONSTRUCTION SUPERVISION

Because many general contractors 'have linIe
knowledge and experience with vegetative methods, it is important to have experienced personnel
on-site for construction management. The basic
duty aCthe construction manager is to ensure that
project specifications for handling, preparing and
installing plant and other materials are followed,
and that the specified structures are constructed as
designed. Supervisor(s) should be on site every
day to resolve problems with materials. necessary
design changes, and other unforseen difficulties.
They should also keep detailed records about
materials used, costs, work performed daily by
each crew, percent project completion. and adherence to schedule. These records provide data on
the quantities of material used and work perfonned. difficulties encountered. and other important infonnation fordesigning and estimatingcosts
of future projects. Post-project monitoring records
should also include cost of and time required for
monitoring, replacement of dead plants, and other
necessary maintenance.
Qualifications for supervisory personnel
should includeexpcrience with installing the speci·
tied material and itruclUres, including vegetative
methods, knowledge of proper handling and plantConstruction Procedures

ing requirements of the various plant species. To
attain project quality control. site supervisors
should ensure that the following tasks are completed.
Prior to start of construction:
• Contact the construction superintendent or
crew foreman and arrange for a visit of the
project site. Discuss each aspect of the
project and construction area work limits
with contractor. Review erosion and
sediment control requirements with
contractor.
• Obtain copies of needed plans. permits and
easements. All pennits must be available
for review on the project site.
• Schedule and hold a pre-construction
conference with inspectors responsible for
permit compliance. All contractors should
also attend this meeting.
• Contact and infonn property owners in the
project area ofthe upcoming project. Secure
construction access where needed.
• Contact a utility location service to identify
underground utilities and mark the location
in the field.
• Delineate areas within the project site that
require special attention.
• Identify vegetation to be preserved on the
construction site. and specify preservation
methods. Prevent grade changes (either
addition or removal of soil) within the
driplines of trees to be preserved.
• Erect barriers around areas to be protected,
vegetation to be salvaged, and the driplines
of trees to be saved to prevent operation of
heavy equipment in these areas.
• When vegetative methods are specified.
verify location and condition ofsource sites
for ~esting plant materials.
• Arrange for and implement construction
staking.
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• Ensure that construction materials (e.g.,
soil, vegetation, rock) ~et project specifications.
• Verify that designs match actual ground
conditions.
At the start of construction:
• Check the initial site preparation (i.e. grading
and shaping) for consistency with the project
plans.
• Verify the layout of each specified
stabilization method.

• Ensure correct placement and orientation
of cuttings, stakes, and branches in
vegetative methods.
• Ensure all materials delivered to the site
(soil, plants, rock) are ofacceptable quality.
• Ensure that soil compaction occurs
according to specification.
• If specified, make sure that fertilizer
application and soil conditioning occurs.
• Ensure that necessary staking, pruning and
cutting of vegetation occurs as specified.

8.1.2
During construction:
• Contact regulatory agencies as needed to
facilitate required site inspections.
• Coordinate the delivery (timing) ofvarious
materials such as rock, vegetation and soil.
This material should be delivered in proper
amounts and sequence to avoid construction
delays or degradation of vegetation.
• StockpjJe construction materials in proper
amounts and sequence in areas close to the
work area. Most construction sites have
limited working space and staging areas,
most of which may lie at the edge of a
streambank. These areas need to be clear
for equipment to operate and to avoid
construction delays and waste in moving or
driving over construction materials.
• Ensure that the location and dimensions of
specified excavations are as specified.
• When harvesting, handling and preparing
plant materials:
a.
Ensure that fresh cuttings arrive at the
project site each day and that unused
material is properly stored for use the
next day.
b.
Inspect the storage area daily when it
is in use to ensure that all unacceptable plant material is removed from
the construction site and that only viable materials are installed.
c.
Ensure that invasive plant materials
are not brought to the site.
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MINIMIZING SITE DISTURBANCES
DURING CONSTRUCTION

In general, the less disturbance to the natural
system. the greater the environmental benefits.
Thus. disturbance of the stream/river and its riparian corridor should be minimized during construction. Construction damages can be limited by:
• Installing erosion control measures as early
as possible to minimize damages from
sedimentation.
• Using small equipment and hand labor
whenever feasible.
• Limiting site access to as few locations as
possible.
• Locating staging areas away from all
sensitive areas and their buffers.
• Avoiding construction during critical times
such as spawning or nesting periods.
• Minimizing or avoiding extensive grading
and earthwork in sensitive areas.
• Retaining natural vegetation whenever
possible.
• When vegetation must be removed. limiting
the exposure ofdisturbed soil to the smallest
practical area and time.
• For vegetation that will be saved, limiting
root exposure to the shonest possible time.
Remove and store in a temporary nursery or
holding areaany existing woody vegetation
that might be useful later in the project.
• Stockpiling and protecring topsoil removed
during grading operations so that it can be
reused.
Construction Procedures

• Protecting sensitive areas exposed during
constructicn with temporary vegetation
and/or mulch.
• Managing runoff and excess groundwater
to minimize erosion and slope failure.

8.1.3

SITE PREPARATION

Site preparation are those activities which occur immediately prior to the beginning of project
construction. This includes such activities as identifying and visibly marking clearing limits, installing temporary erosion/sedimentation control measures, placing construction fencing around areas
to be protected, and installing construction drainage if necessary.
All earthwork activities (i.e., shaping and grading of banks, removal and disposal of excess
materials, stockpiling of soil and other activities)
should occur in accordance with plan specifications and applicable regulations. Close coordination between the crews installing the erosion and
sediment controls and those preforming the
eanhwork activities is vital for minimizing adverse effects to water quality.
Sites that are wet and poorly drained require
extra preparation. At sites with extremely wet soil
conditions, it may be necessary to prevent losses
of both plants and equipment by providing loadbearing mats from where equipment can be safely
operated. If the moisture is from surface water or
shallow groundwater, a French drain or other
drain may be needed to intercept the flow. In some
cases, drains can be incorporated in the structure.
A geotechnical expert should be consulted ifdrainage problems exist.
If needed, the physical properties of the soil
can sometimes be altered by adding organic material such as commercial compost. sand, silt. or clay
and mechanical mixing. Adding sand to wet clay
soils can be extremely difficult as the clay portions
often stick together rather than mixing. Although
frequently recommended, this process is seldom
successful in improving soil conditions.

Construction Procedures

8.1.4

LABOR NEEDS

Vegetative stabilization methods are often labor intensive. Two crews are needed for most
medium to large projects: one for harvesting plant
materials and one for installation. The number of
crew members will vary with the project. Two
people per crew is generally adequate for small
projects. On small projects or where the plant
material is close by. one crew can both harvest and
install plant material as work progresses. On larger
projects. crews should coordinate closely to prevent having excess material on site which may
result in installation delays.
Unskilled labor can be used ifsupervised by an
experienced crew leader. Because training requirements are minimal, training can usually be
accomplished on site in a few days. Some methods, such as constructing fascines, can be completed by individuals who are physically ordevelopmenrally challenged, thus providing employment opportunities for these diverse groups. Local
and state conservation corps may also be a source
of labor. Chamberlain (1986) reported excellent
success in revegetation projects along the Cedar
River using labor recruited through the Washington State Conservation Corps. The Washington
State Departments of Natural Resources and Fisheries have used correctional inmates on some
projects(L. Cowan, Wash. Dept. Fish., per. comm.,
1992).

8.2 CONSTRUGION PLANNING
FOR VEGETATIVE METHODS
8.2.1

ACQUISITION OF PlANT MATERIAL

Live Cuttings
Live cuttings are normally collected from existing, healthy, native vegetation. Local native
plants are generally resistant to disease and are
better adapted to local conditions than plants from
distant sources. Careful observations of donor
material are required to prevent the introduction of
8·3

Table 8.1

Relative volume of plont cutt;ngs required for various vegetative methods.

VEGETATIVE SYSTEM

VOLUME OF MATERIAL
REQUIRED

Cu';ngs ISI;psl

Small
Small
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate to Lorge

Rooted Cuttings
Fascines

live Cribwoll
live Slaking
Brush layer
Brush Mattress

insect infested cuttings into the project area. The
willow bore (Cryptorhynchus lapathi). for ex-

ample, is endemic in northwest willows. This
insect bores into the heartwood of the willow.
killing the plant.
Plant material may be found anywhere from a
few feet to upwards of 50 miles from the project
site. Naturally, the further the harvesting source is

from the project site, the mo!"e costly the operation.
Longer hauling distances will also require more
project coordination. Advanced planning may pro~
vide a suitable plant source near the project site,
reducing collection costs as well as transport time
and plant mortality between source and project.
Local regulations on collecting plantmaterials
should be reviewed before harvest operations begin. Some regulations, such as the King County
Sensitive Areas Ordinance, restrict the collection
of plant material from riparian buffer zones and
other sensitive areas. Several alternative sites may
be needed to obtain the necessary quantities of
material.
The source site must contain plant species that
will propagate easily from cuttings. For best results. woody vegetation should consist of several
different species. It is important to properly identify the species of woody vegetation that is to be
used to ensure that adequate amounts of material
will be available. Dickerson (1992) describes relative volumes of material needed for some vegetative methods (Table 8.1).
Effective searches for suitable sources of rna·
terials can be completed from the air by someone
8-4

Very Lorge
Very Lorge

familiar with the area and with local plants. Utility
maintenance crews also frequently know where
large stands of suitable plants can be found. For
projects such as brush mattresses or fascines.
storm water retention/detention ponds, utility
rights-of-way, Of similar managed areas may provide large amounts of vegetation at little Of no cost
as the vegetation at these sites is periodically cut
and removed by maintenance crews.
Because aharvest site may be needed again fOf
future projects. it should be managed carefully and
left as healthy, clean, and tidy as possible. Large.
unused material may be cutinto manageable lengths
fOf firewood, left in piles for wildlife cover, Of
scattered around for ground cover and to promote
decomposition. Unused material should not be left
in a condition that could encourage flres or create
other safety concerns. Diseased plant material
should be destroyed by burning.
Equipment that will result in the cleanest cut
(chainsaws, brush saws, bush axes, loppers, and
pruners) are recommended for cutting living plant
material. Vegetation should be cut cleanly at a 40
to 50 degree angle, eight to ten inches above the
ground if the whole plant is being used. This
assures that the source sites will regenerate rapidly
and in a healthy manner. At some sites such as
detention ponds, the entire site may be cut. At
other sites, cutting must be done with care to
prevent serious degradation orenvironrnental damage of the harvest site.
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Rooted stock
Nursery stock should be ordered well in advance of planting dates to ensure sufficient quantity and quality of the desired species. Because
there is still a relatively small demand for native
plant stock, only limited slock is available each
year. For large projects with sufficient lead time,

contract growing can eliminate this problem by
starting cuttings and seeds anywhere from a few

weeks to several months or even years in advance.
If the desired plant species are not available,
carefully review plant substitutions suggested by

nursery staff. The definition of "native plant"
varies widely among horticulture, landscaping,
and nursery professionals. Often, nursery slock

includes species that simply grow well in the
region or is related to the specified native species.

There are numerous conunercial sources of
plants and plant infonnation. Infooet (1992) pro-

duces a monthly listing ofstock availability, prices,
and size for many nurseries in the Pacific Northwest. Shank (1991) provides a list ofPacific Northwest nurseries that produce native species.
Baumgartneret aI. (1991) provide information on

sources, selection, planting, and care of trees.
Table 8.2 lists local growers of native plants.
Ideally. the best nursery stock for river projects is
from local nurseries. i.e., those located within the

large amounts of rooted stock will be needed, as it
allows ample time to produce good quality stock.
The commercial availability of rooted stock
varies seasonally as do the species and manner in
which they are available. During the winter months,
bare-root, single-tubed or balled and burlapped
plants are generally available and less expensive.
After April. most nurseries put plants into containers, though some nurseries will provide field plants
on demand.
The choice of stock type used (balled and .
burlapped, bare root, containerized. cuttings or
live stakes, rooted cuttings, seed mixes) will be
defined by the anticipated site conditions. These
include river characteristics (e.g., frequency and
duration of inundation), soil conditions, control of
competing vegetation, and the type of structure to
be installed. If competition from grasses or shrubs
may be a problem, larger plants or cuttings should
be used.
The quality ofthe plant material is very important for long-term survival. Ifpossible, order plants
grown from seed collected from the same geographic area and elev['.~ion as the planting site.
Most growers have this information available.
Often, these plants will be better adapted to climatic conditions of the site than plants from more
distant regions.

same major drainage basin as the project site.

8.2.3
8.2.2

FACTORS AFFECTING PLANT
COSTS

The cost of plant material reflects the time and
effon required to produce the plant. As such, small

plants are usually less expensive than larger plants
of the same species. Fast-growing, easily propagated, relatively pest-free species tend to be less

expensive and more readily available. Because the
cost per plant increases with small production
quantities, even an easily propagated species can
be expensive if there is limited demand.
Some nurseries may offer discounts for large
orders orcontract-produced material on acase-bycase basis. Contract growing is recommended if
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INSTALLATION TIMING FOR
VEGETATIVE METHODS

For maximum success. streambank stabiliza~
tion projects should be installed while plants are
dormant (Schiechtl 1980; Adams 1982; Baumgartner et al. 1991). Once buds break and leaves
begin to expand, plant survival rates decrease
markedly. Fully-leafed plants may have survival
rates of five to ten percent or less. Installations
should coincide with cool, moist but not excessively wet weather in either spring (late February
to April) or fall (October to mid-December). If
high flows are not anticipated against a reconstructed bank. fall is the best time to plant because
substantial root growth can occur during the winter. Because root growth occurs any time (he soil
is not frozen, fall planting allows trees, shrubs. and
8-5

cuttings to establish better root methods prior to
summerdroughts than does spring planting. Spring
plantings with supplemental irrigation are recommended if site conditions are such that a fall
installation may be removed by high flows. Unless
irrigation is provided. summer installations can be
difficult because of drought stresses that occur
when plants are cut or transplanted. While acceptable, winter is generally not preferred because of

Table 8.2.

the difficulty in working wet soil and also because
of excessive soil compaction can occur.
While vegetative methods are most effective
when installed during late fall to early spring. this
may not coincide with the construction window
for working in King County streams. The con~
struction window refers to the period of the year
when the Washington Departments of Fisheries
and Wildlife allow instream construction activi~
ties. Because it is defined by the presence of

list of local growers and nurseries providing native species in and nearby King County.(Compiled
from Shank 1991 and Baumgartner et 01. 1991.1

Abundant life Seed Foundation
Barfod's Hardy Ferns
Cascade Conifers
Colvos Creek Farm
Foncy Fronds
Fir Run Nursery
Frosty Hollow Nursery
Furney's Nursery
Hood Canal Nurseries
IFA Nurseries - Nisqually
J. Hofert Forest Nursery
King County Conservation District
lawyer Nursery
Morning Glory Forms
Newstart Nursery
PaciFic Natives & Ornamentals
Pacific Wetland Nursery
Peninsula Gardens Wholesale
Silvaseed Company
Storm lake Growers
Sweetbriar Nursery
Tissues & Liners
Warm Beach Nursery
Wotershed Garden Works
Webster Forest Nursery: DNR
Werlands Northwest
Weyerhaeuser
Weyerhaeuser

Port Townsend
Bothell
Olympia
Seattle
Seattle
Puyallup
Langley
Des Moines
Port Gamble
Olympia
Olympia
Renton
Olympia
Stanwood
Camano Island
Bothell
Kingston
Gig Horbor
Roy
Snohomish
Woodinville
Woodinville
Stanwood
Olalla
Olympia
Graham
Rochester
Tacoma

385-5660
483-0205
754-6827
441-1509
284-5332
848-4731
221-2332
624-0634
297-7555
456-5669
786-6300
226-4867
456-1839
629-4831
629-3751
483-8108
297-7575
851-8115
843-2246
794-4842
821-2222
885-5050
652-5833
857-2785
753-5305
846-2774
273-5527
924-2547

The King County Deportment of Public Works does not endorse any of the obove busineSJes or their
products. This list is provided /0 the reader only as a general service in locating materials described in
this document.
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spawning salmonids or incubating eggs, the construction window varies from stream to stream.
Planting times also vary with weather conditions,
elevation, and other site conditions such as soil
moisture.
Several options are available for construction
that can not coincide with the construction window and yet must occur within the channel. On
small sites it may be feasible to isolate the construction activity from flowing water with pile
barriers, sand bags. coffer dams, or other means.
At other sites, phased construction may be feasible. For example, the construction of the structural component, which is most disruptive to the
stream, could be completed during the construction window, with the installation of vegetative
system occurring during the following donnant
season. Phased construction may increase overall
project costs, especially if equipment has to be
moved. Under certain conditions, however, it may
be the most practical or only option available.
Another alternative is to use rooted plants
instead oflive cuttings so that vegetative elements
of the project can be installed during the construction window. This option is generally more expen~
sive as nursery stock must be purchased or grown.
In some cases, the construction window can be
altered as much as a week by harvesting materials
at higher elevations where they have either not
broken dormancy (in the spring) or have entered
dormancy (in the fall). Generally the differences
in elevation should not exceed 1,000 feet, nor
should plants be imported across major watershed
boundaries. This helps protect the genetic integrity of local plant populations and reduces the
chance of introducing disease organisms into
healthy populations.

8.2.4

HANDLING, DELIVERY AND
STORAGE OF PLANT MATERIALS

Live branch cuttings should be bound securely
into bundles at the collection site for easy handling
and for protection during transport. During bun~
dling, the growing tips should be oriented in the
same direction with side branches and limbs kept
intact.
Construction Procedures

Branch bundles should be placed on the transport vehicles in an orderly fashion to prevent
damage and facilitate handling. The material should
be covered with a tarpaulin during transportation
to prevent additional stress from drying. Damp
burlap draped over plant materials or placing the
cuttings in moist sand will provide additional
humidity and reduce drying of cut ends. While
latex paint is often recommended to seal, and,
sometimes can be helpful in identifying the upright end of live stakes, its use can be very messy
and does not seem to appreciably increase plant
survival.
Plant material should be harvested and delivered to the project site as quickly as possible,
especially on warm (more than 50° F), windy, or
low-humidity days. For maximum survival. cut
plant material should arrive at the job site within
eight hours of cutting. Vegetation for live stakes or
other similar use should be used the same day that
it was cut and trinuned. If the air temperature is
SO°F or higher, all live materials should be installed on the day they are cut. Although not
optimum, material not installed on the day it was
cut can be installed later if the air temperature is
less than SO°F. Because live plant material often
deteriorates and is less effective when held for
long periods, all fresh cut plant materials should be
used within two days after cutting unless refrigerated.
Protect all plant material from drying by stor~
ing it in shady, moist areas, placing it in fresh water
or in cool storage if it must be stored for several
days. Outside storage locations should be continually shaded and protected' from the wind. Water
used for keeping cuttings or rooted material moist
should be free of substances toxic to the plants
such as petroleum products or excessive amounts
of nutrients.
Plant roots must not be allowed to dry. Exposure of root systems to drying agents such as sun
or wind is the cause of many planting failures.
Desiccation of roots results in the plants effectively being unroott:d cuttings when planted. Low
temperatures and high humidity, preferably refrigerated storage, are ideal storage conditions. If
cool storage is not available or if planting is
delayed, plants should be "heeled in" until they
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can be planted. This practice consists of loosely
planting the vegetation (whether containerized.
balled and burlapped, or bare root stock) in a
temporary location in the shade to prevent desiccation of or heat damage to the roots.
Even container plants should be kept in the
shade to reduce stress. The soil in a black plastic
container can exceed 120°F and remain above
100°F for several hours. Temperatures of 104°F
for only four hours is lethal to root tips of most
plants. If plants begin to wilt and the root ball
appears very dry, set the plant in a pail filled with
water and allow it to soak: the water up slowly.
While water should not completely cover the root
ball. there should be sufficient water to thoroughly
wet the entire ball. Tree seedlings (trees less than
one year old) should not be stored with their roots
submerged in water (Pitkin and Burlison 1982).
Bareroot trees and shrubs. however, may be soaked
for one to two hours prior to planting (Maleike and
Hummel 1988). Do not saturate or submerge the
plant for more than two hours.
When using rooted stock, it is advisable to
store this material.:iomewhere otherthan the project
site where it may be prone to vandalism or theft at
night. Also. in areas of heavy traffic. barriers
should be erected to keep plants from being darnaged (trampled or uprooted).

8.2.5

GENERAL INSTALlATION
PROCEDURES FOR PLANT
MATERIALS

In all situations where vegetative methods are
used. it is critical to provide good contact between
soil and plant material (cunings, seed, or rooted
stock) for root development. All fill around live
plant cuttings should be compacted by foot or by
machine to densities similar to that of the surrounding natural soil. taking care not to damage
roots in the process. The soil around plants should
be free of large air pockets.
Undesirable soil compaction during the planting phase may be prevented or reduced by limiting
cperation of machinery on wet soil. Where compaction is unavoidable or soil is already compacted, tillage can alleviate the condition follow·
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ing earthmoving and prior to planting. The tillage
can be accomplished using a bulldozer equipped
with either subsoilers, br.Jsh blades or rock ripper
teeth anachments. It is necessary to loosen the soil
to adepth ofat least 12 and preferably 24 inches for
satisfactory results.
Soil backfill should be free of any material or
substance which could be harmful to plant growth.
Gravel is not a suitable material for use as fill
around Ii ve plant materials, nor should it be placed
in the bottom of planting holes to improve drainage. Saturated soils that otherwise meet fill requirements should not be considered suitable fill
material until dried to an acceptable moisture
content. Soil having an appropriate moisture content, when fonned into a ball, should crumble
when pressed between the thumb and fingers. If
the ball sticks together, the soil may be too wet to
be properly worked. Heavy clays should not be
mixed with sand to improve texture as this usually
results in irregular pockets of sand and clay rather
than a uniform mixture. If the clay content of asoiI
is very high. it may need to be replaced with more
suitable fill. While the fill does not need to be
organic topsoil, it must be capable of supponing
plant growth.
Some perennial grasses such as reed canary
grass may compete with installed vegetation for
water and nutrients. If present, this vegetation
should be removed or controlled prior to planting.
Preliminary mechanical control{tilling oreuning)
should be used to reduce initial competition and
allow easier placement and planting of selected
species. While chemical control may be required
in some situations. many herbicides are highly
toxic to aquatic organisms. Extreme care is required if these chemicals are used. In any case, it
is desirable (0 limit the use of any pesticide near
water bodies (0 reduce the chance of water contamination.
Mechanical methods to control undesired vegetation include disking, harrowing, and scalping.
On uneven ground or steep slopes with dense
ground cover where shrubs and trees are desired,
or in areas where large vegetation is being saved.
scalping may be the most suitable. It requires
removal of the above·ground portion of competing vegetation (root rernoval enhances effectiveConstruction Procedures

ness) from an area about 30 inches in diameter.
The plant, cutting, or live stake is then placed in the
center of the scalped area.
Follow-up control in succeeding seasons may
be required (Pitkin and Burlison 1982). If fenilizers are to be used where competition from weeds
may be a problem, use fertilizer tablets or spikes
that are placed below the soil surface, (e.g., worked
into the backfill or root ball) or slow-release fertilizers to avoid encouraging excessive growth of
weeds.

8.3 INSTALlATION PROCEDURES
FOR DIFFERENT METHODS
As outlined in Chapter 7, there are three general types of bank stabilization methods: rock,
vegetative, and integrated methods. General procedures for installing each of these methods will
be discussed in the following sections. Schiecht!
(1980), Gray and Leiser (1982) and Coppin and
Richards (1990) describe installation of these
methods in detail.

8.3.1

ROCK PROTECTION METHODS

Successful installation of rock methods relies
mostly on appropriate equipment selection and
operation, and the experience of the personnel
installing the system. The specifics of selecting
equipment, other than having equipment large
enough to handle the specified rock, is not discussed herein.
As with other methods, all construction must
adhere to the pennitting requirements described
elsewhere in this document. Instreamconstruction
should take place during low-flow conditions, and
during a time of minimal fish usage as prescribed
by Departments of Fisheries and Wildlife through
their Hydraulic Project Approval process.
Construction of the rock toe key can be difficult, particularly in large rivers where flow depths
may be significant. Because the toe is keyed in, not
just end-dumped, excavation of the existing lower
strearnbank may be necessary. The bottom of this
toe should be keyed into the channel below the
Construction Procedures

anticipated scour line, as described in the general
design considerations listed in Chapter 7. Failure
to observe this precaution is a common cause of
failure.
When planning for toe excavations, permit
provisions and construction may require separating the work area from the main flow. The construction of the toe key usually involves diverting
the flow, removing fish (if present) from the area
to be dewatered to prevent stranding, dewatering
of the construction area, and implementing sediment control measures. Depending on the size of
stream and flow conditions during construction, a
simple diversion such as a small instream dike
constructed ofsandbags may be sufficient to separate the work area from the main flow. In larger
rivers, where flow depths are significant, installation of temporary cofferdams using sheet piling
driven into the river bottom may be necessary.
Because the methods mentioned above will
not completely eliminate seepage into the construction area, dewatering may be necessary. Water
from dewatering operations should be pumped to
vegetated upland areas c: settling ponds to remove
sediment before discharging it back to the receiving water. Erosion and sediment control systems
should be designed and installed as part of the
streamflow diversion and dewatering systems.
For construction, it is usually most practical to
use equipment stationed on the top of the bank to
reach down, excavate, and place the rock. This
depends on the bank height and having a right-ofway or an access road. If the bank is higher than the
equipment reach length, construction ofa bench at
the ordinary high water line facilitates equipment
access. In extreme cases, where right-of-way and
bank height constraints combine to make construction from above not feasible, equipment such
as a "spider hoe" can "walk" up the stream and
perform the work from within the channel. If this
method is considered, it is very important to be
aware of fish usage of the project area during the
construction period. In larger rivers, where flow
depths and velocities aresuitable, perfonning consltuction from a barge may provide another alternarive.
Prior to placing riprap, the banks should be
graded to a 2H: IV side slope or flatter. Depending
8-9

on its size. riprap may be either hand-placed. enddumped. or placed by derrick crane. Most riprap is
placed on a filter blanket of smaller sized. graded
material (gravels and spalls) that is typically eight

Rooted Stock

blanket should be reasonably smooth. An even
thickness of filter material should be placed on the

Rooted material may be planted in slits or
planting holes. depending on the size of the root
mass. Slit planting involves inserting a spade into
the soil and rocking it forward to create a space.
The plant is placed in this space and the soil is then

prepared surface. Care must be exercised when
placing the riprap to ensure that the blanket is not

tamped back around the roots.
Planting holes for rooted stock should be as

ruptured or displaced. Theriprap should extend up

deep as and twice as wide as the root mass to

the bank far enough to give adequate protection
against scour by debris. flowing water. or wave
action.

promote the lateral spread of roots (Figure 8.la. b.
and c). If the soil is severely compacted. break up

inches thick. The area to be covered with a filter

8.3.2

VEGETATIVE METHODS

more soil under the root ball to encourage root
penetration; do not, however, add soil amendments.
Nursery stock should be planted from 0.5 inch

deeper to 2 inches higher than it grew in the
Herbaceous Ground Cover

Numerous methods exist for establishing turf.
These include laying sod (e.g.. "instant lawn").
hay and straw seeding, broadcast seeding, hydroand dry seeding. and foannseeding. While sod, hay

and straw, and broadcast methods are often installed with hand labor; specialized equipment is
required for hydro-. dry. and foann seeding. Seeds
should be sown at no more than 20 pounds per acre
to prevent depleting moisture and nutrients in poor
soil (Sears and Mason 1973). This. however. may

vary with local conditions. Drills are preferable to
broadcast seeding. The California Department of
Water Resources (1967) reports that almost all
grass test plots sown in spring did better than those

sown in the fall. Whatever the method. seed-tosoil contact is essential for gennination and seedling establishment. If seed gennination is poor.
reseed thin areas as soon as possible to prevent
erosion.
Streambanks to be protected with turf should
be sloped to a stable grade. normally 2H: IV nn
outside meander bends (concave bank) and 3H: IV

or less in straight reaches. If right-of-way space is
available. compound bank designs that include
walkways or recreational facilities within the berm
llrea are ideally suited for turf.
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nursery (Pitkin and Burlison 1982. Maleike and
Hummel 1988). The root crown should be at or

slightly above the level of the surrounding soil.
Planting with the root crown too low, especially in
soil that is apt to settle with time, can result in
crown rot from excess moisture. Partially loosen
rootballs and mix the planting medium with the
nati ve soil to reduce soil interfaces that can impede
water movement and root growth. Circling roots
should be straightened or cut before planting.
The planting hole should be backfilled with

native soil. NOT topsoil. The soil loosened from
the root ball should be mixed with the native
backfill material. Adding large amounts of or-

ganic material. topsoil, or soil ofatexture substantially different from the native soil does not improve plant growth and may be detrimental. Large
differences between planting hole soil and surrounding soil result in difficulties in moisture
regulation. Forexarnple, if the native soil is heavy
or somewhat compacted (as many northwest soils
are) and the planting hole is backfilled with lnanny

soil. the planting hole functions much like a large
clay pot and frequently drowns the plant during

wet weather. During dry weather, the plant is
subjected to excessive drought because of lower
water holding capacity of soil in the planting hole.
The backfilled material should be gently

tamped around the root ball; this can be achieved
by watering the soil while backfilling the planting
hole. A "tree well" or watering basin may be
Construction Procedures

Figure 8.10

Installation of rooted s1ock---single-stem tree.

Yl in. soft rubber nose tie with
w/2-12ga. wires per tie
Stakes

2 in. x 2 in. x 8 ft. tough cut
stakes

2 in. bark mulch
Mound to hold water

Peel back and remove top
'h of burlap
Native soil backfill

1.5-2.0 times
greater than rootball

Figure 8.1b

2 in. bark mulch

Mound to hold water
Remove top '/.I of burlap

Installation of rooted stock-shrub.

_-'11....'"

~=~~~~~~i
.:::

Native soil backfill - - -

1.5-2.0 times greater than rootball
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Figure 8.le

Installation of rooted

sfock-multi~stem tree.

1h in. soft rubber nose tie

w/2-12 gao wires per tie

2 in. )( 2 in. )( 8 It. rough cut
slakes
2 in. bark mulch
Mound to hold water

Peel back & remove top
1/3 of burlap
Native soil backfill

1.5-2.0 times
greater than rootball
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fonned around the edge of the planting hole. This
can be especially imponant on slopes that might
not intercept sufficient rainfalL The plant should

be well watered once at planting, then not again for
at least one week unless signs of drought stress are
visible. This encourages roots to grow outward
from the planting hole. Roots that extend from the
root ball (e.g., circling roots that can be straightened) and the roots of bare-root stock should be
surrounded by native soil. This speeds the accli-

mation of the plant to the site and improves 100gtenn survival.
While soil amendments are typically not
needed, slow·release fenilizers occasionally are
beneficial. Regularcommercial fertilizers and fresh
manure should not be used as they can cause

severe damage to recent transplants.
Ensure that the roots are arranged in a natural
position, i.e., pointing generally down and away
from the root crown. Circling roots can lead to

girdling and eventual death of the plant. Any
circling or badly kinked roots should be straightened or removed. When the plant is at the desired
height. fill around the roots with loose soil. Simply
stepping gently (not putting full weight) on the soil
a few inches from the trunk all the way around is
generally adequate to firm the soil. With balled
and burlapped stock, it is essential to remove all
wire, strings and twine to prevent girdling the
plant. If asynthetic burlap was used, it should also
be removed. Mulch may be needed around the
plants to maintain moisture and moderate temperatures. Infonnation on mulches is provided in
Chapter 6.
It is not necessary to prune the top of plants
when they are transplanted. Studies have shown
that unpruned trees actually recover more quickly
from transplant shock than pruned trees. It is
beneficial, however, to remove dead or diseased
branches and those that cross and rub against one
another. If plants must be staked to prevent them
from toppling, remove the ties as soon as possible
(usually after one year). Ties can also girdle trees,
and unstaked trees develop stronger. more flexible
trunks.
Quality control is important for project success. Reject dead, obviously unhealthy plants and
those with excessi ve broken branches or damaged
Construction Procedures

roots. Plants with viral or fungal diseases or insect
infestations are a source of disease for entire
plantings and should be removed from the site.
Appendix D provides an example of plant quality
specifications.

Live Slakes and Slips

Cuttings for live stakes must be from a species
with large sturdy stems, one to two inches in
diameter. Slips (0.2 to 0.5 inch in diameter) can be
cut from any branch large enough to handle easily.
In either case, the cuttings must be alive with side
branches removed and with the bark intact. TIle
basal ends should be cut cleanly at an angle for
easy insertion into the soil; the top should be cut
square or blunt (Figure 8.2). Slips are most easily
prepared by making each cut at an angle. Stems
should be cut into two to three foot lengths for live
stakes, one foot for slips. Largerdiameterbranches
may be cut longer. These cuttings should be kept
moist after they are cut and ideally installed the
same day that they are prepared. If it is necessary
to store cuttings, they should be protected from
dehydration (e.g .. placed in moist peat in plastic
bags) and either frozen or kept slightly above
freezing (Platts et al. 1987). Prior to planting,
frozen cuttings should be stored for two or three
weeks at 41°F to break donnancy.
To plant, tamp live stakes into the bank with a
dead blow hammer (i.e., a hammer with the head
filled with shot or sand). Live stakes should be
installed with the upright end exposed (i.e., the end
that was up prior to being cut) and the butt end
pushed into the soil. In finn soil. an iron bar may
be needed to make the pilot hole. The diameter of
the iron bar should be slightly smaller than the
cutting to ensure a snug fit. Slips are pushed into
the soil by hand. Live stakes should be placed at
right angles to the slope with four-fifths of the
length inserted into the ground to prevent drying.
The soil should be fInnly packed by foot around
the cutting after it has been tamped into the ground.
Replacing any cuttings that split or break during
tamping is optional. as some may survive if they
are not badly damaged. A plant loss of 30 to 50
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Installation of live stakes shown with an optional rock toe key.

Figure 8.2
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Rock toe key
(optional)
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percent is common with this method (Schiechtl
1980; Christensen and Jacobovitch 1992)
The density ofthe installation ranges from two
.to four cuttings per square yard. Li ve stakes should
be placed in a random to triangular configuration
with a spacing of two feet or greater. For slips,
higher density (about 12 cuttings per square yard)
at one foot spacing is reconunended.

downslope side of the bundles. Repeat the entire
process at three to five foot intervals to the top of
the bank.
Soil must be weiI worked into the bundles for
good rooting to occur and to prevent ditches from
collecting water. Collected water can drown cuttings and cause erosion by flowing along and
across the slope (Gray and Leiser 1982).
Gray and Leiser (1982) provide further information on the installation of fascines.

Fascines
Fascines require long, straight branches; young
willow or dogwood 0.4 to two inches in diameter
is ideal for this method. Stems may be any length
over three feet·-the longer the better. The cuttings
are prepared in bundles of at least five stems with
a minimum diameter of 0.5 inch tied together with
the direction of the growing tips alternated randomly (Figure 8.3). The number of stems varies
with the size and kind of plant material. The
bundles should be 8 to 10 inches in diameter. For
ease of handling, bundle length typically varies
between 10 to 30 ieel. Bundle lengths can be
extended by interlacing the ends ofbundles. Fascine
bundles can be tied with string such as baling
twine or hemp. They should be snug but not so
compressed that soil will not. filter in among t.he
twigs. Both live and dead st.akes at least two feet
long are used to secure the fascines.
Beginning at OHW, dig a shallow trench one·
half to two-thirds the diameter of the bundle (six
inches deep and eight inches wide). To minimize
drying of the soil, trenching should not precede
laying of the bundles by more than one hour (Gray
and Leiser 1982). When placing the bundles, care
must be taken to overlap (Le., interlace) the tapered ends ofthe bundles to ensure that the overall
thickness is unifonn. After placing the fascine into
the trench, drive the dead stakes directly through
the bundle. Extra stakes should be used where the
bundles overlap. Leave the tops of the stakes flush
with the installed bundle. Place and compact soil
along the sides of and into the bundles.
Stakes must be installed directly through the
fa'\cine bundle to initially secure it from moving
during nood events. Tamp the live stakes between
the preViously placed dead stakes, and on
Construction Procedures

Brusb Mattresses

For this technique to be successful, it is essential that the branches are in contact with the soil.
The bun (i.e., the basal) ends of the branches
should be covered so they can root and not dry out
or be washed away. There are two methods for
protecting the branches: 1) placing the bun ends
into a shallow trench and covering the ends with
soil; and 2) placing the branches in a shingle-like
manner and covering the mattress with a layer of
soil. If the length of the branches is not sufficient
to cover the entire length ofthe slope. the branches
in the lower layer must overlap the upper layer by
at least 12 inches (Schiechtl 1980). A slope for a
brush mattress installarion should be laid back to
a uniform gtade of I.5H: I V or flaner (Figure 8.4).
Lay branches with butt ends in a shallow
trench with tips pointing upslope. To ensure rooting, the branch layer, 4 to 18 inches thick, should
lie smoothly against the bank. If additional protection is desired, place a fascine in a trench on top of
the basal ends of the branch mattress. To anchor
the mattress, place live or dead stakes that slightly
protrude above the brush layer over the face of the
bank in a square or diamond pattern two to three
feet apart. Dead and live stakes are also used to
secure the fascine. Attach the wire (e.g., 20 gauge
electrical fencing) to the stakes and wire down the
mattress branches as close to the slope face as
possible. Tighten the wire by tamping the stakes
further into the bank.. Cover the brush mattress
with asufficient amount ofsoil to ensure good soil
contact, leaving some buds and twigs exposed.
Although wire has been specified for securing the
brush mattresses to the bank face (Schiechtl 1980),
8-15

Figure 8.3

In,tallation 01 laseine bundles. (Adopted from Gray and leise, 1982.)

1. Slake on

contour.
P,..pare _Wing: elgar-shaped bundles of live
brush with butts alternating, 8-10 in. diameter,lied
12-15 in. o.c, Species which root are preferred.
Bundles may be 10-30 fl. in length.

2. Trench above stakes
~ 10 ~ 01 bundln.

3. Pille» bundles in trench.

4. Add stakes ttwough and below bund....

NOTE: Instal/II/ion stlltts at bottom of the
bank and procHds vpslope, following

5. Cover waltllng with soij, tamp rlrmly. Wanling to be
+/. habove grade and 10-20% left expoMd.

stllpS 1 through 5.

SECTION

NOTE: Tcpsoil cover nor shown.
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F;gure 8.4

Installation of a brush mattress shown with on op6ono1 fascine and
(Adapted from Grvy and Leiser 1982.1

rode. toe.

2x4in.or2x2in.
Live or dead slake,

notched lor

"""

Notrt: Topsoil COVfN not shown.

SECTION DETAIL

ELEVATiON
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Slakes driven on

... ,"

3 ft. centers each way.
Minimum length 3 ft.

Fascine
(optional) ~
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Figure 8.S

In.tallation 01 bru.h Iayen. IAdapled from Gray and Leiser 1982.1
A'

_..
A

IO~

jute or hemp rope. or coir fabric has also been used
successfully (A. Levesque. King Co. Pub. Wrks.
pers. comm.).

Brush Layers

fill. Fill soil used between the layers of branches
must be material that can support plant growth.

The live branches used for constructing brush
layers should be 20 to 25 percent longer (three foot
minimum length) than the depth ofthe terrace. The
branch layer should be four to six inches thick. The

branches are placed in arandom. crosswise panern
Brush layers consist of embedding live branches or rooted stock on successive horizontal rows

ery. The platform of the terrace should slope up at

(not parallel to each other) so that the pieces are
covered with soil as far as possible (Schiecht!
1980). The bun ends should angle down slightly
into the slope, and the tips should protrude slightly
beyond the face of the slope (Gray and Leiser
1982). It is important not only to mix br:mches of

least 10 degrees to the outside so that branches can

different

root along their entire length (Schiechtl 1980). If
constructed concurrently with a fill slope. the

ages and thicknesses (Schiechtl 1980). This provides deeper penetration of the roots. and more

branches are layered between successive layers of

variety in the above·surface growth.

in the face of a slope (Figure 8.5). Beginning at
OHW, terraces (two foot minimum depth) are dug

in the bank face either manually or with machin-
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specie~.

but also branches of different

Construction Procedures

In fill slopes, the branches should be covered
with a minimum of 12 inches of soil. Vertical
spacing between brush layers will be dictated by
the erosion potential of the bank (Le., the soil type,
rainfall, water velocities. and length and steepness
of the cut or fill slope). It may be as linle as three
feet to more than nine feet (Gray and Leiser 1982).

On high banks, the layers should be spaced closer
at the bottom of the bank and be spaced further

apart as one moves upslope (Gray and Leiser
1982).
Schiechtl (1980) and Gray and Leiser (1982)

provide further discussion of the installation of
brush layers.

8.3.3

INTEGRATED METHODS

Joint Planting
The thickness of the existing rock layer is a
major consideration in applying this technique. To

achieve successful rooting, live stakes must be
driven through the rock voids and into the under·
lying soil layer (Figure 8.6). The stakes must be
alive, with side branches removed and with bark
intact. The live cuttings should be sufficiently
long (up to four feet) for the base end of the stake

to penetrate the soil (two feet if possible) in the

Installa60n of j";n1 plan6ng.

Figure 8.6

Varies, depending
_

___o_n_9_a,ps in riprap
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Up to 48 in. long live stakes
1·2 in. diameter with two
lateral buds above grade.
Bottom of stakes to be in
native soil.
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backfill or interstices. The basal ends should be
cleanly cut at an angle for easy insertion into the
soil; the top should he cul flat.
Cuttings must be fresh and must be kept moist
(in damp peat moss, sand, soil, or plastic bags)
after they have been cut into appropriate lengths.
They should he installed the same day they are
harvested.
Tamp the cuning into the bank using a dead
blow hammer (i.e., a hammer with the head filled
with shot or sand). In finn soil an iron bar may be
needed to make the pilot hole. The iron bar should
he slightly smaller than the diameter ofthe cutting
to ensure a snug fit. If the rod is of slightly larger
diameter. backfill the hole with sand or other fine
soil around the stake. Where possible, the stakes
should be tamped in at right angles to the slope.
Tamp about 0.8 of the length of the stake into the
ground beneath the riprap. To prevent desiccation.
it is important not to have a long length of stake

Figunl 8,7

exposed. If necessary, the exposed end can be
trimmed to reduce moisture loss from the stake.
If construction of the rock system occurs during the dry season, it may be possible to drive live
stakes between the rocks at alaterdate. Ifa portion
oflhe backfill consists ofsmall rock or gravel, the
cuttings should be of sufficient length to reach
native soil.

Vegetated Geogrid

Vegetated geogrids are very similar to brush
laye", except that the fill soil in the alternating

layers is wrapped in a natwal geotextile material
(Figure 8.7). Vegetated geogrids can be installed

over rock toe protection.
Geogrids in smaller projects are generally
shaped by hand. To facilitate building larger, longer
geogrids. excavation equipment can be used to

Instalkmon 01 a wgelaled geagrid shawn with an aptional rack tao key,

Geotextile fabMc,----,

Live branches ~
','

.'

Fill material - - - - - . ,

OHW.

Height

varies
Stream

.. , .

. ... .'

Rock toe key

"
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" .

Channel bed
"
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shape the geogrid; construction jigs and batter
boards may also be used (Figure 8.8). The jigs,
which are constfUctedofangle iron, hold the batter
boards that shape the face of the lift to match the
existing slope contours. Shorter batterboards (three
to four feet long) and sufficient jigs will facilitate
this process. After completing the lift, the jigs are
removed with a backhoe.
Begin construction by excavating and shaping
the bank to create a bench with a 10 to IS degree
backslope. Place at least six inches of fiU material
over the bench foUowed by a layer of live branches. The live brancbes should be 20 to 25 percent
longer than the depth of the bench (three foot
minimum length). The branch layer should be four
to six inches thick. The brancbes are placed in
random. crosswise pattern (not parallel to each
other) so that the individual pieces are covered
with soil as far as possible (Schiechtl 1980). The
butt ends should angle down slightly into the
slope, and the tips should protrude slightly beyond
the face of the slope (Gray and Leiser 1982). It is
important not only to mix branches of different
species. but also branches of different age and
thicknesses (SchiechtlI980). This provides deeper
penetration of the roots. and more variety in the
above surface growth. The brush is then covered
with a layer of topsoil and lightly compacted to
remove air pockets and work the soil in and around
the brush. Maintain a 10 to IS degree backslope. If
constructed during the dry season, thoroughly wet
each layer of branches and topsoil.
Next, place the jigs and batter boards for the
face of the first wrapped lift. Lay pre-cut strips of
geotextile on the bench. The geotextile strips should
be slightly longer than two bench widths (i.e., two
bench widths plus the height of the lift). Beginning
at the upstream end of the project and working
downstream, lay the geotextile strips so that the
downstream strip overlaps the upstream strip by
1.0 to 1.5 feet. The remainder of the material
(slightly more than half of the fabric) should be
draped over the batter boards.
Secure the geotextile strip by staking the rear
portion of the strip to thesoil beneath it. Set at least
two rows ofstakes. Commercial construction stakes
12 to 24 inches in length work very well for
.itaking.
Construction Procedures

Backftll the lift with specified material (excavated native soil, or specified soil mixture). Com~
pact the soil to create 1.0 to 2.0 foot lifts; maintain
a 10 to IS degree backslope with each lift. Starting
at the downstream end of the project site, flip the
remaining geotextile material of the most downstream strip over the backfill. After stretching the
geotextiJe so that it is snug, secure it by staking. If
possible. stake the material into native ground. To
complete the lift, work in an upstream direction
foIlowing this sequence of steps for each strip.
Remove the batter boards and repeat the process beginning with the next layer of branches.
The process continues until the"structure is at final,
specified height. The geogrid structure does not
always need to be built to the original bank beight;
tbe upper bank may be completed with other
systems.
There are several options for protecting and
tying in the ends of the lifts. One method is to add
additional strips at the ends of each lift. This strip
is laid perpendicular to the lift strips. When positioning these extra strips, the upstream end strip is
laid first. and then covered by subsequent lift strips
(i.e., the first lift strip is contained by the end strip).
Downstream. the end strip is the last strip to be
positioned (i.e., contained within the last lift strip).
Beginning with the downsttearnend strip, fold and
secure the strips in the sequence as described
above for constructing the lifts. Another method is
use leave extra material at the end points of the
lifts. This material is folded and staked using
"hospital comers" to lap and tuck the material
snugly into place. Protecting the end points of the
lifts can also be achieved by tying into existing
stable features or by placing rock or large woody
debris.

Live Cribwall

The following discussion is limited to simple
cribwaUs less than six feet in height. A engineer
knowledgeable with cribwall design should be
consulted if constructing a largeror more complex
structure.
Timbers, either round or square, 4 to 10 inches
in diameter and in varying lengths. are required for
8·21

Figure 8.8

Vegetated geogrid installation using construction jigs and batter boards.

1. BANK EXCAVATION & PREPARATION
FOR RRST GEOGRID.
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2. PlACEMENT OF JfGS AND BATTER BOARDS.

Batter boards-approx.

2 in. x 10 in. x 4 ft. (short
lengths 10 follow bank cUlVes)

:::. : -:.':

2in.x6in.
angle iron upright,
3 ft. high

:.~.:

.... - ...

....
:

.'

1/2 in. x 6 in.
welded iron base,
3 ft. long

Typical angle Iron Jig

3. PLACEMENT OF COIR FABRIC.
. .' ..:.,

8. Lay fabric pieces on bench, seams

overlapping approx. 1 ft.

-

..

'

'

.. ;'-::

.. -

-: .....

b. Stake in place.

c.

Drape excess fabric
over jig.

~
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Figure 8.8

Vegetated geosrid installation using construction jigs and batter boards, continued.

4. WRAPPING AND SECURING COIR FABRIC.

8. Fill bench with soil up 10 top of batter board,
maintaining 10-15" slope. Water soiL

'

..

. ...-- : :•.;., •. =: •

.. . ... ....
-: :..:.:.- .
:..-.- .
~

b. Pull fabric up and over to wrap soil.

'

c. Stake in place.

~'"
.~.:.:

5. REMOVAL OF JIGS AND BAnER BOARDS.

Slide jigs and batter boards out.

..

'

.-

1 in. x2 in.
wood stakes

. ,.: .

. :.~ .;.:.::.:::..::
. : .:.:.~ ..:,":;...-

OHW."

6. INSTALLATION OF ADDmONAL GEOGRIO UFTS.
8. lay another layer of live branches and
soil on lap of the geogrid and construct
additional lifts.

~;

.....-. _

b. Seed and/or plant upper bank.

c. Water lop soil of every layer.
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In'lallation of live cribwall. (Adapted from G",y and Lei,er 1982.)

Figure 8.9
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SECTION

NOTES:
The cribwall can be constructed with either round peeled timbers or square timbers.
Fill material should be suitable lor rooting, but topsoil is not necessary. Ensure even filling 01 soil over branches,
avoiding hollow spaces.
II possible, the basal cut end 01 branches should extend into the soil behind the walt.
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the cribwall frame (Figure 8.9). To prevent water
quality degradation, cribwalls should constructed
with non-treated wood. The material used to backfill the crib must include soil that will support plant
growth.
Starting at the lowest point of the bank. excavate below the anticipated scour line. Construct
either a rock toe or begin placing stretchers. Place
stretchers (IOto 12 feet in length) 3 to 4.5 feet apart
and parallel to each other. The bank stretcher
should be only a few inches from the bank. If using
rounded timbers, notching will increase the stability of the joints. Place the headers. typically four
feet on center, on top of and perpendicular to the
stretchers. Secure with rebar or spikes.
Place the initial rock fiB material in the lower
portion of the cribwall (up to the OHWM). Place
and secure the next layer stretchers on top of the
short right angle timbers. The layers should be
spaced approximately the same width as the thickness of tile timber. Place fill material and compact
at the OHW mark so that the soil surface slopes
down into the bank at least 10 degrees from horizontal. Start the first layer of live brush at the
OHW mark. Arrange the branches in the open
spaces between the timbers so that not more than
0.25 of their length extends beyond the face of the
cribwall. lfpossible. the basal end of the branches
should be embedded in the nati ve soil behind the
cribwall. When placing fill material over the
branches, avoid creating large voids or hoHow
spaces; branches in these areas will not root.
Continue with the logs or timbers, soil, and brush
placement to the top of the live cribwaiL
The branch cunings used in constructing live
cn bwalls are similar to those described for brush
layers. Rooted vegetation (rooted stock) may also
be used.
Rocks may be necessary in front of the structure where the water velocities at the toe are
expected to be very strong. Large boulders can
also provide cover and refuge areas for fish.
Construction of cribwalls is discussed in detail
by Gmy and Leiser (1982). These authors discuss
numerous cribwall designs of varying size and
complexity.

Construction Procedures

Tree Revetment

To construct a tree revetment, trees are laid
along the bank with the basal ends oriented upstream (Figure 8.10). They should be overlapped
0.25 to 0.33 of their length to insure continuous
protection to the bank. The number of trees used
depends on the length of bank to protect.
The trunks are cabled to deadman anchors in
the bank, with the top of one tree overlapping and
cabled to the trunk of the next tree downstream in
a shingle-like effect. Piles can be used in lieu of
deadman anchors, provided they can be driven
well below the point of maximum bed scour. To
assure proper cable tension. pull and hold the trees
in against the bank while the cables
being
attached. Use cable clamps to attach the cable to
the trees. Cable the tip of the last tree in snugly
against the bank to prevent bank. scour at this
location.
Do not trim branches of the trees. The use of
green trees will result in less limb loss during
installation. Fill large gaps between the trees and
the bank with additional'rees andlorrockas needed.
Rocks and trees together often fonn a more effective structure than either alone. It is important that
this type of revetment be adequately anchored to
prevent trees from breaking free and damaging
downstream structures.

are

8.3.4

HABITAT COMPONENTS

Large Woody Debris
Whole trunks with roots and single logs can be
firmly buried into the riverbank or bed. wedged in
place with other woody elements and/or rock
materials, or cabled to buried "deadman," tie-back
anchors or other structures, or even living trees.
Cables can also be fixed to the logs and glued with
epoxies into holes drilled into large rocks. Other
emplacements rely on pounding long lengths of
steel reinforcing bar into underlying sediments
through holes drilled through the wood pieces.
Root wads or stumps may be finnly wedged,
cabled or nailed in place with rebar. Cabling can be
8-25

Installation of a tree revehnent•

Figure 8.10
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accomplished by drilling through the root and/or
stump portion. passing a cable through the hole.
and cementing each end of the cable to a large
rock. A variarjon is to swage (i.e.• crimp) a ferrule
(i.e.• bushing) around the cable; the free end is
p1ssed through a hole drilled through the center of
the root and lip through the center of the tree rings.
The cable is then epoxied into a large boulder. If
8-26

cabled. precautions should be taken to minimize
possible movement or shifting of these devices.
Project designers should also be aware that each
piece ofwire rope introduced into the river system
is a potential hazard to swimmers. boaters. rafters,
and wildlife_
In large river systems such as the Green or
Cedar Rivers. secure large woody debris (preferConstruction Procedures

ably 20 feet long or more and 20 inch minimum
diameter) by burying them directly into the rock
toe buttress (Figure 8.11) (A. Levesque, King
County SWMD, pers. comm., 1992). Where facility reconstruction will allow, this can occur with·
out further excavation into the bankline. In other
cases, especially where setback modifications to
the facility alignment are proposed, a trench may
he required to embed the top of the log partially

Figure 8.11

into the bankline itself. In both cases, the logs
should he secured firmly in place with large rock
(three to five foot minimum diameter rock), with
a minimum of four to five rocks placed along its
length. Smaller stone and granular materials may
he needed to fully embed the log in fine-grained
bed or bank excavation materials. The root end of
the log should protrude from five to eight feet
beyond the edge of the rock installation, at a 30 to

Integrated system using large woody debris.

Staked fascine - - - - - - -......

Co;rgeogrid ------~
Live cuttings - - - ,

2 ft. minimum layer
heavy-loose riprap

3-5 ft. minimum
diameter rock

'---

. .
'

1 ft. minimum layer
of light-loose riprap

, -__ l-11hft.layerof Y..-3 in.
rounded gravel

2 ft. diameter, 2~30 ft. long log with roots.
Trench and imbed log bole 12·16 ft. minimum
distance into riverbed below existing OHWM.
Secure with rock toe.

Con!>truction Procedure!>
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45 degree angle to the bankline and at 2 to 20

degrees downward towards the streambed. The
entire log should be placed below OHW to keep it
fully saturated at lower flows. It is recommended
that layers of woody vegetative cuttings and topsoil be placed directly over the full dimension of
the log and rock emplacement. The vegetation
should be deeply rooting and tolerant of saturated
soils.

Fishrocks
The proper rock position in the flow depends
upon its shape, the angle at which the flow hilS the
rock, and the site objectives. Place rocks such that,
at bankfull discharge, the flow is deflected toward
the area where the scour is desired. Orsborn and
Bumstead (1986) recommend placing the long
axis of the rock parallel to the flow. This orientation reduces the chance of the boulder tipping into
its scour hole and is less likely to direct the flow
into the bank. To ensure the stability of rocks,
align them with the flow so that the flow will not
rotate them.
Avoid placing rocks so that flow is directed
into erodible banks (Wesche 1985). Before installing, examine the stability of a fishrock from three
perspectives. First, the shape and orientation ofthe
rock will have an impact upon the depth and
volume of scour. Second, expect upstream rotationofthe fishrockas most undercutting will occur
on the upstream face of the rock. Under high
velocities; the fishrock may become cantilevered
and tip into the scour hole it has created. Finally,
expect an elongated rock to naturally shift its
major axis at least 45 degrees to the flow. Plan for
this and initially install elongated rocks approximately parallel to the flow since this orientation is
more naturally stable.
Whenever possible, use equipment stationed
on the bank to place rock. In larger rivers, installation offish rocks may require operation ofequipment instream.
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8.4 CONSTRUGION INSPEGION
AND SITE CLEANUP
Site inspection and construction monitoring
must occur during project installation to ensure
that the design specifications are met. While facilities can be adequately designed. projects will
not be successful if construction materials do not
meet the required specifications or if the materials
were installed improperly. Many of the items
listed in Section 8.1 are activities that occur throughout construction of the project. At the close of
construction, the project supervisor should ensure
that all elements of the design have been installed
according to specifications. Any changes to the
design specifications should be documented as
revisions to the final design drawings to reflect the
as-built condition of the project.
At the end of each work day, construction
sites, especially in residential areas, should have
construction deblis. plant materials, soil, tools,
and other material picked up from roads and other
areas. The site should be left as neat as possible and
practical every day. During the day, vehicles and
equipment not in use should be stored out of the
way of local residents or businesses. These measures help maintain friendly relations with people
inconvenienced by the presence of equipment and
work crews.
Advance planning and organization of the
work site also eliminates rearrangement of stockpiled materials. Items should be kept readily available. but not in the way of workers or equipment.
The area immediately adjacent to the streambank
usually must be kept clear to allow equipment
access where it is needed. When several stabiliza~
tion components will be used. areas should be
identified for these specific materials so that the
quantities available can be detennined quickly
and clean-up is organized. It is preferable not to
store cut plant material overnight; if it must be,
provide an area where the stems can be covered
with moist (not wet) soil or stored with the basal
ends in the stream.
At the completion of a project, staging areas
should be restored to preconsrruction conditions.
Remove unneeded or scrap material that could
endanger wildlife or enter the stream, and repair
Construction Procedures

damage to property, landscaping, lawns, and driveways caused by the work. Grade and reseed disturbed lawns or areas that may be subject to
surface erosion.
If possible, return plant containers to the nursery orto arecyeling or redistribution center. Many
nurseries give cash or credit towards future purchases for returned plant containers. Clean Washington Center (206-464-7040) and the Industrial
Materials Exchange (IMEX) (206-296-4899) are

two organizations involved in waste reduction and
who can provide information on how to acquire or
dispose of many recyclable and reusable products.

This ioel udes landscaping materials such as commercial compost and plant pots.

Construction Procedures
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CHAPTER 9

LONG-TERM SITE MANAGEMENT
Frequent inspection and maintenance ofproject
sites is important so that any damage that occurs
can be repaired before it progresses to major
failure. Streambank erosion inventories can be
updated by identifying new erosion sites and reevaluating old sites. It also provides an opportu-

nity to identify potential sites for habitat improvement that might be implemented during routine

maintenance operations. Inspections also provide
an opportunity to observe untreated banks.

9.1 INSPECTIONS AND
MONITORING
Regular periodic inspections should be made
after bank stabilization measures have been installed. All projects should be inspected at least
annually; newly installed projects should be inspected after the first major high flow. Each
project should be monitored to evaluate changes
occurring at the site. Ground photos should be
taken periodically at established photo points.
These may be supplemented by aerial photos on
large projects. Photos should be taken at least
twice a year, ideally in the spring and in the fall. To
allow comparisons among repeated photographs,
photographs should be taken during low water
periods and at corresponding water levels. Overlays made from these and subsequent photographs
will assist in identifying changes. Photogramrnetric measurements can then be made on the overlays to document the extent of plant growth or
areas lost to erosion after project installation. If
post-project erosion is present. anevaluation of its
mode and cause should occur while collecting
ground photos.

9.1.1

ROCK STRUCTURES

Most conventional bank protection structures
fail because of undennining. Careful inspection
long-term Site Management

of the toe area can help prevent failures by identifying damage before it progresses to failure. Inspection of the toe zone should occur during low
water periods when the toe is more likely to be
exposed to view.
Areas below the ordinary high water mark
should be inspected for evidence of stone movement along the toe or streambank erosion that
could undennine the toe. The following conditions may suggest a need for repairs:
• Areas of bare soil within the toe zone;
• Horizontaldisplacementofindividualrocks
or sections of rock within the toe zone;
• Scour along the toe that results in loss of
support to the upper bank;
• Evidence of bed degradation, headcuts, or
scour holes that might undermine the toe;
and
• Movement or loss of large rock protecting
the foundation of cribwalls or movement
(settling. tilt, or horizontal displacement) of
the structure.
The loss of rock from rock revetments and
levee faces should be monitored at least yearly
(prior to the flood season) and after each major
flood. This inspection may include quantifying
the loss ofrock from the face and toe ofthe facility.
Estimates ofmissing toe rock can be made visually
from the bank or boat. Deep depths or turbid water
along the toe area may require the use of a
fathometer to delineate the extent of erosion.

9.1.2

VEGETATIVE SYSTEMS

The development of the vegetation should be
monitored and correlated, at least visually. to the
degree of or lack of erosion occurring on the
treated streambank. Plantings are assumed to be
effective if the vegetation is growing well in all
bank areas of the project and aerial or ground
9-1

leaf edges indicate that the plant is suffering from
drought, either directly through lack of soil moisture or indirectly through the inability of tbe roots
to exploit a sufficiently large volume of soil. Competition from surrounding dense vegetation is also
a frequent cau.~e of drought stress. Dark green, or
sometimes reddish, leaves associated with poor
growth may indicate phosphate deficiency. In
unseasonably cold weather many plants take on a
bluish or reddish tinge, which disappears when
normal conditions return.

reconnaissance suggests erosion is not occuning.
The frequency of monitoring plant survi val should
be a minimum of once per growing season (pref·
erably near the end of summer) for at least three
consecutive years. Vegetation, especially unrooted
cuttings, may take three years or more to become
fully established.
Successful plant establishment, which may be
defined by the percentage survi val and total ground
cover, may vary among projects. General success
criteria are listed in Table 9.1. Common problems
encountered in establishing vegetation, their diagnosis, and general remedies are listed in Table 9.2.
Coppin and Richards (1990) offer the following
advice for evaluating growth performance ofvegeLation:
Color is a widely used indicator but must be interpreted with care. Yellowing leaves indicate nutrient deficiency, particularly of nitrogen, which may
be due to infertility in the soil. It can also be due to
impaired functioning of the roots in absorbing
nutrients, resulting from low or high pH, waterlogging, soil compaction ordisease. Brown and papery

Table 9.1

Woody plants should be monitored for survival and vigor in each bank area on the treated
strearnbank. This may be accomplished by marking 10 percent of the woody vegetation in each
area with a stake. Each marked plant is revisited

Evaluation criteria for streambank vegetation.

CATEGORY
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Poor growth is caused by many factors but is
usually associated with poor soil and root development. Trees that put on very little shoot growth in
the first year after planting will probably never
grow well, as the root system may by permanently
damaged. Pruning back the top growth to reduce
the demands on the faltering root system can sometimes help.

DESCRIPTION

Good

Ninety (90) percent or more of the bonk is protected by vegetative cover and
at least seventy.five (75) percent of the cover consists of woody plants. Plants
are growing vigorously (new growth, green stem and leaves, no yellowing of
leaves).

Fair

Fifty (50) to ninety (90) percent of the bonk is protected by vegetative cover
and otleost fifty (501 percent of the cover consists of woody plants. Plants are
growing, but stable (no new growth, just green).

Poor

tess than fifty (50) percent of the bonk is protected by vegetation and less than
twenty-five (25) percent of the cover consists of woody plants. Plants are
declining in vigor (stem deteriorating, leaves dropping, yellowing of leaves).

Long-term Site N\onogement

Common problems of vegetation establishment, their diagnosis and remedies.
(Adapted from C_in and Richard. 1m.)

Table 9.2

SYMPTOMS

DIAGNOSIS

CAUSE

REMEDIES

Ground covers

Legumes disappeor

Poor growth, ptOtIe to
dl'OlJght in .wmmer;
:!hallow rooting; pole coloi'"

Acid",

pH <5.5

lAning

""' phoophon.,

~PIe$I

P·fwt;taer

Gross axnpetinon

Grnu height:> 12 in.

Gone 0""

Soil compodion

Pocking density'

Woteriogging

Water IobIe <15 in.

:>

1.751mg/m'l

Cultivation

from wrfoc:e

Droinoge, use toleronl spociM

Extractable nutrient low

Add fertilizer. use IegVITl8$

\.ow calion exchange

Add organic omelioronl$

Acidity

pH <5..5

Add lime, use tolerant species

Drought

1.ow AWC1, coone soillexture

Add organic: omelioront

~oeo..

~oeo..

Acid",

~oeo..

~oeo..

LowNin~ioiil

UN rorio >25

Add NoMrtiiar, grazing

--

........ .,;1 fri",

All site fodon ore $OIiJactory

.......

Pocking density;> 1.75 {mglrn'l

Cultivate

PIonring pit impenneoble

"",ot

Nutrient deficiency

Poor growth, mor~nd

Tho tI'lCJlled grou,
lI'IOl'"ibund. no
decomposiion

Gtowtn 100 dense and

"""""',

~

eWicieile)'

Pr-a of oggressNa-.:l

Soil 100 hwtI1e

Trees and Shrubs
Poor sIock 0( bod handing

rnilure 10 establiJ-.

and planting

Diebock or death, poor

ExceuNe soil compaction

root growth, foliage

colored or sickly

l'oo< growOh """'

di$c:olored foIioge, bud,

on<! _

Wolertogging

High wolef table < 2 ft.

Nutrient deficiency

Foliorond/or soil OOO~5

Fertilize

Acidity

pH outside preferred range

lKooghl

Low toinloll; low AWe. coone

"""
Mokhe.;_

--

Competition from ground

Domoged, diJigured Of"

deep

CuI"""""

Disease

~Ilexture

Derue vegeIotiOIl around trees

Symptoms ollungi fX insed onocl

hed>ooo

Drainoge

A.meIiordion wi1h organic matter
Mukh or herbicide 10 wppras
Pest control; prune ~ rea offected
retT'IC7<Ie or.::! bum

!nIes,

ood ""'"

cr/ bull: densJly cJ soil it! siltJ (mg/mlJ
AVv'C. Avoilobie \..o~f capacity

, Poding Dens,...,. 1
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periodicall y to decide whether it is live or dead and
observe the vigor of its growth. The percent
survival can be detennined by dividing the number of live plants by the original number staked.
Vigor can be determined subjectively by assigning each marked live plant a vigor class suggested
in Table 9.1. In general, growth should be continuous, with no open spaces greater than two feet in
dimension. Areas smaller than this will generally
fill in and not hamper the integrity of the vegetative system.
A periodic measurement of ground cover will
determine if vegetation, herbs in particular, is
successfully spreading across the site. Measurements of stem densities are needed to find if
woody cuttings and fascines are sprouting and
adding to the vegetative composition and density.
Both factors can be measured by establishing one
square meter plots randomly throughout the bank
area until a one percent sample is achieved. These
plots should be permanently established immediately after planting and delineated by well-marked
stakes.
Ground cover for each plot can be detennined
by using visual estimates of live vegetation in
different cover classes. Each cover class is assigned a number and recorded on the data sheet for
that plot. Once the percent ground cover has been
detennined for each plot, composition by dominant species is estimated and a list of the dominant
plant species for each plot prepared. Stem densities of woody plants are determined by species for
each plot by counting the number of stems. This
gives an estimate of number of stems per species
per square meter.

9.2 MAINTENANCE
Damage to the toe zone usually is repaired by
adding rock or by replacing lost or displaced rock.
Rock can be individually placed with equipment
having a "rock-picker" implement or dumped;
when possible, individual placement is recommended because it allows better keying. Large
rock, D 100 or larger, should be used for replacement. If the filter layer has been damaged, it
should be repaired before the rock is replaced.
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Depending on the severity of undercutting, scour
holes that might undennine the toe of a structure
may need to be filled with rock. If the integrity of
the structure is threatened. the cause of the scour
should be corrected as well.
Pennanent access roads for inspection and
maintenance should be provided atthe time projects
are constructed. Access roads should be maintained to allow movement of heavy equipment and
materials that might be needed in repair work. In
situations where a setback levee has been constructed, the bench area functions as an access
route for heavy equipment when toe key repairs
are required. Locked gates may be desired to
restrict public entry to dangerous or sensitive
areas.
Most plant losses occur the first year with
fewer losses in successive years. Irrigation, disease and pest control, and replacement of damaged structures improves slope stabilization
projects by increasing plant density and allowing
identification and prompt correction ofminor damage. Vegetative repairs should be performed dur·
ing t~e dormant season following the first year's
growth. Dead plant material should be replaced
where possible. Seriously damaged areas (e.g.•
gullies. rills. and washouts) should be repaired by
restocking or reconstruction. Insect and disease
infestations should be controlled.
Other procedures for maintaining existing vegetation involve pruning, selective cutting, and
selective spraying. Pruning is usually perfonned
to eliminate shade and encourage growth of plants
that need direct sunlight. Undesirable plants are
removed by selective cutting.
A program of selective vegetative management should be developed to preserve vegetation
with good existing habitat value and to promote
development of fish and wildlife habitat in selected areas. Vegetation management strategies
should identify targeted fish and wildlife species.
plant species with appropriate habitat characteristics, and a vegetative management plan that will
preserve and promote growth ofthe selected plants.
Chapter 6 provides information about the habitat
value of various plants. Because habitat food and
cover values depend on plant Conn and growth
stage, habitat programs often take longer to estabLong-term Site Management

lish than other project components (up to 10 years
is not unconunon).
In recent years restrictive federal vegetation
standards for revetments have been relaxed to
allow for some growth of woody vegetation. The
Portland District of the Corps of Engineers
(USAED, Portland, 1980) revised maintenance
criteria for Willamene River revetments following the discontinuation of broadcast spraying for
vegetation control. The adopted selective clearing
criteria called for removal of woody growth two
inches or more in diameter or six feet or more in
height and lhe removal of all vines. Similarly, the
Seattle District (USAED. Seattle. 1982) adopted a
modified vegetative management plan for
riprapped levee slopes on the Green River in King
County thaI allows dogwood. willow. and wild
rose on the upper portion of the levee. Similar
changes are being developed for the Sammamish
River.
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Design Standards and Specifications
(a)

(b)

(c)

2.
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Engineering design. submittals, and inspection.
(1)

Engineering design shall be completed in accordance with the current
approved edition of the town's "Engineering Standards for Public Works
Construction", hereinafter referred to as "Engineering Standards".

(2)

Design plan submittals and as-built drawings shall conform to the submittal
requirements as listed in the Engineering Standards.

(3)

Testing and inspection shall confonn to the requirements of the Engineering
Standards. Final plats will not be approved until the street(s) serving that plat
are approved in writing by the Town. No construction shall begin until the
written approval provided for in the Engineering Standards has been obtained.
The subgrade, base rock materials, pavement. and other items listed in the
Engineering Standards shall be inspected and approved by the Town's
consultant at such times and with such notice as listed in the Engineering
Standards.

Construction for streets, sidewalks, curbs and gutters, and all other facilities
constructed within publicly owned right-of-way shall be completed in accordance with
the following standards, hereinafter referred to as the "Standard Specifications":
(1)

The current published edition of the "Standard Specifications for Public
Works Chapter of the American Public Works Association (APWA);

(2)

The "Standard Plans for Road and Bridge Construction" as published by
WSDOT and APWA.

In the event of a conflict with any of the standards, the Public Works Superintendent
shall specify which of the standards will apply. In the event of a conflict between this
ordinance and any of the standards, that which was most recently approved by the
City of Garibaldi shall apply.

Plan Review and Inspection Fees. All street improvements required by the City for
construction in conjunction with private development projects, shall be subject to a fee to
cover the expense of plan review and inspection by the City's consultant. The fee shall be
paid in the following manner:
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(a)

Payment ofa deposit equivalent to five (5) percent of the estimated cost of required
improvements at the time of preliminary plan, short-plat, or plat submission;

(b)

Payment of costs incurred by the consultant in excess of the amount of the deposit
prior to acceptance of the improvements by the City engineer;

(c)

Any portion of the deposit not expended by the consultant in plan review and
inspection shall be returned to the individual or developer who paid the deposit.

3.

Street Classification. In all new subdivisions, streets that are dedicated to public use shall be
classified as set forth in the Engineering Standards.

4.

Access
(a)

Access to Lots. Every lot shall have access to it that is sufficient to afford a
reasonable means of ingress and egress for emergency vehicles as well as for all those
likely to need or desire access to the property in its intended use.

(b)

Access to Arterial Streets. Whenever a major subdivision that involves the creation
of one or more new streets borders on or contains an existing or proposed arterial
street, no direct driveway access may be provided from the lots within this subdivision
onto this street.

(c)

Entrances to Streets.
(I)

All driveway entrances and other openings onto streets within the town's
planning jurisdiction shall be constructed so that:
(I)

Vehicles can enter and exit from the lot in question without posing

any substantial danger to themselves, pedestrians, or vehicles traveling
in abutting streets, and
(ii)

(2)

Interference with the free and convenient flow of traffic in abutting or
surrounding streets is minimized.

Driveway entrances shall be designed and constructed in accordance with the
Engineering Standards and Standard Specifications. If driveway entrances
and other openings onto streets are constructed in accordance with the
foregoing specifications and requirements, this shall he deemed prima facie
evidence of compliance with the standard set forth in 4(c)(1).
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For purposes of this section, the tenn prima facie evidence means that the City
may (but is not required to) conclude from this evidence alone that the
proposed development complies with 4(c)(I).

Coordination with Surrounding Streets
(a)

The street system ofa subdivision shall be coordinated with existing, proposed, and
anticipated streets outside the subdivision or outside the portion of a single tract that
is being divided into lots (hereinafter, "surrounding streets") as provided in this
section.

(b)

Collector streets shall intersect with surrounding collector or arterial streets at safe
and convenient locations.

(c)

Local residential streets shall connect with surrounding streets where necessary to
pennit the convenient movement of traffic between residential neighborhoods or to
facilitate access to neighborhoods by emergency service vehicles or for other
sufficient reasons, but connections shall not be pennitted where the effect would be
to encourage the use of such streets by substantial through traffic.

(d)

Whenever connections to anticipated or proposed surrounding streets are required by
this section. the street right-of-way shall be extended and the street developed to the
property line of the subdivided property (or to the edge of the remaining undeveloped
portion of a single tract) at the point where the connection to the anticipated or
proposed street is expected. In addition, the pennit-issuing authority may require
temporary turnarounds to be constructed at the end of such streets pending their
extension when such turnarounds appear necessary to facilitate the flow of traffic or
accommodate emergency vehicles. Notwithstanding the other provisions of this
subsection, no temporary dead-end street in excess of 800 feet may be created unless
no other practicable alternative is available.

Relationship of Streets to Topography
(a)

Streets shall be related appropriately to the topography. In particular, streets shall be
designed to facilitate the drainage and storm water runoff objectives set forth in this
ordinance, and street grades shall conform as closely as practicable to the original
topography.

(b)

Maximum grades and general vertical alignment of streets shall comply with the
requirements of the Engineering Standards, and in no case may streets be constructed
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with grades that, in the professional opinion of the public works superintendent,
create a substantial danger to the public safety.

7.

Street, Sidewalk, and Drainage Requirements in Subdivisions
(a)

Street rights-of-way are designed and developed to serve several functions:
(I)

to carry motor vehicle traffic, and in some cases, allow onstreet parking;

(2)

to provide a safe and convenient passageway for pedestrian traffic~ and

(3)

to serve as an important link. in the town's drainage system.

(b)

Street widths shall comply with the requirements listed in the Engineering Standards.

(c)

As a minimum, the street widths shall comply with the requirements in the following
table:

Right,-or-WIlY

Pavement
Width

Sidewalk.!

Sidewalk
Width

60

42

2

6

Commercial

60

36

2

5

Residential
Collector

60

36

2

5

Access

50

32

I

5

Residential
Local

30

20

0

0

Shut Type
Arterial

No. of

IndustrinV

Residential

(d)

The sidewalks required by this section shall be designed and constructed according
to the Standard Specifications, except that the City authority may permit the
installation of walkways constructed with other suitable materials when it concludes
that:
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(1)

Such walkways would serve the residents of the development as adequately
as concrete sidewalks; and

(2)

Such walkways would be more environmentally desirable or more in keeping
with the overall design of the development.

Whenever the permit-issuing authority finds that a means of pedestrian access is
necessary from the subdivision to schools, parks, playgrounds, or other roads or
facilities and that such access is not conveniently provided by sidewalks adjacent to
the streets, the developer may be required to reserve an unobstructed easement of at
least 20 feet in width to provide such access.
Unless earlier installation is required by the City, required sidewalks shall be installed

in conjunction with either the construction of an adjacent public road or the
construction of a building structure. That portion of any required sidewalks adjacent
to any lot shall be constructed prior to issuance of a certificate of occupancy for a
building constructed on such lot. if the Mayor detennines that construction is not
feasible when a building is ready for occupancy, a construction bond or other security
acceptable to the City shall be posted guaranteeing the construction of required
sidewalks. The amount of such construction bond, or other security, shall be set by
the Mayor based upon the estimated cost of installation at the time when the sidewalk
is to be constructed.
8.

General Layout of Streets

(a)

Local residential streets shall be designed to provide a 600-foot to 800-foot grid
whenever possible. Streets shall be laid out so that residential blocks do not exceed
600 feet, unless no other practicable alternative is available. Where specifically
approved by the City Council, streets are laid out so that residential blocks exceed

600 feet in length, a pedestrian grid shall be provided by dedicating a 20-foot wide
pedestrian easement laid out so there is a pedestrian easements! street right-of-way
grid not exceeding 600 feet in length.

(b)

In residential areas, cul-de-sacs and loop streets are encouraged so that through traffic
on residential streets is minimized. Similarly, to the extent practicable, driveway
access to collector streets shall be minimized to facilitate the free flow of traffic and
avoid traffic hazards.

(c)

All pennanent dead-end streets (as opposed to temporary dead-end streets, see S.(d)
shall be developed as cul-de-sacs in accordance with the standards set forth in
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Subsection 8.(d). Except where no other practicable alternative is available, such
streets may not extend more than 800 feet (measured to the center of the turnaround).

(d)

The right-of-way of a cul-de-sac shall have a radius of 50 feet. The radius of the
paved portion of the turnaround (measured to the outer edge of the pavement) shall

be 4S feet.

(e)

9.

10.

Half streets (i.e., streets of less than the full required right-of-way and pavement
width) shall not be permitted except where such streets, when combined with a similar
street (developed previously or simultaneously) on property adjacent to the
subdivision, creates or comprises a street that meets the right-of-way and pavement
requirements of this chapter.

Street Intersections
(a)

Streets shall intersect as nearly as possible at right angles, and no two streets may
intersect at less than 60 degrees for residential road intersections nor less than 75
degrees for roads intersecting arterials. Not more than two streets shall intersect at
anyone point, unless the public works superintendent certifies that such an
intersection can be constructed with no extraordinary danger to public safety.

(b)

Whenever possible, proposed intersections along one side of a street shall coincide
with existing or proposed intersections on the opposite side of such street. In any
event, where a centerline offset Gog) occurs at an intersection, the distance between
centerlines of the intersecting streets shall be not less than 150 feet.

(c)

Except when no other alternative is practicable or legally possible, no two streets may
intersect with any other street on the same side at a distance ofless than 400 feet
measured from centerline to centerline of the intersecting street. When the intersected
street is an anerial, the distance between intersecting streets shall be at least 1,000
feet.

Public Streets and Private Roads in Subdivisions
(a)

Except as otherwise provided in this section, all lots created after the effective date
ofthis section shall abut a public street at least to the extent necessary to comply with
the access requirement set forth in herein. For purposes of this subsection, the term
"public street" includes a preexisting public street as well as a street created by the
subdivider that meets the public street standards of this chapter and is dedicated for
public use. Unless the recorded plat of a subdivision clearly shows a street to be
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private, the recording of such a plat shall constitute an offer of dedication of such

street.
(b)

A subdivision in which the access requirement of Section 4 is satisfied by a private
road that meets neither the public street standards nor the standards set forth in
Section 10. may be developed so long as. since the effective date of this chapter, not

more than four lots have been created out ofthat same tract.

(c)

(d)

(I)

The intent of this subsection is primarily to allow the creation of not more
than three lots developed for single-family residential purposes. Therefore, the
City may not approve any subdivision served by a private road authorized by
this subsection in which one or more ofthe lots thereby created is intended for
(I) two-family or multi-family residential use or (ii) any other residential or
nonresidential use that would tend to generate more traffic than that
customarily generated by three single-family residences.

(2)

To ensure that the intent of this subsection is not subverted, the City may,
among other possible options, require that the approved plans show the types
and locations of buildings on each lot or that the lots in a residential
subdivision served by a private road be smaller than the permissible size of lots
on which two-family or multi-family developments could be located or that
restrictive covenants limiting the use ofthe subdivided property in accordance
with this section be recorded before final plat approval.

No final plat that shows lots served by private roads may be recorded unless the final
plat contains the following notations:
(I)

"Further subdivision of any lot shown on this plat as served by a private road
may be prohibited by the City of Garibaldi Ordinances."

(2)

"The policy of the City of Garibaldi is that, if the City improves streets (I)
that were never constructed to the standards required in the City of Garibaldi
Land Use Ordinance for dedicated streets, and (ii) on which 75 percent of the
dwelling units were constructed after the effective date of this chapter, then
100 percent of the costs of such improvements shall be assessed to abutting
landowners. "

The recorded plat of any subdivision that includes a private road shall clearly state
that such road is a private road. Further, the initial purchaser of a newly created lot
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selVed by a private road shall be furnished by the seller with a disclosure statement
outlining the maintenance responsibilities for the road.

11.

Frontage Improvements and Off-site Improvements

(a)

Unless already fully developed, a half-width road improvement shall be constructed
to that portion of the road which abuts the parcel being developed, as requirement of
development approval by the town,

(b)

Nothing herein shall be construed to preclude the imposition of additional
requirements for off-site access road improvements as a condition of approving a
preliminary plat, preliminary short plat, rezone, site plan, conditional use or other
discretionary land use permit or approval, where such additional improvements are
found by the City approving authority to be necessary in order either to provide
adequate road access to the proposed development or to mitigate traffic hazards or
aggravated by the proposed development.

12.

13.

14.

Attention to Handicapped in Street and Sidewalk Construction
(a)

Whenever curb and gutter construction is used on public streets, wheelchair ramps for
the handicapped shall be provided at intersections and other major points of
pedestrian flow.

(b)

Wheelchair ramps and depressed curbs shall be constructed in accordance with
published standards of the Standard Specifications.

(c)

Accessible routes and handicap access shall comply with all federal, state, and local
regulations.

Street Names and House Numbers
<aJ

Street names shall be assigned by the developer subject to the approval of the
permit-issuing authority.

(b)

Building numbers shall be assigned by the town.

Bridges. All bridges shall be constructed in accordance with the Engineering Standard,
except that bridges on roads not intended for public dedication may be approved if designed
by a licensed architect or engineer.
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City Streets - Construction Guarantee. In lieu of the completion afaoy required public
improvement prior to approval of a final plat, short plat, on any issuance of building pennits,
the Mayor may accept a bond, in amount and with satisfaeto!)' surety and conditions, or other

secure method as the Mayor may require, providing for and securing to the City of Garibaldi
the actual construction and installation ofsuch improvements within a period specified by the
Mayor and specified in the bond or other agreement, and to be enforced by the Mayor by
appropriate legal and equitable remedies. If a surety bond is provided, the amount of the
bond shall equal 115 percent of the estimated construction cost. When a letter of escrow is
provided, the amount of the escrow shall be 100 percent of the estimated construction costs.
16.

City Streets - Acceptance by Garibaldi. Streets will be accepted for provisional maintenance
by Garibaldi upon recommendation of the Mayor. Final acceptance will not be made for one
year from the date of the provisional acceptance and the owner and/or his contractor and the
utilities must repair any failure within the one year period at the expense of the owner or his
contractor or the utilities responsible. Provided, prior to acceptance, a bond in an amount and
with surety acceptable to the Mayor our other secure method, may be required providing for
and securing the City of Garibaldi the satisfactory perfonnance and maintenance of such street
improvements for a two year period when, in the Mayor's opinion, aU specifications have not
been fully met.
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Design Standards and Specifications.
(a)

(b)

(c)
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Engineering design and submittals.
(I)

Engineering design shall be completed in accordance with the current edition of the
City's "Engineering Standards for Public Works Construction", hereinafter referred
to as the "Engineering Standards".

(2)

Design plan submittals shall confonn to the submittal requirements as listed in the
Engineering Standards.

Construction of stonn drainage facilities, within publicly owned right-of-way, shall be
completed in accordance with the following standards, hereinafter referred to as the
"Standard Specifications ll :
(I)

The current published edition of the "Standard Specifications for Public Works
Construction" as published by the Oregon State Chapter of the American Public
Works Association (APWA);

(2)

The "Standard Plans for Road and Bridge Construction" as published by ODOT.

(3)

The "Erosion Control Plans Technical Guidance Handbook" herein after referred
to as the Technical Guidance Handbook, current edition and updated errata as
issued by the Public Works Superintendent.

In the event of a conflict with any of the standards, the Public Works Superintendent shall
specify which of the standards will apply. In the event of a conflict between this
ordinance and any of the standards, that which was most recently approved by the City
of Garibaldi shall apply.

Natural Drainage Systems
(a)

To the extent practicable, all development shall conform to the natural contours of the
land and natural and pre-existing man-made drainage ways shall remain undisturbed.

(b)

To the extent practicable, lot boundaries shall be made to coincide with natural and preexisting man-made drainage ways within subdivisions to avoid creation of lots that can
be built upon only by altering such drainage ways.
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(c)
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Setbacks from Streams Outside Designated Floodplains - In any area that is located
outside a designated floodplain but where a stream is located, no building, fill, or
destruction of natural vegetation -may be located within a distance of the stream bank
equal to five times the width of the stream at the top of the bank or 20 feet on each side,
whichever is greater.

Development Drainage Systems
(a)

4.

April~. 1995

All developments shall be provided with a drainage system that is adequate to prevent the
undue retention of surface water on the development site. Surface water shall not be
regarded as unduly retained if:
(I)

The retention results from a technique, practice or device deliberately installed as
part of an approved sedimentation or stonn water runoff control plan; or

(2)

The retention is not substantially different in location or degree than that
experienced by the development site in its predevelopment stage, unless such
retention presents a danger or nuisance to health or safety.

(b)

No surface water may be channelled or directed into a sanitary sewer.

(c)

Whenever practicable, the drainage system of a development shall coordinate with and
connect to the drainage systems or drainage ways on surrounding properties or streets.
Furthermore, drainage systems shall be sized for full development of all upstream
properties unless waived by the Public Works Superintendent.

(d)

Use of curb and gutter and stonn sewers, in subdivisions, is provided for in the Cirys
Engineering Standards. Private road and access ways, within unsubdivided developments,
shall utilize curb and gutter and storm drains to provide adequate drainage, if the grade
of such roads and access ways is too steep' to provide drainage in another manner or if
sufficient reasons exist to require such construction.

(f)

Construction specifications for drainage swales, curb and gutters and stonn drains are
contained in the Standard Specifications and Engineering Standards.

Stonn Water Quantity Management - All developments shall be constructed and maintained so
that adjacent properties are not unreasonably burdened with surface waters as a result of such
developments. More specifically:
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(a)

No development may be constructed or maintained so that the development unreasonably
impedes the natural flow of water from higher adjacent properties across such
development, thereby unreasonably causing substantial damage to such higher adjacent
properties; and

(b)

No development may be constructed or maintained so that surface waters from the
development are unreasonably collected and channelled onto lower adjacent properties
at locations or at such volumes as to cause substantial damage to lower adjacent
properties.

(c)

Stormwater Quantity Management. Facilities shall be designed and constructed in
accordance with the Engineering Standards.

Stormwater Quality Management, Sedimentation and Erosion Control
(a)

The minimum standards for the design and construction of storm water quality facilities
in the City of Garibaldi shall be per the Engineering Standards, the recommendations of
the Technical Guidance Manual, and as required by local, state and federal regulations.

(b)

No zoning, special-use, or conditional-use permit may be issued and final plat approval
for subdivisions may be given with respect to any development that would cause land
disturbing activity subject to the jurisdiction of the Oregon State Department of
Environmental Quality (hereinafter referred to as DEQ), or the City of Garibaldi, unless
the DEQ, or the City of Garibaldi, has certified either that:

(b)

(I)

An erosion control plan has been submitted to and approved by the City of
Garibaldi; or

(2)

The City of Garibaldi has examined the preliminary plans for the development and
it reasonably appears that an erosion control plan can be approved upon submission
by the developer of more detailed construction or design drawings. However, in this
case, construction of the development may not begin (and no building permits may
be issued) until the commission approves the erosion control plan.

For purposes of this section, land disturbing activity means any use of the land by any
person in residential, industrial, educational, institutional, or commercial development,
and utility highway and road construction and maintenance that results in a change in the
natural cover or topography that may cause or contribute to sedimentation. Sedimentation
occurs whenever solid particulate matter, mineral or organic, is transported by water, air,
gravity, or ice from the site of its origin.
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All sedimentation and erosion control plans shall be designed., constructed, and maintained
in accordance with the Engineering Standards, or the Technical Guidance Manual.

Floodways and Floodplains
(a)

Definitions: Unless otherwise specifically provided, or unless clearly required by the
context, the words and phrases defined in this section shall have the meaning indicated
when used in this ordinance.

(I)

Base Flood. The flood having a one percent chance of being equalled or exceeded
in any given year. Also known as the IOO-year flood.

(2)

Floodplain. Any land area susceptible to being inundated by water from the base
flood. As used in this chapter, the teon refers to that area designated as subject to

flooding from the base flood (IOO-year flood) on the "Flood Boundary and
Floodway Map" prepared by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development, a copy of which is on file in the City Hall.
(3)

Floodway. The channel of a river or other watercourse and the adjacent land areas
that must be reserved in order to discharge the base flood without cumulatively
increasing the water surface elevation more than one foot. As used in this chapter,
the teon refers to that area designated as a floodway on the "Flood Boundary and

Floodway Map" prepared by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development, a copy of which is on file at the City Hall.

7.

Artificial Obstructions Within Floodways and Floodplains Prohibited
(a)

No artificial obstruction may be located within any floodway or floodplain.

(b)

For purposes of this section, an artificial obstruction is any obstruction, other than a
natural obstruction, that is capable of reducing the flood-carrying capacity of a stream or
may accumulate debris and thereby reduce the flood-carrying capacity of a stream. A
natural obstruction includes any rock, tree, gravel, or analogous natural matter that is an
obstruction and has been located within the floodway by a nonhuman cause.

8.

Construction Within Floodways and Floodplains Restricted
(a)

Final plat approval for any subdivision containing land that lies within a tloodway or
floodplain may not be given unless the plat shows the boundary of the flood way or
floodplain and contains in clearly discernible print the following statement: "Use ofland
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within a floodway or floodplain is substantially restricted by the City of Garibaldi
ordinances. "
(b)

9.

No building may be constructed and no substantial improvement of an existing building
may take place within any floodway.

Location ofBoundaries ofFloodplain and F100dway Districts - As used in this article. the tenns
floodplain and floodway refer in the first instance to certain areas whose boundaries are
detennined and can be located on the ground by reference to the specific fluvial characteristics
set forth in the definitions of these terms. Therefore, the Mayor is authorized to make
necessary interpretations as to the exact location of the boundaries offloodways or floodplains
if there appears to be a conflict between a mapped boundary and actual field conditions. Such
interpretations, like other decisions of the administrator, may be appealed to the City Council
in accordance with the applicable provisions of this chapter.

APPENDIXG
COST ESTIMATES

GARIBALDI STQRMWATER STUDY
PRELIMiNARY ESTIMATES
Prepared by: Wallis EngineeringlCPA

March 30, 1995

bSCRIPTION

QUANTITY

UNITS

UNIT

TOTAL

PRICE

PRICE

SChoot C....k easln

th .nd Ac;..Icl. to Flfth to RR
Catch Basins and Inlets
Oitch Inlets
Storm Dr-lin Pipe - catch Sasn Leads (101

"

0

EA

$1.200.00

EA

$1,500.00

$0.00

$13,200.00

220

LF

535.00

$7,700.00

Storm Drall'l Pipe (121

0

LF

545.00

$0.00

Istorm Drall'l Pipe (151

0

$0.00

0

LF
LF

555.00

Istonn Dr8in Pipe (181

$60.00

$0.00

Istorm Dr8in Pipe (211

0

LF

$70.00

$0.00

!storm Dr8in Pipe (2"1

0

LF

580.00

$0.00

iStorm Drain Pipe (271

0

$90.00

$0.00

Istorm Onun Pipe (301

0

$100.00

$0.00

Istorm Ora," Pipe (361

0

$115.00

$0.00

Istorm Dran Pipe ("21

800

LF
LF
LF
LF
LF
CY

$130.00

$1004,000.00

$150.00

$15,000.00

Storm Drain Pipe {"'8i

Rip Rap at outfalls

'00
15

,

$100.00

$1,500.00

$25.000.00

$25,000.00

Hwy CrosSing

,

EA
EA

$25.000.00

$25,000.00

Manholes (72")

3

,

EA

$7.000.00

$21,000.00

EA

$10.000.00

$10,000.00

RR Crosmg

Manholes (64")

Subtotal
Eng.lContingencies (30%)
TOTAL

$222.400.00
$66.720.00
$289.120.00

GARIBALDI STORMWATER STUDY
PRELIMINARY ESTIMATES
Prepared by: Wallis Engineering/CPA
March 3D, 1995

DESCRIPTION

QUANTITY

UNITS

UNIT

TOTAL

PRICE

PRICE

chool Creek Basin
Driftwood & 4th Street ROW to 4th and Acacia

15

EA

$1,000.00

$15,000.00

1

EA

$1,500.00

$1,500.00

Storm Drain Pipe· Catch Basin Leads (10")

300

$35.00

$10,500.00

Storm Drain Pipe (12;

200

545.00

$9,000.00

Storm Drain Pipe (15")

0

Storm Drain Pipe (18;

0

Storm Drain Pipe (21;

0

Storm Orain Pipe (24")

0

Storm Drain Pipe (27;

0

!catch Basins and Inlets
Oitch Inlets

0

LF
LF
LF
LF
LF
LF
LF
LF
LF
LF

$130.00

$0.00

15

CY

$100.00

$1,500.00

Manholes (48")

1

EA

$3,500.00

$3,500.00

Manholes (72")

5

EA

$7,000.00

$35,000.00

Manholes (841

0

EA

$10,000.00

$0.00

Storm Drain Pipe (30")

0

Storm Drain Pipe (36")

850

StOflTl Drain Pipe (42")
Rip Rap al outfalls

555.00

$0.00

$60.00

$0.00

$70.00

$0.00

$80.00

$0.00

590.00

$0.00

5100.00

$0.00

$115.00

$97,750.00

Subtotal
Eng./Conlingencies (30%)

TOTAL

$173,750.00
$52.125.00
$225,875.00

GARIBAlDI S,ORMWATER STUDY
PRELIMINARY ESTIMATES

Prepared by: Wallis EnglneeringfCPA
March 30, 1995

DESCRIPTION

UNITS

QUANTITY

UNIT

TOTAl.

PRICE

PRICE

Whitney B~ Buln

1st StrMt to OOOT Stn.lctu,.. on 101
12

EA

$1,000.00

$12.000.00

2

EA

$1.500.00

$3.000.00

!Storm en... Pipe • Catch BaSI'! Leads (10;

240

LF

$35.00

58.400.00

Istonn enl'! Pipe (121

150

$45.00

56.750.00

:atch BaSll"lS and Inlets
Ditch Inlets

!storm Ora., Pipe (15;

0

LF
LF

$55.00

$0.00

!storm Oral'! Pipe (18;

150

LF

560.00

$9,000.00

lStorm Qraln Pipe (21;

0

LF

$70.00

$0.00

~Iorm Qraln Pipe (24;

0

LF

saO.OO

$0.00

!storm 0ru1 Pipe (271

0

LF

$90.00

$0.00

Storm 0raI'1 Pipe (301

0

LF

$100.00

$0.00

Storm Oral'! Pipe t36;

0

LF

$115.00

$0.00

100

LF

$130.00

$13.000.00

650

LF

$150.00

$97,500.00

Manholes (48;

I

EA

$3,500.00

$3,500.00

Manholes (72;

0

EA

57.000.00

$0.00

Manholes (84")

4

EA

$10.000.00

$40,000.00

Storm Ora" Pipe (42" Culvef'l at Dliftwood)
:orm Dnlin Pipe (48;

Subtotal
Eng.lContingencies (30%)
TOTAL

$193,150.00
$57,945.00
$251.095.00

GARIBAlD! STORMWATER STUDY
PRELIMINARY ESTIMATES
Prepared by: Wallis Engineering/CPA

March 30. 1995

DESCRIPTION

QUANTITY

UNITS

UNIT

TOTAL

PRICE

PRICE

chool C,..k Basin
Ar Av.nue to 4th StrHt ROW

catch Basins and Inlets

12

EA

$1,000.00

$12,000.00

1

EA

$1,500.00

$1,500.00

240

LF

535.00

$8,400.00

tonn Onll'l Pipe (121

350

545.00

$15,750.00

Stonn 0raII'l Pipe (lSi

850

$55.00

548,750.00

Slonn OnIin Pipe (18i

0

S60.oo

$0.00

tonn 01"811'I Pipe (21;

0

$70.00

$0.00

Ditch Inlets

Stonn Onll'l Pipe. catch Basin leads (10")

lonn Drall'l Pipe (2.;

0

Stonn Drain Pipe (271

0

Stonn Orall'l Pipe (301

50

lonn Dra", Pipe {36;

0

lonn Drain Pipe {.21

0

Storm Drain Pipe {48i

0

IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF

15

CY

$100.00

$1,500.00

Manholes {.8;

2

EA

$3,500.00

$7,000.00

anholes (721

1

EA

$7,000.00

$7,000.00

IManholes (8<1;

0

EA

$10.000.00

$0.00

ip Rap at outfalls

sso.oo

$0.00

$90.00

$0.00

$100.00

15,000.00

$115.00

$0.00

$130.00

$0.00

$150.00

$0.00

Subtotal
Eng.lConlingencies (30%)
TOTAL

$104,900.00
$31,470.00
$136,370.00

GARIBALDI STORMWATER STUDY
PREUMINARY ESTIMATES
Prepared by: Wallis Engineering/CPA
March 30. 1995

leSCRIPTION

~b$on CfHk Basin

UNITS

QUANTITY

UNIT

TOTAl

PRICE

PRICE

mona Way Storm
!catch Basll'll and Inlets

Ptch lriels
tOlm Drain Pipe. calch Bas., Leads (lOj

~onn Drain Pipe (121
lonn Orain Pipe (15")
lonn Drain Pipe (18")
lonn DOlin Pipe (21")

!storm Ora., Pipe (2.")

Istorm Ora., PIpe (27j
tonn Dram PIpe (30")
lorm

Ofa," (36- c:utv on Hobson Creek west of Arizona )

12

EA

$1,000.00

$12,000.00

2

EA

$1,500.00

$3,000.00

2<.

LF

$35.00

58,400.00

LF

545.00

SO.OO

LF
LF
LF
LF
LF
LF
LF
LF
LF

$55.00

SO.OO

....00

$27,000.00

$7000

SO.OO

sao.OO

S36,OOO.oo

$90.00

SO.OO

•
•
'SO
•
'5.
•

•

55

loon Drain Pipe (42")

300

loon Drain Pipe (48")

C

R Crossing
Hwy CroSSIl'lg
Manholes (48")
Manholes (72")
Manholes (804")

,
,
•

•,

$HlllOO

SO.OO

$~15.oo

$6,325.00

$130.00

$39,000.00

$150 00

SO.OO

EA

$25,000.00

$25,000.00

EA

$25,000.00

$25,000.00

EA

$3,sao.OO

$14,000.00

EA
EA

57.000.00

50.00

$10,000.00

$10,000.00

Subtotal
Eng.fConlingencies (30%)
TOTAL

$205,725.00
$61,717.50

$267,4.2.50

GARIBALDI STORMWATER STUDY
PRELIMINARY ESTIMATES
Prepared by: Wallis Engineering/CPA
March 30. 1995

DESCRIPTION

QUANTITY

UNITS

UNIT

TOTAl

PRICE

PRICE

ohnson Creek Basin
8th St Storm Incl 9th to 8th on 101 to 7th and RR RO
Catch Basins and Inlets

8

EA

$1,000.00

$8,000.00

Ditch Inlets

1

EA

$1,500,00

$1,500.00

'"

LF

$35.00

$5,600.00

LF
LF

$045.00

$25,200,00

$55.00

$2,750,00

LF

l6O.00

$0.00

$70,00

$0.00

$80.00

$0.00

$90.00

$0.00

Storm Drain Pipe - Catch Basin Leads (10")
Storm Drain Pipe (12")

560

Storm Drain Pipe (15")

50

Slorm Drain Pipe (18j

Storm Drain Pipe (24")

0

Stann Drain Pipe (27")

0

LF
LF
LF

Storm Drain Pipe (30")

0

LF

$100.00

$0.00

Storm Drain Pipe (36")

700

LF

$115.00

$80,500.00

Storm Drain Pipe (42")

0

,

LF
LF

$130.00

$0.00

Storm Drain Pipe (481

$150.00

$0.00

Manholes (481

3

EA

$3.500.00

$10.500.00

Manholes (721

3

EA

$7,000.00

$21.000.00

Manholes (&41

0

EA

$10.000.00

$0.00

Slorm Drain Pipe (21")

0

Subtotal
Eng./Contingencies {30%)
TOTAL

$155.050.00
$46.515.00
$201.565.00

GARIBALDI STORMWATER STUDY
PRELIMINARY ESTIMATES
Prepared by: Wallis Engineering/CPA
March 30. 1995

DESCRIPTION

QUANTITY

UNITS

UNIT

TOTAL

PRICE

PRICE

Johnson Creek Basin
11th Street Storm to 10th and 101
Catch Basins and Inlets

10

EA

$1,200.00

$12,000.00

1

EA

$1,500.00

$1,500.00

Storm Drain Pipe - Catch Basin Leads (1 0")

200

LF

$35.00

$7,000.00

Storm Drain Pipe (12")

150

$45.00

$6,750.00

Storm Drain Pipe (15")

0

$55.00

$0.00

Storm Drain Pipe (18")

150

Storm Drain Pipe (21")

0

StOffll Drain Pipe (24")

600

Storm Drain Pipe (27")

0

Ditch Inlets

Storm Drain Pipe (30")

0

Storm Drain Pipe (36")

0

Storm Drain Pipe (42")

0

IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF

Slonn Drail"l Pipe (48")

0

LF

$150.00

$0.00

Manholes (48")

5

EA

$3,500.00

$17,500.00

Manholes (72")

0

EA

$7,000.00

$0.00

Manholes (84")

0

EA

$10,000.00

$0.00

seO.oo

$9,000.00

$70.00

$0.00

$80.00

$48,000.00

$90.00

$0.00

$100.00

$0.00

$115.00

$0.00

$130,00

$0.00

Subtotal
Eng.lContingencies (30%)
TOTAL

$101,750.00
$30,525.00
$132.275.00

GARIBALDI

STOR~WATER

STUDY

PRELIMINARY ESTIMATES
Prepared by: Wallis Engineering/CPA
March 30. 1995

DESCRIPTION

QUANTITY

UNITS

UNIT

TOTAL

PRICE

PRICE

School Creek Basin
Sth and Birch to Acacia
atch Basins and Inlels
Ditch Inlets

3

EA

$1.200.00

0

EA

$1.500.00

$0.00

60

$35.00

$2,100.00

$45.00

$11,250.00

$55.00

$0.00

$60.00

$0.00

$70.00

$0.00

saO.OO

$0.00

$90.00

$0.00

$100.00

$0.00

$115.00

$0.00

$130.00

$0.00

5150.00

$0.00

$3.500.00

$3,500.00

$3.600.00

0

LF
LF
LF
LF
LF
LF
LF
LF
LF
LF
LF

Manholes (48;

1

EA

Manholes (72")

0

EA

$7.000.00

$0.00

Manholes (84j

0

EA

$10,000.00

$0.00

Storm Drain Pipe - Catch Basin leads (10·)
Storm Drain Pipe (12j

250

Slorm Drain Pipe (15j

0

Slorm Drain Pipe (18")

0

Slorm Drain Pipe (21;

0

Slorm Drain Pipe (24;

0

Storm Drain Pipe (271

0

Storm Drain Pipe (30;

0

Storm Drain Pipe (36~)

C

IStorm Drain Pipe (42")
I Storm Drain Pipe (48")

0

Subtolal
Eng.lConlingencies (30%}
TOTAL

$20,450.00
$6,135.00
$26,585.00

GARIBALDI STORMWATER STUDY
PRELIMINARY ESTIMATES
Prepared by: Wallis Engineering/CPA
March 30, 1995

DESCRIPTION

QUANTITY

UNITS

UNIT

TOTAL

PRICE

PRICE

School Creek Basin
6th and Cypress to 5th and Acacia
Catch Basins and Inlets

I

9

EA

$1.200.00

$10,800.00

0

EA

$1,500.00

$0.00

Storm Drain Pipe - Catch Basin Leads (10")

180

$35.00

$6,300.00

Storm Drain Pipe (12")

750

$45.00

$33,750.00

torm Drain Pipe (15")

0

$55.00

$0.00

Storm Drain Pipe (18")

0

$60.00

$0.00

Storm Drain Pipe (21")

0

570.00

$0.00

Slorm Drain Pipe (24")

0

580.00

$0.00

Storm Drain Pipe (27")

0

$90.00

$0.00

Storm Drain Pipe (30")

0

$100.00

$0.00

Storm Drain Pipe (36")

0

5115.00

$0.00

Storm Drain Pipe (42")

0

$130.00

$0.00

Ditch Inlets

Storm Drain Pipe (48;

0

LF
LF
LF
LF
LF
LF
LF
LF
LF
LF
LF

Manholes (48")

3

EA

Manholes (72")

0

Manholes (84")

0

$150.00

$0.00

$3.500.00

$10,500.00

EA

$7.000.00

$0.00

EA

$10,000.00

$0.00

Sublotal

561,350.00

Eng./Conlingencies (30%)

$18,405.00

TOTAL

$79,755.00

GARIBALDI STQRMWATER STUDY
PRELIMINARY ESTIMATES

Prepared by: Wallis Engineering/CPA
March 30. 1995

loeSCRIPTlON

QUANTITY

UNITS

UNIT

TOTAl

PRICE

PRICE

chool Creek Basin
rd and Birch to 4th and Acacia
Catch Basins and Inlets

""'" ,-

6

EA

$1.200.00

$7.200.00

0

EA

$1.500.00

"'.00

120

LF

535.00

$4.200.00

Storm Dl'aIn Pipe (121

500

LF

545.00

S22.5OO.oo

loon Drain Pipe (15")

0

LF

555.00

"'.00

loon Drain Pipe (18")

0

LF

560.00

"'.00

Storm Drall'l Pipe (21")

0

LF

$70.00

"'.00

oon Dram Pipe (24")

0

LF

$80.00

"'.00

loon Drain Pipe (27")

0

S90.OO

"'.00

lorm Drain Pipe (30")

0

$100.00

"'.00

torm Drain Pipe (36")

0

IF
IF
IF

$115.00

"'.00

Storm Dram Pipe (421

0

LF

$130.00

"'.00

0

LF

$150.00

"'.00

Manholes (48")

2

EA

$3,500.00

$7,000.00

Manholes (72")

0

EA

$7,000.00

"'.00

Manholes (64")

0

EA

$10,000.00

"'.00

torm Orul Pipe. Catch BaSIn Leads (1(j)

Storm

DraIn

PIpe (48")

Subtotal

$40,900.00

Eng./ContingenCies (30%)

$12.270.00

TOTAL

$53,170.00

GARIBALDI STORMWATER STUDY
PRELIMINARY ESTIMATES
Prepared by: Wallis EngineeringlCPA
March 30. 1995

QUANTITY

IoESCRIPTION

UNITS

UNIT

TOTAl

PRICE

PRICE

chool C....k easln
Driftwood to 4th StrMt ROW

lcatch Basins and

Inlets

Ptch Inlets

,.

EA

$1,000.00

$16,000,00

1

EA

$1,500.00

$1,500.00

32G

1.F

$35.00

$11,200.00

Istorm 0raIl"I Pipe (121

UJOO

1.F

$045.00

"'5,000.00

IStorm 0raIl"I PIpe (15")
IStorm Oran Pipe (18")
Storm Oran Pipe (21")
Istorm Drain PIpe (24")
~torm Dran Pipe (27")
IStorm 0I"aln Pipe (30")
IStorm Oram Pipe (36")
Istorm Onun Pipe (42")
Rip Rap at outfaJIs
anholes (48")

350

1.F

$55.00

$19,250.00

0

1.F

560.00

SO.OO

0

LF

570.00

SO.OO

0

1.F

sao.OO

SO.OO

0

1.F

$90.00

SO.OO

0

$100.00

SO.OO

$115.00

SO.OO

0

LF
LF
LF

$130.00

SO.OO

15

CY

$100.00

$1,500.00

~torm Oran Pipe. Catch BaSlfl Leads (10")

0

•

EA

$3,500.00

$14,000.00

Manholes (72")

0

EA

$7,000.00

SO.OO

Manholes (84")

0

EA

$10,000.00

SO.OO

Subtotal
Eng.fContingencies (30%)
TOTAL

$108.450.00
532,535.00
$140,985.00

GARIBALDI STORMWATER STUDY
PRELIMINARY ESTIMATES
Prepared by: Wallis EngIneering/CPA
March 30, 1995

IoESCRIPTION
c:hooI

CrNk Basin

oIty and Glnget'" Storm Inc:l. -4th(Eac:h)
ICatc:tl Basns and Inlets

Ioitch INets
~ Ora... PIpe. Catc:tl BaSIn Leads (10")
Storm Ora... Pipe (12")
Istorm Drain Pipe (15")
Storm Drain Pipe (18")
Storm DJa.J Pipe (21")
IStorm Drul PIpe (2-4")
IStorm Ora... Pipe (2n
Istorm Ora... Pipe (30")
torm Ora... Pipe (36")
Storm Orall'l Pipe (-42")
Storm Ora... Pipe (48")
Manholes (48")
Manholes (721
Manholes (804")

QUANTITY

UNITS

,.

•

UNIT

TOTAL.

PRICE

PRICE

EA

$1,000,00

$10,000.00

EA

$1,500.00

$0.00

200

LF

$35.00

$7,000.00

1,100

LF
LF
LF
LF

Soi5.00

$49,500.00

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
J

•
•

555.00

$0.00

560.00

$0.00

$70.00

$0.00

LF

560.00

$0.00

LF

$90,00

$0.00

LF
LF
LF
LF

$100.00

$0.00

$115.00

$0.00

5130.00

$0.00

$150.00

$0.00

EA

53,500.00

$10,500,00

EA

57,000.00

$0.00

EA

$10,000.00

$0.00

Subtotal

$77,000.00

Eng.lContingencies (30%)

$23,100.00

TOTAL

$100,100.00

GARIBALDI STORMWATER STUDY
PRELIMINARY ESTIMATES
Prepared by: Wailis Engineering/CPA
March 30, 1995

DESCRIPTION

QUANTITY

UNITS

UNIT

TOTAL

PRICE

PRICE

hitney Brook Basin
Tributary to Whitney Brook
Catch Basins and Inlets
Ditch Inlets

20

EA

51,000,00

1

EA
LF
LF
LF
LF
LF
LF
LF
LF
LF
LF
LF
EA
EA
EA

$1,500.00

$1,500.00

$35.00

$14,000.00

Storm Drain Pipe· Catch Basin Leads (10'1

400

Storm Drain Pipe (121

650

Storm Drain Pipe (151

400

Storm Drain Pipe (181

150

StOfTTl Drain Pipe (211

0

Storm Drain Pipe (241

250

Storm Drain Pipe (271

0

Storm Drain Pipe (301

0

Storm Drain Pipe (361

0

Storm Drain Pipe (421

0

Storm Drain Pipe (48")

0

Manholes (48")

8

Manholes (72")

0

Manholes (641

,

$45.00

$29,250.00

555.00

$22,000.00

$60.00

$9,000.00

$70.00

$0.00

$80.00

$20,000.00

$90.00

$0.00

$100.00

$0.00

$115.00

$0.00

$130.00

$0.00

$150.00

$0.00

S3,500.00

$28.000.00

$7,000,00

$0.00

$10,000,00

$10,000.00

Subtotal
Eng.fConlingendes (30%}
TOTAL

$20,000.00

$153,750.00
546,125.00
$199,875.00

GARIBALDI STORMWATER STUDY
PRELIMINARY ESTIMATES
Prepared by: Wallis Engineering/CPA
Match 30,1995

DESCRIPTION

QUANTITY

UNITS

UNIT

TOTAL

PRlCE

PRICE

ohnson Creek Basin
7th St Storm to discharge under RR

10

EA

$1,000,00

$10,000.00

1

EA

$1,500.00

$1,500.00

Stonn Drain Pipe· Catch Basin Leads (10")

200

LF

$35.00

$7,000.00

Stonn Drain Pipe (12")

740

LF

545.00

$33,300.00

Stonn Drain Pipe (15")

470

LF

$55.00

$25,850.00

Stonn Drain Pipe (18")

150

LF

$60.00

$9,000.00

!catch Basins and Inlets
Ditch Inlets

Stonn Drain Pipe (21")

0

LF

$70.00

$0.00

Storm Drain Pipe (24")

0

$80.00

$0.00

Storm Drain Pipe (27")

,

LF
LF

$90.00

$0.00

LF

$100.00

$0.00

Stonn Drain Pipe (30")

0

Stonn Drain Pipe (36")

0

LF

$115.00

$0.00

Stonn Drain Pipe (42")

450

LF

$130.00

$58,500.00

Stonn Drain Pipe (48")

0

LF

$150.00

$0.00

Manholes (48")

5

EA

$3,500.00

$17,500.00

Manholes (12")

1

EA

$7,000.00

$7,000.00

Manholes (84")

1

EA

$10,000.00

$10,000.00

Subtotal
Eng.lContingencies (30%)
TOTAL

$179,650,00
$53,895.00
$233,545.00

GARIBALDI STDRMWATER STUDY
PRELIMINARY ESTIMATES
Pre;:>ared by. WalliS Engineering/CPA
March 30. 1995

~SCRIPT1ON

OUANTITY

UNITS

UNIT

TOTAl

PRICE

PRICE

ohnson C,...k Basin
10th SltHt Stotm to 9th snd 101
Calch 8aM1s WId Inlets

kJ,o,n,_

Isl«m o.wn PIpe. Cstd1 8uln lesds (10/
o.wn PIpe (12'")
lorm o.wn PIpe (15")
Iotm o.wn PIpe (181
lOrTI'I o.wn PIpe (211
!omI o.wn Pipe (2.1
toml

Storm [);-., PIpe (27")
I«m 0rwI PI~ (301

Storm

o.wn PI~ (36")

tonn Draln PIpe (.2'")
ton'n

Ofaan Pipe (.81

'\1srholM (481
M8I'IhoIM (72'")
Msnholu (Ml

,

EA

$1.000.00

EA

$1.500.00

200

LF

'''',

LF

10

>5,

,

,
,SO

LF
LF
LF
LF
LF

, LF
, LF
,
, I.'LF

,

,

,

$35 '"

." '"
'"
'"

...
...

$SS.OO

$10,000.00

SO.'"
$7,000,00
$31,500.00

SO.'"
$9,000.00

$7000

SO.'"

$9000

$22,500.00

SO.'"

$100 00

SO.'"

$11500

SO'"

$130 00

SO.'"

$ISO 00

SO'"

5350000

$7.00000

EA

$7,000.00

$7,000.00

EA

$10,000.00

SO.'"

EA

Subtotal

$9-t,OOO.OO

Eng IContlt'\genoes (30%)

$28,200.00

TOTAL

$122,200.00

GARIBALDI STORMWATER STUDY
PRELIMINARY ESTIMATES
Prepared by: Wallis Engineering/CPA
March 30, 1995

DESCRIPTION

UNIT

TOTAL

UNITS

PRICE

PRICE

3

EA

$1.200,00

S3,6OO,00

0

EA

$1,500,00

SO.OO

0

LF
LF
LF
LF
LF
LF

S35.00

SO.OO

545.00

S20,250.OO

S55.OO

SO.OO

S60.oo

SO.oo

S7000

SO.OO

S8000

SO.OO

S9000

SO.OO

Sloo 00

SC.OO

QUANTITY

School Creek Basin
2nd Street to HlghwllY 101
Icatch Basins and Inlets
Ditch Inlels
Storm Drain Pipe· Catch Basin Leads (10·)
Storm Drain Pipe (12-)

450

Storm Drain Pipe (15)

0

Storm Drain Pipe (18)

0

Istorm Drain Pipe (21)

0

lstorm Drain Pipe (241

0

Istorm Drain Pipe (271

C

ISlorm Drain Pipe (30")

0

"
"LF

S115.00

SO.OO

Sl30 00

50.00

0

LF
LF

$150,00

50.00

lManhoies (481

2

EA

53.500.00

57,000.00

~anholes (72'")

0

EA

$7,000 00

$0.00

Manholes (84")

0

EA

510,000.00

$0.00

Istorm Dram Pipe (36")

0

IstOtm Dram Pipe (42'")

01

IstOflTl Dram PIP" (481

Subtotal
Eng.lConlingencies (30%)
TOTAL

$30.850.00

59,255.00
$40.105.00

